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Howard Stein Festschrift
Listening with Howard
David R. Beisel—SUNY Rockland
Keywords: countertransference, Howard Stein’s-historical-methods, invasion-ofUkraine, listening-to-documents, listening-to-each-other, putting-research-topractical-use, traditional-Festschrift, Vladimir Putin, World War II-analogies

February 22, 2022. Russia invades Ukraine. I am putting the
finishing touches on my Howard Stein tribute. Serendipitous or
synchronistic, both things arrive together, a conjunction of events
changing my dialogue with the world. Process demands a rewrite,
but how to intertwine both strands? Standing in this place and time
(after a life lived immersed in psychohistory), I owe a debt to many
colleagues, especially my dear friend, Howard Stein.
In the traditional Festschrift, authors customarily use the
honoree’s scholarly contributions as inspiration to write an original
essay. Using Howard’s work as a touchstone, I want to do the same,
showing how he has influenced my work on the origins of World
War II and my thinking on the war in Ukraine.
I have heard Howard present at many scholarly conferences
and seen his gentle touch as a Group Process Analyst at regular
meetings of the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA). I
have also read just about everything he has written, from his many
books to articles in places such as Mind and Human Interaction, to
his recent analyses of contemporary politics in The Journal of Psychohistory, to his psychohistorical poetry. He has called me a
scholar’s scholar. I return the compliment.
We met first in 1978, at the first IPA convention. We discovered a mutual interest in the relationship between local group
fantasies and national group fantasies. We wondered how microfantasies reinforced macro-fantasies, and vice versa. We set out to
do a panel on the subject. I don’t remember my topic, but I do remember Howard’s. He explored the pattern of requests sent by an
audience of classical music enthusiasts to a local Oklahoma radio
station. He hypothesized that the thematic patterns he uncovered in
the music told something of the emotions shaping unconscious impulses on the national level, as well as how nationwide fantasies
helped shape the impulses behind those local requests.
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His work was creative. It was sensitive. I was awed. Our
research soon took us down different paths. Years passed. An echo
of our now abandoned earlier collaboration showed up in the Preface to his collection of essays, Beneath the Crust of Culture, where
he pointed out how “the local can help illumine universal processes” (Stein, 2004, p. xii). I wonder today what our professional careers might look like had we continued to explore mutual micromacro reinforcements.
But what to highlight from the vast range of Howard’s fertile mind? His work, so far-reaching and profound, makes it difficult to decide. One strand is the theme of listening, not surprising
for someone who identifies himself as a psychoanalytic anthropologist. Howard’s whole career has blended the approach of the anthropologist with the tools of the psychoanalyst. In his book, Listening Deeply (1994/2017), as well as in his other writings, Howard tells us why it is important to listen, shows us how to listen, and
shares what he has learned from listening. As an organizational
consultant who helps groups become more efficient, Howard’s
hands-on experiences offer us how-to examples. Case studies illustrate his techniques. I hear implicit in Howard’s writing the mandate to abandon orthodoxies and simply listen to what is being said;
improvising is necessary if we are ever to get at what our sources
are really telling us.
The analytic part of my historian’s mind separates listening
into three categories: listening to others; listening to colleagues; and
listening to oneself. Listening to colleagues is not easy. We incline
to be critical and find vulnerable places in each other’s work so we
can disagree. We learn this again in graduate school. Everyone is
pushing their own book and theory. Others have emphasized better
ways, offering possibilities of fruitful cross-fertilization. A careful
reading of Paul Elovitz’ (2021) anthology, The Many Roads of the
Builders of Psychohistory, shows the value of listening and mentoring. In Peter Loewenberg’s (1985) article, “The Creation of a Scientific Community: The Burghölzli, 1902-1914” in Fantasy and
Reality in History, he concretizes how a fortuitous gathering of
scholars is crucial to building a vibrant intellectual community.
For historians, listening means listening to documents. Here,
Howard’s influence on me has been immeasurable. In his early papers, Howard called attention to folie à deux in human affairs. I
knew the theory, of course, but Howard’s reminder came at the
right time. My research into the diplomatic origins of the Second
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World War was just beginning. I was then four years into sobriety,
one day at a time. I was learning about codependency and the role
of the enabler in addictive systems. I was ready to hear what Howard had to say.
Alerted to how rationalizations covered projections and systems of hidden collusion, I began to listen to historical narratives
differently. When I ran across Neville Chamberlain’s comment on
the state of European diplomacy in 1931—“We are all locked in a
suicidal embrace which will probably drown the lot of us”—his
words suddenly made sense. What if other powers were engaged in
a folie à deux? What if they too unknowingly and unconsciously
worked at helping Hitler? I discovered several historians—not just
A. J. P. Taylor—who said the same thing. I began to see documents
in a fresh way and listen with the Third Ear.

Many diplomatic historians consult only diplomatic documents. I approached them as an anthropologist approaches culture. I
cast a wide net, seeking sources of all kinds: diaries, memos, diplomatic documents, speeches, private letters, memoirs, oral histories,
newspaper headlines, fiction, journalistic reports, body language,
newsreels, poems, films, magazines, iconic photos, fashion, jokes,
paintings, poems, architecture, toys, music, radio programs, political cartoons, and the writings of historians. I expected to encounter
an occasional organic metaphor. (I was familiar with organic metaphors having first encountered them as an undergraduate in the
writings of the 12th century monk, John of Salisbury.) I found them
in abundance. Unexpectedly, I found much more.
The documents of the 1930s revealed an unconscious and
partly conscious fantasy of the European powers as partners in a
dysfunctional family system writ large. It was European-wide,
shared by all social classes, and permeated the media. Politicians
and statesmen spoke this way all the time. I realized the fantasy was
based on historical reality. Royal families had used courtship, marriage, divorce, and inheritance as diplomatic tools for centuries, a
practice still alive in the late 19 th century.
When World War I ended, monarchy collapsed throughout
the continent. The real family of nations became a memory, though
it did not disappear. It went underground, becoming an unconscious
fantasy, a habit of mind ready to be acted out on a blank screen onto which people could project the experiences of their own dysfunctional families. Though the proof was massive and overwhelming,
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it took me a long time to accept what I was finding. The documents
spoke repeatedly of courtship, wooing, marriage, and divorce, of
marriages of convenience among the Powers, as if the countries of
Europe were real people. Political cartoons depicting the NaziSoviet Pact showed Hitler as a groom and Stalin as a bride, sometimes Stalin as a groom with Hitler as a bride.
The political cartoons of David Low often showed the Great
Powers in family situations, as children playing with blocks, receiving toys, or being abducted from the family bed. European statesmen, for their own unconscious reasons, divided up dysfunctional
family roles and acted them out, with Hitler and Germany the outof-control raging child. As journalist César Saerchinger (1940) put
it: Germany “is the problem child of the European family; and
problem children are dangerous when they are out to ‘get theirs.’
Germany is a problem child with a loaded pistol in her hand”
(p. 99).
Great Britain played a maternal role, in Hitler’s terminology, “the British governess.” France played the abandoned child: to
Prime Minister Herriot and others, France found “herself facing
Germany alone.” So too the Belgians, who orphaned themselves
into neutrality. Italy was an enabling younger sibling with Mussolini acting, in Chamberlain’s words, “like a child and the child was
dreaming of some large new rattles.” Czechoslovakia, a “newborn
state” birthed into “life” by “the midwives of Versailles,” was delegated the designated suicide, becoming Europe’s infanticidal sacrifice. So too Poland, called by Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov and
others, “the ugly offspring of the Versailles Treaty.” Stalin, the
“Little Tsar of Mother Russia,” played the distant, often absent father.
Through folie à deux, I had discovered an unconscious folie
a plusieurs, not because I said so but because they said so. I subsequently found that post-World War II diplomatic dialogues, except
for an occasional reference to a “Velvet Divorce,” contained few
examples of family fantasies, conscious or unconscious. What had
played such a critical role in the 1930s suddenly disappeared. What
of the current Ukraine invasion? Can my earlier findings help us
understand what is going on today?
I am told young people do not watch television, that they get
their news from TikTok. It is seven days into the assault. I have not
looked at TikTok. I listen to what I am being told on cable news
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and in the newspapers. I listen as Howard might listen, hearing impressions, bits and pieces of undigested raw data, too sparse and too
soon to be analyzed. These are suggestive, fragmentary thoughts,
which are presented as such to encourage the reader to consider
various possibilities.
The Ukrainian ambassador to the U.S. says it is like the German invasion of Soviet Russia, “a replay of 1941.” One Ukrainian
volunteer thinks of it as an earlier time, the “Spanish Civil War,
1936.” Civilians take refuge in subways, London in The Blitz. A
retired U.S. admiral says: “Put the videos in color into black-andwhite and I feel I am looking at images from the 1930s.”
Former U.S. ambassador to Russia Michael McFaul says the
invasion “reminds me of September 1, 1939” when war broke out
in Europe. Estonia’s ambassador to the U.S. calls it “a 1939 moment.” There are references to a “David vs. Goliath” conflict—an
outnumbered group of “little people” (like the Czechs, Greeks, or
Poles against the Germans) fighting a mighty force of Russians. Is
this collective suicide in the name of heroic defense?

Every day we hear the immigration crisis is the worst since
the Second World War. (With Ukrainian vaccinations against
COVID at 35%, immigrants, always perceived as disease carriers,
turn fantasy into reality.)
Nazis targeted homosexuals as well as Jews; the head of the
Russian Orthodox church blames gays for the invasion of Ukraine.
Putin plans to place Ukrainian cities under siege. Does this recreate
his mother living through the siege of Leningrad?
Ukrainian President Zelenskyy utters the word “appeasement” at the 2022 Munich Security Conference, recalling the Munich Agreement of 1938. There are war crimes, calling to mind Nuremberg and the war crimes trials in post-war Japan. There is a discussion of Governments in Exile, calling to mind the Norwegian,
Dutch, French, and Polish Governments in Exile during the Second
World War. There is talk of “The greatest land war in Europe since
World War II,” talk of “a Russian Blitzkrieg,” talk of putting liberals and resistance fighters in camps like World War II. Putin tells
the world, “Nazis run Ukraine.” People ask: Where is our Churchill?

The Nazis targeted for death the people they imagined
would be prisoners in their yet-to-be-conquered territories, includ-
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ing Churchill, David Low, and Roosevelt. Russia draws up a Death
List of Ukrainians. Zelenskyy and his family are on it. Zelenskyy’s
courage in staying in Kyiv echoes the courage of the King of Denmark: “We are all Jews here.” Like Germans after Versailles, we
hear Putin feels humiliated. Does Putin’s friendship with Xi
Jinping reenact the Nazi-Soviet Pact?
There are organic fantasies. In 1938, many talked of the
“dismemberment of Czechoslovakia.” In 2022 there is talk of “The
dismemberment of Ukraine.” We hear Putin is intent on
“decapitating” Ukrainian leadership. Echoing the 1938 headlines of
British papers on the A nschluss—they called it “The Rape of Austria”—today’s media speaks of “The Rape of Ukraine.”
Family fantasies show up. An ITV reporter speculates: “For
the Russian-speaking people of Marajapol it must feel like a fratricide.” We are reminded the war is between fellow Slavs. People
have family in each country. We hear echoes of Stefan Zweig’s
words in 1940, “Europe…has torn itself apart suicidally in a war of
brother against brother.” On CNN, Thomas Friedman speaks of
Putin wanting to pull Ukraine “back into the bosom of Mother Russia.”
Putin is our Hitler, the out-of-control raging child, a container for our projected feelings of craziness. He is “unhinged,”
“demented,” “insane.” We feel humiliated. Is Trump Putin’s enabler? Is Biden our new Chamberlain?
Khrushchev’s daughter, a Professor of History at The New
School, says that Russia, ironically the defender of Europe in the
Second World War, is now in danger of starting the Third World
War in Europe. As in 1939-1940, and again in 1944, Hitler’s generals plotted against him. There is speculation today that Putin’s generals, or protests by the Russian people, will bring him down. Hitler
felt isolated; the word was “encirclement.”
Putin, too, is alone. He has created an encirclement of his
own. We remember his Mussolini-envy, seeking to show his manly
chest at every photo-op. We remember him as a K.G.B. agent, stationed in East Germany when the Berlin Wall came down. A wild
rumor has it Putin’s goal is to invade Germany to restore the East
German state, another way in which he and Europe can experience
the Second World War—and its aftermath—by reliving them a second time around.
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This is what the documents tell me. Given the very few references to family dynamics, dysfunctional or otherwise, there is a
massive mountain of evidence referencing World War II, Europe’s
second Great Trauma of the 20 th century. There can be many reasons for these associations. Preliminary reports suggest today’s
events are not driven by fantasies of family dysfunction but by fantasies to reenact the Second World War.

I see images of destruction. Refugees flee. Infanticidal fantasies bubble up. Babies, toddlers, newborns in the arms of their
mothers lie dead on the streets and in hospitals. Russian forces attack a nuclear power plant suicidally endangering Ukraine, Russia,
Europe, the world. For one who always favors the underdog, I side
with Ukraine. Though I know in a nuclear world we must be restrained, anger stirs within me. I want to give those bastards what
they deserve. “No-Fly Zones be damned. Let’s go and kick them in
the ass!” I am encountering the third leg of my listening tripod,
countertransference.
Part of any psychoanalytic training, of course, is countertransference. As a subject of discussion, it was briefly in fashion
among psychohistorians in the early 1980s. If Elovitz’ Many Roads
of the Builders of Psychohistory compendium is any guide, interest
in the subject may be making a modest comeback. On pages 95-98
in Listening Deeply, Howard Stein provides a Master Class in dealing with countertransference occasioned by events in his own life.
In light of the invasion of Ukraine, my decision to rewrite this essay
owes much to Howard´s work on countertransference.

Thus, I return to the themes we began with: Howard’s scholarship and Russia’s attack on Ukraine. It is fitting to include in full
one of Howard’s poems of hope, “Thaw in the Ice.”
Imagine—
age old foes
sit down with each other
in a safe space, tell stories
of how the other is a monster
who inflicted grievous wounds
that can never be forgotten—
only to hear the enemy’s own story
of vulnerability, of suffering, and of fear.
Each begins to listen more
by having been listened to deeply
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by listeners who arranged the meeting.
No miracle, but minute breakthroughs
of compassion and concern,
a tiny thaw in the ice,
a small breach in the wall—
Could the enemy be more human than a monster?
Might tomorrow not be condemned
to be the same as yesterday and today? (Beisel, 2015, p. 62)
There are real Good Guys and Bad Guys in history. Not everything
is a folie à deux. Sometimes, no matter what we do, the other guy
can’t see us as anything but an Enemy. So, I maintain my skepticism, as does Howard, even at his compassionate best. Conflicts
continue and listening will fail sometimes, perhaps most of the
time. Still, because it works often enough, it needs to be tried all of
the time.
I turn now to my next project. Documents are my companion; motives reside in them. I feel on the edge of knowing, ready to
listen, anticipating the new adventure. I imagine Howard here with
me. We wait for the new dialogues to begin, listening for what the
documents have to tell us about what lives within them.
David R. Beisel, PhD, earned his degree in Modern European History from New York University and is a Professor Emeritus
at SUNY where he taught psychohistory to 8,000 students. He has
written widely on American and European history. A collection of
new essays, Genres of the Imagination (2021), which he wrote with
Irene Javors, is available worldwide on Amazon. His book, The Suicidal Embrace, a study of the diplomatic origins of the Second
World War, is available in a new Fourth Edition (2021) from circumstantial.productions@aol.com. He can be reached at drbeisel1@gmail.com.
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Introduction
Professor Howard Stein is one of the most astute scholars
and insightful human beings I have had the pleasure of meeting.
Important as well, in spite of his success as a scholar, he has remained supportive of others and humble. Those of us who have
known him for long periods already know this about him and also
his immense scholarly breadth and depth, and respected breakthroughs in the field of psychohistory. We know about this because
of his amazing volume of work, and because he spoke and wrote
from the later 1970s until the present. One can access individuals’
lives work by listing all of their accomplishments, that is, positions
held, books and articles written, students taught, colleagues mentored, and yet know little about the reasons they accomplished so
much. A series of numbers, or even titles, do not tell us what made
Stein tick, so to speak, why he worked so hard, and what he was
thinking as he searched, taught, and wrote.
One point beyond the list of Stein’s work is the question:
Why write? Why write almost beyond exhaustion? He says that he
wrote because he had to write. He writes, he said in an email to me
(personal communication, 8-31-2021), because he was groping, trying to find himself through organizing his thoughts on pages and
computer screens. He writes because he needs to defend himself
against anxieties by placing them outside of himself. At the same
time, he needs others, his listeners and readers, without whom he
can neither have put himself out, defend himself, but also because
he could not rely on others with whom to interact and with whom to
learn. His search is not on people, it is with people, we are his research partners. This in large part explains why he can narrate the
stories of others so well.
An excellent example of his approach is the story about the
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MD who recalled only after their conversation: “I Knew I Called
You for Something.” At its end, Stein (2017) recounted that, “I
trusted my physician colleague to lead the consultation to where
she needed it to go.… My role was to help her tell the story she did
not even know she had within her. Answers would not arise in
me… but between us, the fruit of the dialogue of storytelling and
story listening” (pp. 25-28). He writes so empathetically and humanly because he is, as Carolyn Ellis (2016) articulates in a different context, a “compassioned researcher.”
He offered his insights in classrooms, consultations, talks at
various institutions and conferences, radio interviews, articles, book
chapters, books, symposiums, and poems. By cooperating with authors from different fields, he learned and taught at the same time.
There are clearly defined Leitmotivs in Dr. Stein’s explorations; they range from the early work with Slovak immigrants and
descendants, the study of the “adversary symbiosis” of AmericanSoviet relations, and more recently his writings about the malfunctioning and abuses in public and private institutions and authoritarian regimes. Nevertheless, he never abandoned his first research interests, including Jewish, ethnic, and medical concerns.
Thus, early in his career he wrote this essay with Robert F.
Hill: “The New Ethnicity and the White Ethnic in the United States:
An Exploration in the Psycho-Cultural Genesis of Ethnic Irredentism,” in The Canadian Review of Studies in Nationalism I from
Fall 1973. The same year, he explored the medical perspective in
“Cultural Specificity in Patterns of Mental Illness and Health: A
Slovak-American Case Study” within Family Process. Very early
on too, he became a psychohistorian; he interwove what he gained
from his background as a Jew and by studying psychology, consulting and teaching with his astute sense of history and scholarship in
his article, “Judaism and the Group-Fantasy of Martyrdom: The
Psychodynamic Paradox of Survival Through Persecution,” in The
Journal of Psychohistory from Fall 1978. Dr. Stein came to his understanding of Judaism “the hard way.” While attending public
school, his father drove him “four week-days and Sunday to the
Jewish district in Pittsburgh, called Squirrel Hill, some 25 miles
away, to learn in Hebrew School at my parents’ conservative synagogue, Congregation Beth Shalom” (personal communication, 9-92021).
I suspect that his remarkable perceptiveness originates with
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two main lived realities: one is that he is Jewish and thus became
aware of issues specific to ethnicities, and the other is that he lives
away from the mega cities at the coasts, in the middle of the country. Significant as well, when he settled in Oklahoma, he became
isolated geographically from his roots in the Eastern part of the
U.S. and his “nest,” his immediate Jewish family and neighborhood. Being separated physically also meant looking at his background from a measure of distance that most of us attain when we
must be or chose to be away from “our” home base, even our
group. In his case that was Coraopolis, the small town west of Pittsburgh. Thus, Stein’s deep awareness of, and empathy for the plight
of refugees and involuntary emigrants, like the many who are being
chased from their homes, and Jews since time immemorial. His early work on psychogeography and psychoanthropology persisted in
his awareness of his own separateness.

There is more to it, of course. Living in Oklahoma, far away
from the intellectual trends of our top research centers, also allows
for other, different perspectives. One is the concentration on one’s
job, the other on one’s surroundings. What a boon it is for our understanding of institutions, especially medical ones, and our awareness of the vast plains of Oklahoma and America as a whole. Yet,
even as he recognized the brutality of larger institutional and corporate systems first-hand away from the frenzy of other researchers,
he stayed connected to his heritage. So, firing became firing in the
sense of the fires of the ovens of the Nazi state. The brutality of
American health care systems became linked to that of authoritarian
regimes. His understanding for the misunderstood, the outsiders,
the oppressed, the fired, and those who abuse and were abused. To
trace the progress more fully, one also needs to know about his education and work history.
Stein “attended grade, junior high, and high school in
Coraopolis, graduating in 1963” (personal communication, 9-82021). He followed with degrees from the nearby University of
Pittsburgh for both his undergraduate and graduate training (BA
1967, major in historical musicology, and PhD 1972, in anthropology, with specializations in medical and psychological anthropology).
He took his first work assignments in Pittsburgh, PA, in
1970 as a teaching assistant in the American National Ethnic Traditions program at the University of Pittsburgh. In 1971 he taught in
the nursing program in the Pittsburgh Hospital of Penn State Uni-
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versity, then he was an instructor in anthropology in the Department of Behavioral Sciences at Point Park College (1971-1972),
and after that he was an associate professor in the Department of
Psychiatry (1972-1978). During that time, he taught psychiatry residents and medical students clinical anthropology. In 1978 he
moved to the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, OK, in the Department of Family Medicine, where he
worked as a faculty member with interns and residents in the behavioral science curriculum, focusing on doctor-patient relationships, and facilitated thousands of Balint groups. He also taught in
rural Family Medicine residency programs in Enid, Shawnee, and
Lawton, and focused on rural medicine and rural health. In total, he
spent nearly 35 years in Family Medicine in Oklahoma.
Stein began his major publications with The Ethnic Imperative: Examining the New White Imperative (1977), SlovakAmerican Identity (1980), and seven years later, after he had
moved to Oklahoma, he penned The Psychoanthropology of A merican Culture (1985). Once he had fully settled there, he shifted even
more to Oklahoma farming culture, medical culture, and human
beings being affected by them. After 1994, Stein increasingly researched overall organizational cultures and the difficulties employees face in them. The first of these was Listening Deeply, which I
introduced above. At that point, he had not fully realized the difficulties and trauma so many employees endure in medical and other
organizations. Once he did, he and Seth Allcorn examined such
topics as The Dysfunctional W orkplace (2015) with other topics
becoming clear from the list of books in the endnotes. The latest
publication is by Seth Allcorn and Howard Stein (2022), titled Psychoanalytic Insights into Social, Political, and Organizational Dynamics: Understanding the Age of Trump.
In Seth Allcorn’s and Howard Stein’s (2020) The Psychodynamics of Toxic Organizations: Applied Poems, Stories and
Analysis, the authors integrated stories about abuses of corporate
culture with Stein’s poetry and explanatory essays. They took one
of his poems about abusive situations and explained it through the
intersection between an individual, or group of individuals, and the
authors. As the authors explain succinctly in the book’s blurb:
Understanding experience at work… is a multidimensional
undertaking that must include all senses.… Poetry at its best
condenses into relatively few words, metaphors, and images
what conventional social science narratives would take
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much longer to articulate. Where poetry often hints and alludes, narrative seeks to spell out, expound, and complete.
… Applied poetry and its contextual stories offer a way of
accessing workplace experience that is unique and valuable
in terms of understanding lives at work. The use of complementary psychodynamic theories … is a way of trying to
account for what we have found and experienced and in particular why it happened. (Stein & Allcorn, 2020, book
statement from Routledge)
Stein and Allcorn speak of individuals, for example, being fired not
because of poor performance, but because of supervisors who embraced their organization’s policies after it had been acquired. It cut
positions to squeeze out the funds required to purchase the company, or to turn a profit before “unloading” it in turn. The usual euphemism for such activities is “downsizing.” Some of the stories
are heartbreaking; one must empathize.
I was in my early 20s when I experienced an abusive supervisor who fired me not because of poor work performance, but because he was in constant tussle with my immediate supervisor. I
was unemployed, out on the street, without much experience in
American society. How can we fully understand such undercut and
fired employees? Stein teaches us that one listens, becomes immersed in their lives, and hopefully helps ease transitions.
In order to understand and articulate lived workplace experience in-depth, Stein wrote hundreds of “organizational” poems
and elucidates them through storytelling and exploring underlying
psychodynamic processes. He began to write poetry in 1991; so far,
he has published ten poetry books. But these publications do not
reflect the full oeuvre of several hundred poems. Being away from
the center encouraged poetry that was not as much about it, but the
periphery. In addition, part of his approach is to highlight stories,
but through poetry, that is, people telling of their experiences and
then melding them with his ability to reflect on them succinctly.
Poetry is said to be expressive of the inner and maybe even
unconscious world. Stein argues differently: The “inner world is
always in relationship with the outer world of people, nature, technology.” Indeed, we need words to express ourselves; we acquire
them through our fellow human beings, and the tone and message
of a poem rarely flows without the language specific to a culture. It
carries the whole culture with it. Thus, psychohistorical poetry ena-
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bles Stein to offer another fascinating perspective. It breaks the rigidity of psychohistory, with its emphasis on compositions, and allows others of us who endeavor to write psychohistorical poetry to
face the public with it.
Poetry is, to quote him, “inter-subjective, not subjective as
in some sort of hermetically sealed-off self of the world.” That is
why he connects poetry to the stories of others about institutional
behavior that is often destructive and brutal. Having experienced
being fired, he captured the essence of the hurt that employees undergo when they face supervisors who “don’t give a damn,” or
throw them out, like chaff, a dehumanization that may be likened to
that of the worst regimes here and abroad. I am thinking of the Russians who have the choice these days of leaving their homeland or
rotting in jail in Siberia. Haunting memories of Stalin! A few words
can succinctly express the sense of loss and homelessness. As Stein
has said, poetry complements and deepens narrative prose. As my
father-in-law stated it: “I can understand your poetry better than
your text.” Not only specialists can read Stein’s poetry. Surely that
is psychohistory at its very best… to reflect the experience of others, to elucidate through poetry the past and present accurately,
clearly, and humanly.
The following poem stems from a different context and illustrates Dr. Stein’s ability to feel, understand, and express his approach to life and work. The last line of “Filament” spoke to me the
moment I first read the poem in 2018.
The world is held together
Not by glass or steel,
But by the thinnest filament,
Unseen but yet more real.
Its strands can come from anywhere,
Below or from above,
It weaves with great tenacity
And has the name of love. (Stein, 2018, p. 35)
Stein’s love of music goes all the way back to his childhood (and
his relationship with his father, a violinist) and later his undergraduate major; it opens us up further to his varied intellect. When reading his poetry aloud, they are often not only a visual but also a tonal
feast. Music, he wrote is “soul, my essence, my cherished companion…”; indeed, how can one ever forget J.S. Bach’s Matthew Passion? Or Mahler’s Auferstehung? Or so many other works of well-
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known and not so prominent composers? They speak Stein’s language, he recognizes it as his own; he is at home and at peace, even
if some works are “difficult,” they offer light, courage, hope, healing, even the sense of floating in a different moment in time and
universe. Often too, they provide a sense of relief. For music has
been, like for so many others, a guide to a more meaningful life,
one that sometimes has had to be lived under the most tortuous circumstances.
Howard the Man
Dr. Stein’s name is apt. He is a rock of values that are not
washed off just because our society has allowed its negative side to
emerge from the shadows. He has the temerity to speak up and cry
out for those who are crushed by society’s uncaring, deceitful, abusive, lying, and brutal “leaders.” The exceptional Russian author
Vasily Grossman in his novel Stalingrad (translated Robert & Elizabeth Chandler, 2019) saw it in German society of the 1930s when
its underbelly rose to the top. We notice the corrosion in this country in Stein’s work long before the behavior of some untoward
American corporate figures rose to “lead” organizations. Corporations, he reiterates, do not care about human beings, they care about
the bottom line; that approach depersonalizes and objectifies people, makes them into disposable “things.” It takes courage to comment and highlight this upending of our culture. Even as Dr. Stein’s
assessment is accurate, it can be dangerous to articulate. If Stalin
had not died, Grossman would most likely have been arrested; he
told the truth about the German and Soviet/Russian societies. Professor Howard Stein is such a perceptive and courageous individual
in our midst.
Peter W. Petschauer, PhD, Dr hc, is Professor Emeritus of
European History from Appalachian State University. He is also an
author and a poet. Some of his most recent works include A n Immigrant in the 1960s: Finding Hope and Success in New York City
(2020) and Hopes and Fears: Past and Present (2019). The author
may be reached at petschauerpw@appstate.edu or peterpetschauer.com.
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Cultures and Cults: Howard F. Stein’s
Contribution to the Analysis of
Culture and Its Discontents
Juhani Ihanus––University of Helsinki
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It was in the pages of The Journal of Psychological Anthropology (1978-1980) and its continuation The Journal of Psychoanalytic Anthropology (1981-1987), published in New York by The
Association for Psychohistory, that I initially came across Howard
F. Stein’s articles, in connection with other writers, such as Lloyd
deMause, Weston La Barre, Arthur E. Hippler, and Georges Devereux. Thus, I first identified Dr. Stein as an anthropologist who applied psychological and psychoanalytic theories to cultural issues.
Gradually, I found that Stein’s amazingly large literary production
was truly interdisciplinary, creatively combining several fields of
research and enlarging the perspectives not only of anthropology
(cultural and social), psychology (clinical, cultural, organizational,
work), and psychoanalysis (Freudian, Kleinian, ego-psychology,
relational) but also those of psychohistory, family theories and therapies, the study of religion, philosophy, etc.
However, there are more dimensions that can be detected in
Stein’s writings. Even in the middle of highly theoretical discussion, scientific argumentation, and exacting definitions, I have
sensed in Stein’s writings a very personal style, allowing verve, a
traversing verse, a flow of awe to enhance his poetic-experiential
inquiry and to embrace the borderlands between knowledge and
emotion, the conscious and the unconscious, reality and fantasy.
Stein does not categorize or edify truths, and neither does he claim
to master reality; rather, he wanders and wonders through the mindand dreamscapes of human history, culture, and their various expressions.
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In this quest, human cultural, religious, mythical, and ideological realms are not depicted as reality-oriented. On the contrary,
reality is distorted to support the sense of history in line with the
“unreality principle.” At the beginning of history, religion, myth,
culture, and even science, was (both a group and individual) fantasy. The unknown in our inner selves and in our external world is
something to be defended against through the cultural and social
processes of mythologizing, sacralizing, ritualizing, or even sacrificing the vulnerable, dependent, and helpless child.
From the wealth of subjects and themes that Stein has approached, I have chosen his ideas about culture as a system using
symbols, cults, and rituals as therapies and problem-solving strategies, in healing the traumas of a culture in trouble. This symbolic
and psychoanalytically oriented cultural anthropological approach
is presented, for example, in Stein’s works The Dream of Culture:
Essays on Culture’s Elusiveness (1994) and Beneath the Crust of
Culture: Psychoanalytic Anthropology and Cultural Unconscious
in American Life (2004), and separate articles. Here, I contextualize Stein’s approach by relating it to Weston La Barre’s anthropology that has served as a cornerstone to Stein’s research between the
visible “crust” and the elusive “core” of cultural and social life.
Stein’s concept of history and his poetic inquiry are also discussed.
Elusive Culture
Stein’s––as well as all––efforts of defining the concepts
confront the limits of any delimiting language. In his poetic endeavors, Stein wanders across porous realities and open textures, facing
the desert, the sand, and the wind invading human cultures. The
lesson of the mirage is miraculous: we cannot define the exact
meaning––even more curious, there is no definition for the concept
of “definition” (“meaning,” “explanation,” “precise”), as Friedrich
Waismann (1951, p. 49) already proposed. Our concepts are traveling indeterminately; all interpretations of meanings are approximations; all systems twist into the horizons of open-ended possibilities, into the unforeseen vistas of understanding. Frozen metaphors,
when touched, can be enlivened to new transient forms and constellations. No notion can be pinned down for good.
All human organizations are in the process of deorganizing and reorganizing. Stiffness of the human mind is an obstacle to, and challenge for, liberating our conceptual, ideological,
and scientific/artistic mindsets. The explorative processes of our
emotional mind-brain include, according to Jaak Panksepp (1998)
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in A ffective Neuroscience: The Foundations of Human and Animal
Emotions, seeking, rage/anger, fear, lust, care, panic/sadness, and
play. Human development is only initial, unless abruptly ended by
a disaster, destroying a tiny particle, called the Earth, in the cosmic
web. Our “core” concepts (e.g., culture, society, money) are elusive
labels used for the guidelines of action, but at the same time they
manifest and condense our culture’s “crust”: the illusions, even delusions, of mastery and management, when facing the Other, the
unknown multiverse and polyphony.
Stein’s analysis of culture’s elusiveness and his view of history as the universal group-shared field of unconscious fantasy locate both culture and history in the psychological processes of replacing time with screen memories, and of defensively masking
childhood wishes, fears, and dependencies. From this point of view,
cultures are constructed from, or underpinned by, what Devereux,
La Barre, and Stein call “crisis cults,” needing protective in-group
actions against the out-groups. History compulsively repeats itself
in endless vicious circles, unless conflict resolutions steer the antagonistic groups to reciprocal meaning negotiations. Recently,
Stein (with Seth Allcorn) has depicted how bureaucracies based on
hierarchic power and control keep up “righteous” and “correct” ideological constraints that inevitably lead to dysfunction and toxicity
in the whole organization. See this in his book with Allcorn titled
The Dysfunctional Workplace: Theory, Stories, and Practice (2015)
and his article in The Journal of Psychohistory, “Ideology, Bureaucracy, Hierarchy, and Human Nature in Psychohistory” (2020).
Conscious projects and rational plans are encapsulated and
protected in cultural agendas and social organizations, but they
have a different face in cultural myths, rituals, and fantasies. Neither culture nor history can offer therapy for the discontents without
organizing them into regulated units that obey the right standards
and behave according to the pre-ordered rules. History is essentially
resisting change. Stein has revived the concept “screen action” and
proposed, in the analytic context, that screen action, like screen
memory, includes “all the emotional intensity of the unconscious
phantasies” (Gadpaille, p. 166) but displacing and attenuating the
unconscious phantasy content, which can be seen in Stein’s (1983a)
The Psychoanalytic Review article, “Historical Understanding as
Sense of History: A Psychoanalytic Inquiry.”
When analyzing a group’s cultural psychology, Stein has
remarked that it is an extension of ethnocentrism, providing the
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group with interpretations of how and why things happened. In
American popular cultural psychology, the explanations of violence
are more often projected into individuals (or a small group) than
into larger groups or society––unless a target or a victim is a culture
-hero when conspiracy theories start to flourish. Such explanations
affirm the “us” group’s shared fantasies and conventional defenses,
splitting the “us” group from the core knowledge concerning itself
and its symptomatic labeling and stigmatizing of “them.” Ragedriven violence, as a thrilling and compelling but misplaced
“curative” act, is used to protect against self-contempt and despair,
killing self-shame and humiliation by eliminating the “enemy” and
restaging self-dignity. This happens also in war and terror massacres as well as in workplace symbolic massacres, routine corporate
downsizing, and reengineering.
In mourning and adaptation to loss, Stein sees an everrecurring process that binds all realms of human culture and history. Mourning is necessary for transcending trauma and enabling
creative renewal, but it is most often inevitably ritualized and symbolized in not so creative ways. According to Stein’s (2004) innovative expression, mourning is a “labyrinthine emotional process,
together with the individual, family, workplace, religious, and societal bulwarks against it,” thus forming the “core” to culture’s
“crust.” “Crisis cults” are, to a large extent, erected on our inability
to mourn (p. 107).
The Legacy of Weston La Barre
When characterizing Weston La Barre, who “neither indulges nor rationalizes the irrational in man; he simply, and relentlessly
analyzes it,” Stein (1983b, p. 250) also touches upon his own stance
as “never self-protectively detached from, but profoundly attached
to, his subject,” combining “the analyst’s perspicuity and empathy
with the reformer’s deception-shattering wrath” (p. 250). Stein has
also approvingly quoted La Barre’s (1962) idea of “group fantasy”
that “confines and delimits our private psychoses” (p. 67). Although the concept “group fantasy” was already in use before WWII
in psychology, anthropology, and sociology, La Barre’s version of
group fantasy was also embraced by Lloyd deMause and became an
important precursor of psychohistorical group-fantasy analysis.
The psychotic and suicidal cultures or subcultures of the
group, under the destructive “furor” of the leader, are finally antitherapeutic and anti-adaptive. Such failed cultures and (hero-/leader
-) cults, first designed as solutions for the problems of the child-
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hood-based dependencies, and the fears of separation, loss, and
punishment, are not successful problem-solving therapies, which is
established in La Barre’s The Ghost Dance: The Origins of Religion (1970). On the contrary, they increase the reliving of traumas
and push the addictions to ever more regressive, obedient, and submissive forms of cultish fusion and confusion among the leader and
the led.

Stein has accurately captured La Barre’s (1962) vision of a
human being as “an existential spider” whose net of symbolism, as
an extension of one’s unconscious, is spread out over the void but
who is incapable of eliminating separation, loss, and death (p. 67).
A cult, in Stein’s (1994) formulation in The Dream of Culture,
“arises to offer therapy to declining culture,” and the most
“successful” cult is “the one which best quells uncertainties sown in
childhood and reawakened by culture changes” (p. 128). In Stein’s
formulation, the function of group fantasy is to “freeze history” into
a timeless inner space that is sacred in comparison with the profane
outer space. Group fantasy coerces reality into “a recurrent projective scheme” and avoids the traumatic traces of personal history,
thus hindering the development of the autonomous and responsible
self (p. 128).
Like La Barre, Stein has detected symptoms, compulsions,
and delusions in myths, magic, rituals, and dogmas. All kinds of
revelations, be they vision, illumination, dream, or trance, contain
hallucinatory dimensions, to be mastered and delivered by magic/
religious charismatic powers. Stein himself is a very thorough commentator and interpreter of the ancient Jewish beliefs and the foundational Scriptures in Judaism, even radically recontextualizing and
reassessing their psychological backgrounds and unconscious subtexts.

Concerning any research, Stein (1983b) has stated that “we
do not know what we need to know; we only know what we seek
(wish) to know” (p. 252). Knowledge and thought are not enough
as such. Cognitive research is ahistorical, not related to the developmental history of the multi- and over-determined motives and
desires to know and not to know. Stein (1983b) demands us to gain
more autobiographical insight of the emotionally and countertransferentially motivated ways of knowing what we think we know
––and what we wish not to know as well (p. 253). This disenchantment from all-knowing and omnipotent thinking opens the way to
understand more about the effects of our fantasies in our clinging to
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defensive and defended worldviews.
In this regard, Stein has anticipated current affective neuroscience and neuropsychoanalysts (e.g., Panksepp, Solms) who
maintain that we become aware of our biological (and ensuing psychological) needs through our affects: the subjects must feel their
ways to perceptions, judgments, interpretations, and other cognitions that are first and foremost unconscious, fantasy- and dreamlike. In cultural contexts, according to Stein (2004), we mostly
“know” through imposing “cultural formulas and fictions, idealizations to defend us against more frightening realizations” (p. 48).
These personal and interpersonal experiential realizations are attached to psychohistorical, developmental, and emotional precursors that need to be analyzed beneath the crust of cultural, and even
scholarly, accounts. According to Stein (1990) in American Medicine as Culture, no science is free from the defensive functions of
the group fantasy of objectivity and rationality.
Stein (2004) has explicitly formulated that “psychodynamic
processes are often the underpinnings (the ‘core’) of what we observe on the surface as the ’whole’ culture (the ‘crust’)” (p. 121).
His cultural therapy demands that we recognize our unconsciously
motivated inclination to try to solve the wrong problems. By recognizing and having greater access to the unconscious core of culture
that drives us to personal and cultural self-made blind alleys we
may start the liberating and healing steps to become more whole.
Poetic Dialogues
The ancient Greek word dialogos etymologically includes a
reference to hearing through (dia) the speech or word (logos), to the
sharing of a moving speech or word in a conversation between two
or more people. A speech or a word both separates and connects
speakers at the gates––also the boundaries––of the possible. In a
genuine dialogue, all participants allow meanings to flow between
and through the speakers so that those involved in the dialogue are
willing to give up their own absolute views and open up their beliefs, judgments, and assumptions to emerging and shared meanings.
To understand the meanings of the others, their speeches
and words must be listened to (or read) thoroughly. With the sharing of meanings and the exchange of perspectives, the wonder of
existence in poetic encounters continues to flow through the
speeches without any speaker trying to win the debate and to seal
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their own best truth.
How to openly receive the other without projecting one’s
unconscious split-off selves on the other and provoking aggression,
that is the crucial question, demanding empathic attention. This
questioning goes through Stein’s explorations into the complex entanglements of human actions, fantasies, and beliefs, rational and
irrational.
Dialogical discussion is not without defenses or transferences, but the attitude toward human life and its contradictions is
more conscious and acceptable, and transferences from the past are
more creative in such discussion than in monological reflection. If
the training of the therapists––and researchers as well––were further promoted in poetry and other arts, empathy, playful imagination, mentalization, and awareness skills could also play a more decisive role in the professional and personal development of the therapists and the researchers. Then, the therapists’ and researchers’
involvement in, and witnessing of, the human predicament would
lead to attending and valuing all kinds of life stories and their interpretations. In this vein, Stein has also explicitly spoken in favor of
applied (workplace, organization) poetry to improve the mentalization and empathy skills––to advance the responsible emotional
work for each other.

As a personal memory, I recall a short episode during a
lunch break of the 37th Annual Conference of the International Psychohistorical Association in New York in 2014. Howard Stein
kindly gave me his collection of poetry Theme and Variations
(2008), and I gave him my collection of poetry On the Road to Narva the Kabbalist (2014), somewhat hesitating because it contains
partly ironical, partly humorous lines on Jewish folklore (customs
and habits). Later, after having read my work, Stein, to my great
surprise and joy, found it “inspiring” and even dedicated one of his
poems, “Black Sparks,” to me. Such generosity is a rare gift.
I also cherish Stein’s emblematic words after we had exchanged the books. He told me, in a kind of performance, while
slowly moving ahead, “Here I go as a wandering Jew, not knowing
where I go.” This reminded me of the Egyptian-Jewish writer Edmond Jabès and his view of the desert as a place where the word
and the book, the spiritual and the human discourse can arise. The
words of a wanderer are refugees in a desert, their traces of steps
vanishing and uniting into transient whirls and sand waves under
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the sky. In his poem “The Wanderer,” in memory of Lloyd deMause, Stein expressed it in other words:
Now without The Wanderer
As our living guide, it is now
Ours to Wander
Through the Valleys of Moloch,
Those now and long ago,
To say the unsayable,
To tell stories of what we have witnessed
With our eyes, our ears, our hearts––
Stories you could not make up
And scarcely anyone would believe. (Stein, 2021 p. 252)
Stein, in writing, with his wandering and wondering words, marks
an enigmatic passage in not-knowing where we go. Poetic inquiry
does not mean closure, totalistic projects, or totalitarian ideologies
but enthusiastically entering the books through the gate, the title
page (shaar), questioning the truths, enacting the possible by traveling inside the word. We will meet on the white page, in the infinity
of the desert, undecipherably metamorphizing the known, recombining the letters by rereading and rewriting, and passing by, as
wondrous fragments and mirages.
Juhani Ihanus, PhD, is Associate Professor of Cultural
Psychology at the University of Helsinki, and Associate Professor
of the History of Science and Ideas at the University of Oulu. He is
also an international member of the Psychohistory Forum who has
published books and articles on psychohistory, cultural and clinical
psychology, and the history of psychology. Dr. Ihanus may be
reached at juhani.ihanus@helsinki.fi.
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Psychohistory, Judaism, and
Psychogeography
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Howard Stein is a brilliant, erudite, gentle, insightful, prolific outsider who even in distant Oklahoma became an extremely respected insider in psychohistory, psychoanthropology, psychogeography, and poetry. For his first few decades in the Sooner State, this
transplanted Pennsylvanian, who even a close friend thought was
originally a New York Jew, shook his head in wonderment as to
how he could be living in middle America. Whatever the origin and
place of his intellect, its dimensions are enormous. I was wowed
when Howard came to the first International Psychohistorical Association (IPA) meeting in 1978. He presented a brilliant and extremely controversial presentation about Judaism as survival
through martyrdom. Little did I know at the time, this young scholar who created such a stir was among the gentlest of colleagues.
Through the years I have been admiring and learning a great deal
from him. My focus will partly be on his contributions to psychogeography and our understanding of Judaism. However, I would be
remiss to not mention the incredible range of his publications,
which cover anxiety, cycles of health care, contests for control in
health care, ethno-psychology, the ebb and flow in clinical relationships, envy, family neurosis, healing and suffering, medical culture,
Midwestern male ethos, the need for enemies, and so much more. A
remarkable amount of his work is collaborative, reflecting his ability to work constructively with his colleagues.

Psychogeography
As a psychogeographer, Howard argues that we humans
create our world from the substance of our psyche, bodies, child-
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hoods, and families, which is followed by projecting it outward. To
him, “space is parable” as he explores “psychoanalytic ecology” (Stein, 1986, p. 194), going beyond our tendency to anthropomorphize, he adds our “familiomorphized mothers and fathers that
we see in the world” (p. 196). As a European historian and presidential psychobiographer, I am well aware of the way we fantasize
about politics; our European-made maps before cartographer Gerardus Mercator’s 1569 map were almost pure fantasy.
Today, we intellectually know the most precise details of
the world’s geography, but our emotions lead us to act pretty much
the same way as our ancestors, projecting aspects of ourselves in
other places and other peoples. Thus on the first day of Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, a headline in my local paper reads, “We Are All
Ukrainians Today,” and some news programs speak almost as if the
U.S. were being attacked. This reminds me that when the U.S.
bombed Belgrade during our efforts to end Serbian genocidal activities in the former Yugoslavia, 70% of Russians felt as if Russia
was being bombed. As this talented psychogeographer points out,
“people perceive and act towards other people, groups, and the phenomenal world as though these were extensions of one’s own
body” (Stein, 1986, p. 195). In moments of strong emotion, the inconvenient facts of the reality of geopolitics, including nuclear reality, are nowhere more apparent today as Russian forces besiege
Ukraine’s capital. The U.S. and most of Europe identify with the
Ukrainians as being like us and sometimes as if they are a part of
us. When we struggled against the evils of Nazism in World War II,
Soviet Russia was our ally, but we’re not as fully identified with
Ukraine today because of Stalin’s purges and its communism. Our
ability to identify and empathize with other people is a good thing
that can become dangerous when it leads us to ignore the dangers
and realities of our world.
While watching the news coverage of the run-up to the Russian invasion of Ukraine, it was so striking to see not only ordinary
Americans but sometimes the so-called pundits sometimes speak as
if we were in control of the world and did not have to fear Russia,
the greatest nuclear power. A positive thing that I will say about
Donald Trump is that, as a man whose lifelong fantasies focused on
buying, selling, and building, but not destroying real estate, there
were few indications that he was inclined to go to war. Of course,
he did rattle nukes against North Korea, the way Putin did at the
beginning of his 2022 Ukraine invasion. A significant number of
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the ancestors of American Jews came from Ukraine, which fits in
with Howard Stein’s contributions to the study of Judaism.
Judaism
I was awed and puzzled when Howard came to the first IPA
meeting, presenting a brilliant, controversial presentation, “Judaism
and the Group-Fantasy of Martyrdom: The Psychodynamic Paradox
of Survival Through Persecution.” Throughout my life and especially in the face of overt anti-Semitism as an adolescent and in the
U.S. Army, I confronted the meaning of being a Jew and struggled
with my own strong secular Jewish identity. Howard’s (Fall 1976)
controversial presentation and subsequent article in the Special Issue: Judaism as a Group Fantasy of the Journal of Psychohistory
troubled me while exciting my imagination. However, it upset
greatly valued colleagues to the point where some chose never to
subscribe to the Journal again and dropped out as Contributing Editors.
At the time, it appeared that this very Jewish man, whose
father had driven him 25 miles five days a week to synagogue, was
acting out youthful rebelliousness, which he would outgrow. I
blamed Lloyd deMause, as editor of the Journal, for not working
with Howard to moderate what was published. As a journal editor
and psychoanalyst, I believe we can say most anything, but we need
to consider the timing of what we say and the feelings of our patients and audience. Unfortunately, deMause, as a businessman who
worked on the assumption that shock value sold more of his publications, did not believe in moderation. Dr. Stein also greatly compounded the problem when he innocently said yes to the editors of
the Journal of Historical Review (1980-2002) when they asked him
to republish an article and then a book. At first, he did not know
that these were Holocaust deniers, and when he did and was horrified by their distortions of his work, they still published the initial
article he wrote for them as a book. In the early 1980s some of this
group came to our psychohistory conference with the hope that they
would find kindred spirits.

During an early IPA conference, as I went up in the elevator
with a good friend who was a hidden child in the Holocaust, upon
looking at the Institute for Historical Review nametags, she was
emotionally shrinking into the floor as I put my arm around her and
glowered at these deniers of the truth of the Shoah. Many years later, when I invited Howard, perhaps the only one of the Ramapo
History Club speakers to wear a yarmulka, I had to convince the
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Provost of the college and the Director of the Holocaust Center that
Dr. Stein was a brilliant colleague whose work was misused by
Holocaust deniers. Fortunately, they did not picket, as I had threatened to do when I heard a known anti-Semite was being considered
for an invitation to campus, or otherwise obstruct his presentation.
When he was interviewed by Professor Peter Petschauer as
a featured scholar for Clio’s Psyche, Howard Stein (March 2000)
said that “While I agree with the content of what I wrote, I find that
the tone was often urgent, angry, even desperate” (p. 169). This pioneer in psychogeography has also pointed out the connection between a resurgence of anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe with uncertainty about psychological and geographical borders in the postSoviet era.
Stein’s Opus
Howard Stein has been an extraordinarily productive scholar with 33 books, some of which he co-authored or edited. He started writing psychoanalytic studies in the 1970s and an early one is
The Psychoanthropology of American Culture (1985) published by
Lloyd deMause’s Psychohistory Press. In it, he stresses how America is organized around fantasies, fears, and wishes as an organization of our shared anxieties. Howard Stein is an extremely kind
man who I am occasionally tempted to call a genius. However,
since several times in my life people have called me a genius, I am
very suspicious of this usage. Long ago, I decided that a genius is
someone who surprises us with knowledge based on knowing
something we don’t know and hadn’t even thought about very
much, or someone who has published an incredible amount of insights into the human condition. Clearly, Dr. Stein is extremely erudite and perceptive. He also wows me with having published 33
books while I just finished up my ninth, and mine are mostly edited. In reading Psychoanalytic Insights into Social, Political, and
Organizational Dynamics: Understanding the Age of Trump
(2021), I appreciated his numerous insights. In reading his work I
was moved to buy his Listening Deeply: A n A pproach to Understanding and Consulting in Organizational Culture (2017).
Howard has an appreciation for anything that he’s written
and works hard to get it into print. As an editor, I know about this
because he makes more inquiries about the status of a submission
than almost any other colleague. To an Editorial Associate, I joke
that Howard is like a mother hen who really cares for his children.
This is a trait I would like to emulate since I often all but forget
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about articles I sweated over writing and rewriting after getting other people’s thoughtful opinions. When in his own humble manner
at a professional meeting Howard makes a suggestion, I find that I
and others listen most carefully and are inclined to take action. For
example, while I have often said I can’t possibly write poetry and
don’t even like modern poetry because it doesn’t rhyme, when at
his IPA presentation, Howard not only lauded the value of poetry in
getting to the unconscious rapidly and effectively, but he also suggested that each person in the audience should take a few minutes
to think about something and write a poem about it. Putting aside a
half-century of a self-fulfilling prophecy of my not being able to
write in this medium of literature, I immediately put together a brief
poem about my new office, which I love. When no other hands
went up to volunteer to read the poem that might have been created
in those few minutes, I raised my hand, and even read it aloud to
the assembled plenary audience. This prompted me to write a second poem, “Psychohistory,” which is now published in a book.
While I may never write a third poem because of the necessary subtlety that I lack to create the best work in this medium, I am still
happy with my first two efforts. For these, I thank the amiable Dr.
Stein.
Part of my admiration for Dr. Stein is that he has joined
with others to build psychoanalysis. When he was asked to edit The
Journal of Psychological Anthropology, he insisted that its title be
changed to The Journal of Psychoanalytic A nthropology , despite
the publisher’s fears that this would lessen the number of readers.
Perhaps the name change made no difference in this regard, but regrettably, the inadequate readership resulted in the inevitable shuttering of the journal, which was a tough blow to his talented editor.
As a founding member of the Group for the Psychoanalytic Study
of Organization, Howard extended the reach of our scholarship in a
way that I love since I’ve come to think of myself as a psychohistorical imperialist. Businesses, governmental agencies, hospitals,
and all sorts of groups desperately need the considered insights of
those who think in psychoanalytic terms. I’m all the more amazed
that Howard has done this so well since in Oklahoma he lacked access to analytic training. Perhaps not being trained in analysis left
him feeling freer to push its boundaries.
While Lloyd deMause introduced the idea of the IPA as a
self-analytic group, in its early days after the wonderful inaugural
analysis of John Hartman and his female colleague, this lofty goal
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backfired and hampered the growth and the harmony within the
membership. When Howard Stein took over the position of Group
Process Analyst, it worked very well and perhaps even better than
in the hands of Mel Goldstein, Mel Kalfus, Henry Lawton, and me,
as well as faring far better than when Lloyd deMause and Casper
Schmidt handled it. Although even without the benefit of psychoanalytic training, Howard is an unusually careful, empathetic, and
sympathetic listener.
Individuals of Rare Talent
As a scholar who had the incentive of becoming a psychoanalyst so I could be the best possible psychohistorian to justify entering analysis (at a time when I really needed the benefits of therapy), I am struck by how some colleagues can become such good
psychohistorians, group analysts, and even therapists without these
enormous advantages. The first of the three who come to mind is
the late Henry Lawton (1941-2014). For years, I worked as a close
friend to get Henry into psychoanalysis and then psychoanalytic
training, which had been one of his dreams. He did some wonderful
psychohistorical work before he finally entered analysis; however,
the cost and ill health prevented him from fulfilling the dream of
psychoanalytic training.
My second example is a talented colleague who by attending psychohistory classes and the IPA went from being a “Nowhere
Man” (from a Beatles song) to a highly productive colleague. Yet
even without psychoanalytic training or personal therapy, he has
become a wonderful clinician and psychohistorian. I am amazed
and puzzled at how some individuals can grow so well without the
advantages that made my psychohistorical career possible. I suspect
it has a lot to do with his personality as an individual who can, like
Freud, break ground without the advantages of a transference object, that is, a psychoanalyst or other clinician. Perhaps, like some
assert that Freud used Fleiss as his transference object, these
uniquely talented colleagues have had friends or spouses they could
rely on. I regret that he prefers to remain anonymous as I praise
him.
Now let’s move on to the subject of this Festschrift, who I
suspect has had therapy if not analysis. When I asked Howard
(personal communication, 10/14/2021) how he could do such excellent and often pathbreaking work without having psychoanalytic
training, he wrote: “With respect to the centrality of using countertransference in all my scholarly, clinical, consulting, poetry, and
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stories, I hope that the fact I have not been through formal analytic
training,” he rightfully declares, “does not disqualify me from using
a large universe of psychodynamic theories, methods, applications
in my work, including countertransference—since the mid-1960’s.
My ‘analytic training’ comes from life, experience, reading primary
and secondary sources, and many wonderful analysts-friendscolleagues-books-mentors along the way.” When I read some of his
work, I am in awe of his ability to use his countertransference so
well and be such a pathbreaking psychoanalytic anthropologist and
psychohistorian.
Conclusion
Howard Stein has been a rare gift to group process, poetry,
psychoanalytic anthropology, psychohistory, and all those who’ve
had the pleasure of his knowledge and personality. Had time allowed, I would have written a separate article on his extraordinary
contributions to psychogeography. I just read a thoughtful article on
the psychology of Jewish self-hatred, which paled in comparison to
his brilliant 1976 contribution that caused such a stir. I love his belief in his scholarship, which leads him to become like a mother hen
in working toward the publication of everything he writes, including his 33 books. I am proud to call Howard a friend and to have
inaugurated this Clio Festschrift.
Paul H. Elovitz’ biography can be found on page 325.
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Bearing Witness to Terror:
A Meditation on Stein’s
“Disposable Youth”
Nathan Gerard—California State University
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Reading academic journal articles rarely changes you. If
you are, like me, an employee of the corporation formerly known as
the university, you sadly learn to read in a Tayloristic way,
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“surveying” the literature, looking for “gaps” to neatly slot in your
own contribution. Of course, this way of reading mirrors an equally
sad “paint-by-numbers” way of writing, with scholarly ideas so
stripped of feeling and starved into submission by editorial policing—not to mention an arbitrarily brutalizing peer-review process—that they become lifeless “finished products,” estranged from
their source. But if fortunate, you may come across an article that
feels as if it’s from a different time and place. One that presents an
uncanny arrangement of ideas disrupting how you read precisely
because it occupies a space not just refreshingly outside the mainstream, but inside something much larger and deeper: a human
stream of suffering, healing and, dare I say, hope.
This is my experience with Howard Stein’s (2000)
“Disposable Youth: The 1999 Columbine High School Massacre as
American Metaphor,” a masterful article in the Journal for the Psychoanalysis of Culture & Society, that explodes with insight. In this
essay, I wish to give a sense of my experience not just of but as
“Disposable Youth,” and through doing so, a glimpse into Stein’s
unparalleled sensitivity, his profound empathy, and above all, his
grasp of the “whole” of things that feel, when reading, like being
acutely seen and understood.
“Disposable Youth” is about the Columbine High School
massacre, a shooting seemingly far removed from the corporate
world. But as Stein does so well, he teaches us about an intergenerational trauma of despair that plagues so many of our working
selves, which is subsequently pushed onto the next generation who
must “right” the prior generation’s wrongs. Specifically, Stein anchors this trauma in the 1980s and 1990s, the golden era of downsizing and reengineering that loomed large over many families and
permeated the atmosphere of my own adolescence.

I graduated from high school in 1999, the same year as the
Columbine massacre, which made the associations conjured by
Stein’s article so arresting that I could only read it in small chunks,
as if the unfinished reading symbolized some unfinished work that
still haunted me. But what rattled me even more than the excavated
memories of youth-on-youth violence seared into all our minds,
were the connections Stein makes to the American family—
connections that quite literally struck home. The quiet devastation,
the despair, the blank faces and heavy silences around the dinner
table, the clanging of silverware that was so violent-sounding to the
ears, the aggression in the slicing from a steak knife—all of this
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was something any kid with a corporate dad witnessed, identified
with, and felt obligated to “right” in some way. The fantasy, but
more so the obligation, was one of redeeming the past in the future.
Or as Stein (2000) describes it, “society gets the adolescents it first
cultivates—and is then perhaps taken aback by” (p. 234).
D. W. Winnicott describes a trauma that has already happened but cannot yet be experienced in “Fear of Breakdown” (1974). Paradoxically, we “go on looking… in the future”
for a breakdown from the past, to somehow reach back behind it,
omnipotently take the reins, as it were, and mend the break that has
fractured the whole of life (Winnicott et. al, 1974, p. 91). Winnicott
(1974) compares this fear of breakdown with the common fear of
death: “Little alteration is needed to transfer the general thesis of
fear of breakdown to a specific fear of death… the patient has a
compulsion to look for death. Again, it is the death that happened
but was not experienced that is sought” (pp. 92-93).
I have long recognized being drawn to the critical study of
work—an endeavor I share with Stein—to somehow right the
wrongs of my father. But what remained still murky, still refused,
before reading “Disposable Youth,” was an experience of “the
death that [already] happened,” and what I would now call, after
being with (my) “Disposal Youth,” the horror of psychic absence.
This is not so much a false self as an absent self—perhaps the false
self’s most extreme version—and the polar opposite of what Winnicott calls “feeling real.” Strangely, because this death was not yet
experienced—and not just by me but a whole generation of adolescents—it cast us into a numbing, indefinite purgatory: unable to
live because unable to die.
Again, D. W. Winnicott (1958), this time from “Primary
Maternal Preoccupation,” comments that “Without the initial goodenough environmental provision, this self (that can afford to die)
never develops. The feeling of real is absent and if there is not too
much chaos the ultimate feeling is of futility. The inherent difficulties of life cannot be reached, let alone the satisfactions” (pp. 304305). Critique may be a good-enough compromise formation, perhaps even sublimation, but I also now recognize the defense it can
play in refusing to be with my despair and mourn the loss of life.
What Stein presents as a gift is a way to hold the whole, comprehend the death that already happened, and, in a way that is strangely restorative, feel more alive to one’s terror and therefore one’s
life.
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Immediately upon finishing “Disposable Youth,” I emailed
Stein to share my experience and express my gratitude for what he
had written. This was not our first dialogue—I had the privilege of
being introduced to him through his longtime collaborator, Seth
Allcorn, which has since led to some generative email correspondences, a lengthy and rich phone conversation, and now occasional
Zoom calls with fellow colleagues from the Center for Psychosocial
Organization Studies. But this one particular exchange crystallized
for me what others have known of Stein for decades: his generosity
and grace, his attunement, and above all, his humanity. Let me give
you an example from Howard’s email to me from July 21, 2021,
that concludes with “Your friend”:
Your letter, written from the “Kishkes” of your life, affirms
the life I experience largely through my own. I am beyond
grateful to you for writing to me about how you Lived, not
only read, “Disposable Youth.” I have said this before in
our correspondence: You really “get it.” And you evoke the
domestic horror story of millions of American families with
their kids in your devastating description of your response
as you read the essay…
The age of Columbine is one in which you dwelled . . .and
in which, updated, we all now dwell. I understand that it
required several sittings to finish the paper. That world of
terror, inner and outer, is also where I live, and in writing
stuff about it “myself” and with Seth, to which I try to bear
witness. Thank you.
This will likely resonate with those who have had the privilege of
being seen and understood by Stein.
Nathan Gerard, PhD, is an Associate Professor and Director of the Graduate Program in Health Care Administration at California State University, Long Beach, and a Research Associate of
the Center for Psychosocial Organization Studies. Nathan received
his PhD from Columbia University in Social-Organizational Psychology with a focus on the psychoanalytic study of organizations.
His research spans the intersection of psychology, psychoanalysis,
and social theory, with particular emphasis on the topics of motivation, meaning, creativity, care, and alienation at work. He can be
contacted at Nathan.Gerard@csulb.edu.
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Listening Deeply
Michael A. Diamond—University of Missouri
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Howard F. Stein’s contributions to the interdisciplinary
fields of psychoanalytic anthropology, psychohistory, psychoanalytic organizational theory, consultation, psychogeography, politics,
medicine, culture, poetry, and music are considerable. Stein is a
scholar-practitioner, an applied psychoanalytic anthropologist, and
a humanist whose combined works exhibit sensitivity to organizational, group, and interpersonal distress in the workplace culture
and the private lives of its members. His combined sense of tragedy
and playfulness comes through in his prolific body of work, which
has educated his readers and fellow academics with qualitatively
rich explanations and understandings of human dilemmas in group
and organizational affiliation.
One of Stein’s projects attempts to understand individual
(and group) membership and the association of these psychodynamics in shaping organizational cultures. His vehicle and tool for
fieldwork and participant observation is the self with its capacity
for empathy and introspection. In his consulting with groups and
organizations, he attends to, and often confirms, the presence of
collective pain and outrage, such as those linked to feelings of helplessness. In what I believe to be his most important book, Listening
Deeply: An Approach to Understanding and Consulting in Organizational Culture, he describes the practice of “listening deeply”:
The listener gives the gift of presence, of wanting to hear,
and of containment. He or she also validates the worthiness
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of both the storyteller and the story. By simply listening, the
listener implicitly affirms the teller and the teller’s experience. By listening, the listener offers the gift of affirmation
to the storyteller, for example, as if to ‘say’ to the storyteller: ‘I believe you that this really did happen, believe it or
not.’ Thus, while stories evoke a spoken response, the very
act of listening deeply is crucial. (Stein, 2017, p. 5)

Psychoanalytically informed organizational consultants know this
to be true. Listening includes confirming and attending to emotional injuries and shared trauma, whether among ethnic groups, physician practices, hospitals, government agencies, or small businesses.
Stein captures and contains participants’ grief, transforming the undigested feelings into stories, poetry, and narrative truths. In essence, Stein’s work highlights group and organizational participants’ need to mourn, like that found in Volkan’s (2004) Blind
Trust where he describes the need for grief and mourning among
traumatized ethnic, racial, cultural, and national large group identities. Organizational culture (and group) change is about overcoming resistances to acknowledging and processing emotional loss and
the reparative psychodynamic processes of making the unconscious, conscious. Stein often finds reparation through storytelling
and poetry. Below is a sample of his poetry written in response to
management’s reckless downsizing at a large metropolitan hospital:
Downsizing
People I worked with yesterday,
Today are whisked away.
No one asks where they go—
Or even wants to know.
(Stein & Allcorn, 2020, p. 91)

In this poem, Stein reminds us that workers are human; they need to
be treated as such. Workers who are terminated and abandoned by
management or are left to what remains of a downsized organization are often traumatized and personally degraded. Managers and
executives are frequently in denial or simply unaware of the longerterm dysfunctional consequences to organization morale and commitment. In my mind, Stein’s poem is addressing the moral violence of hierarchic dominance in the workplace and the body politic
under the thumb of authoritarian and sadistic leadership.
Stein’s work focuses on the value of assisting workers by
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opening two-way communication between management and workers and with the articulation of personal and organizational experience, and identification with, the emotional world of work. As one
might expect, this practice involves what anthropologists call participant-observation and what psychoanalysts call transference (or
projected emotions of the observed/client from “then” to “now,” to
the observer/psychoanalyst) and countertransference (or an unconscious reaction of the observer/psychoanalyst to transference and
redirection of the transferred emotions back to the observed/client).
One finds in Howard Stein’s writing an effort to capture and contain the frequently twisted and tormented psychological reality of
group and organizational psychodynamics. His determination to
better understand and explain individual, organizational, and political unconscious reactions to intergroup conflicts and organizational
trauma can be seen in what Stein describes as misguided and irresponsible managerial actions such as “downsizing” and “reengineering.” In Euphemism, Spin, and the Crisis in Organizational
Life, Stein (1998) points out that euphemisms are promoted by
management in an ongoing effort to control and manipulate subordinate behavior with deception and confusion; this refers to the deception about the meaning and intent of executive planning and decision-making as well as the inclination to reject responsibility for
foolish actions.

In Listening Deeply, Stein (2017) writes: “…the consultant
must obtain a good history of the presenting problem, the organization’s problem-solving style, and how leaders address problems.
This is not a once-and-for-all storytelling event. The client or organization’s sense of history will also emerge over the time of the
consultation.” He goes on to say, “A longitudinal approach to the
present is essential. The consultant must be an exemplary historian
in helping clients to reconstruct their own history” (p. 18).
Few organizational consultants truly understand this critical
principle of working psychodynamically with organizations and
their leaders. Ethnographic fieldwork and organizational diagnosis
(or assessment) require spending time immersed in the organizational culture. This includes collecting historical data, observing,
and experiencing the work of groups. Stein (2017) writes: “I learn
to trust the group process to reveal key themes, patterns, meanings,
feeling tones, and metaphors. When I work with groups, I seek opportunities to hear them on their own terms and even on their own
turf (hospital ward, nurses’ station, or corporate headquarters), ra-
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ther than in my office, before I feel I have earned the right to contribute my own reflections” (p. 18). This is a wonderful quote. To
me, it highlights the requirement of humility, the acknowledgment
of not knowing, as well as how open-mindedness and curiosity are
essential to reaching any understanding of organizations, leaders,
followers, and their enemies and allies.
The breadth and scope of Howard Stein’s scholarship and
contributions to the social and behavioral sciences as well as the
humanities is vast. Stein’s work deserves to be read and re-read
with an open heart and an open, critical mind.

Michael A. Diamond, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of Public
Affairs and Organization Studies at the University of Missouri, Columbia. He is a member of the Gould Center for Psychoanalytic
Organizational Study and Consultation at the Institute for Psychoanalytic Training and Research in New York City as well as a distinguished member of the International Society for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations. He can be contacted at Diamond@missouri.edu.
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Howard Stein’s Invaluable Gifts
Michael Britton—Int. Psychohistory Association
Keywords: countertransference, hospital-care, humility, irrationality-inbusiness, listening, modesty, organizational-consulting, poetry, psychogeography

What has Howard done for me? Let me count the ways. His
books have enabled me to “see” with eyes of deep feeling into the
often dysfunctional dynamics in business and health care organizations from the suppressed deep emotional reactions driving organizational irrationality to the emotional reactions to the working envi-
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ronment, changes in an organization, and the narcissistic dynamics
of leaders. He modeled how to say such things in ways people
could be touched by and use. I have found his skill and intuition in
that regard immensely helpful.
But Howard also makes clear the difficulties of being a container for others, the somewhat flawed and messy paths that lead to
saying the helpful thing at the helpful moment, a reality any of us
can expect to experience. He wants to share the reality, not leave an
impression of unique, personal magic. I find that humility central to
how he listens and speaks. That modesty and humility empower
others. He cares about that.
He’s a poet as well as an anthropologist and consultant.
He’s taught me (and many of us) that we can use poetry to express
more than we knew we could, making it possible for “the rest of
me” to speak where my rational self falters. When listening to
someone, he takes in what that person is not conscious of feeling
and helps give it a voice. In poetry, he attends to what a place or
situation evokes but will not otherwise be noticed. In both listening
and poetry, he connects us to our deeper selves. This is what matters to him. Such listening is an invaluable gift, he says, perhaps his
central teaching.
To give an example of how I like to think I learned from
him, I regarded modern hospital interiors as sterile until the day I
was in for a lithotripsy. One reassuring nurse stayed with my wife
and me from start to finish, offered to get my wife coffee (and did
so), and was there by my side when I came out of the anesthesia.
One person, one relationship throughout the day, made for a radically different affair from all other hospital experiences I’d had.
And I noticed the same interior architecture now felt warm. I realized it’s what we are to each other, how much we stand by each
other, that makes a place, as much as the shape of its halls or the
colors of its rooms. I had not previously felt my need for one caring
staff person walking with me through such a day. I think this is a
hallmark of a Howard moment: a situation with a previously unfelt
feeling about it now conscious and owned. The most powerful of
such moments came once when he and I were sitting together.
From what he noticed and what he said, I had the experience of being seen more deeply than I’d experienced with anyone before, including myself.
I find Howard a rare and irreplaceable gift. Psychohistory,
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psychoanalysis, psychoanalytic anthropology, psychogeography,
and poetry: each of these fields and all of us are better because
Howard has been walking with us through life.
Michael Britton, EdD, is Vice-President of the International
Psychohistory Association, Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum, and Board Member of the Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies Network. Michael did interview research with highlevel military in command of nuclear weapons in the cold war, researched ways of parenting that fosters children’s growing up with
the ability to do well with love as adults, has spoken internationally
on neuropsychology and global issues, and has been a consultant/
trainer for the U.S. Justice Department’s Community Relations
(conflict resolution) Division. He may be contacted at
mfbrttn@gmail.com. 

You Can’t Make Up Howard Stein
Seth Allcorn—University of Missouri
Keywords: Age of Trump, collaboration, creativity, friendship, productivity, Whiteboardings, writing

Allow me to begin by saying, you can’t make this stuff up. I
am sure Howard is smiling. His exceptional creativity and productivity are in the zone of not being able to make it up. Our over 30 year friendship and ever-evolving collaboration exploring leadership and organizational dynamics that you could not in fact make
up have challenged him to make sense of the dynamics by drawing
on his multidisciplinary knowledge. Most recently, our Psychoanalytic Insights into Social, Political, and Organizational Dynamics:
Understanding the Age of Trump (2022) presented him as a worthy
challenge after exploring how applied poetry informs understanding
of lived experience in organizations. Now, a short book of collaborative poetry just accepted for publication, W hiteboardings – Creating Collaborative Poetry in a Third Space, is yet another “outside
the box” boundary-breaking project.
Our friendship and collaboration led me to deeply appreciate his humanity as well as his thought archived in his list of publications. Howard has always embraced the possibilities of new ideas
and he dares to develop new and different projects such as writing
his play Irv incorporating many of his workplace poems.
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His humble approach to making sense of social, cultural,
political, and organizational dynamics is accompanied by the true
spirit of an explorer willing to face the uncertainty and the associated anxiety of not knowing where his path is leading. There is resident in this an appreciation of a sense of freedom and joy that he
brings to exploring the many possibilities strewn about in dysfunctional organizations with toxic leaders. You can’t make this stuff
up. In doing so, he provides important insights for all of us that
would not be possible without his exceptional interdisciplinary approach to sense-making. This occasion celebrates his courage to
create and his joy of discovery that have made possible his biography and CV. You could not, in fact, make this stuff up.
Seth Allcorn has a divergent past that doesn’t fit well into
traditional labeling, making his five-decade-long work with Howard Stein all the more fulfilling. He was an Army kid drafted out of
a graduate business program in 1968, who then worked for five universities and as a full and part-time organizational consultant.
These became the basis for many collaborative books and papers.
He can be contacted at sethallcorn@gmail.com. 

A Personal Tribute to Howard Stein
Avner Falk—Independent Psychohistorical Scholar
Keywords: anthropology, Howard Stein, human-behavior, human-beings,
interdisciplinary, psycho-anthropology, psychoanalysis, psychogeography

Howard Stein is an extraordinary, unique, and special person, not only because of his outstanding intellectual and academic
work but also due to his personal qualities. In addition to being extremely intelligent, gifted, and knowledgeable about so many aspects of human life, he also has “emotional intelligence” that enables him to understand his fellow human beings, which makes him
so special to read, talk to, and correspond with. His extensive list of
publications, including articles, books, edited books, and book
chapters is awesome.
Human life and endeavor have infinite aspects and expressions that, in the humanities and social sciences, are compartmentalized into disciplines. There are separate departments of history, psychology, political science, sociology, anthropology, etc.
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But no single discipline can understand and explain the totality of
human life and behavior. Did the painter Salvador Dalí intend to
satirize this artificial division in his painting “The Anthropomorphic Cabinet” (1936) in which a set of drawers come out of the
body of a female figure? Or was he trying to say that each one of us
is made up of secret emotional “drawers” that could only be understood by studying the unconscious mind?

Howard already understood as a young man that while academic disciplines attempt to study each aspect of human behavior
separately, human beings live and act in ways that defy this separation. The only true way to study and to understand them is therefore
interdisciplinary. He concludes that the most extensive discipline
that studies human beings and can usefully be applied to all the others is psychoanalysis.
Dr. Stein’s academic work was classified as anthropology or
psycho-anthropology, but in fact, it covers wide-ranging psychoanalytic studies of history, social behavior, politics, bureaucracy, geography, organizations, the workplace, and many others. There are
two dozen books by Howard in the Library of Congress catalog
alone. Then there are his books of poetry, which nicely complement
his scholarly work. Amazon lists 40 books written or edited by him.
Howard and I live thousands of miles apart, he in Oklahoma, I in Israel. But the scholarly world is global. I first read Howard’s work in the early 1980s when I became active in the International Society of Political Psychology and was writing and publishing articles, and later books, applying psychoanalytic insight to the
various fields of human life and endeavor: history, politics, geography literature, music, and biography. Naturally, I read Howard’s
work on these subjects with great interest. Our scholarly paths
crossed in the field of psychogeography, the unconscious aspects of
cities, countries, rivers, borders, oceans. In 1987, Howard published
Developmental Time, Cultural Space: Studies in Psychogeography,
a landmark book in this field. He and I became acquainted, exchanging ideas, thoughts, and feelings. We were both colleagues
and friends, and we were kindred souls.
In 1989, Howard included three of my studies as chapters in
another landmark book he edited with William G. Niederland,
Maps from the Mind: Readings in Psychogeography (1989). That
year I visited the United States where I had attended graduate
school in the 1960s, and I made sure to visit Howard and his wife in
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Oklahoma. He made an indelible impression on me, a man who had
written and published so much, an outstanding scholar in many
fields, yet without an iota of arrogance or self-importance. His dignity and his wisdom were as great as his humility, and his extensive
knowledge of so many different aspects of human behavior was
very impressive. Now, in our old age, I value Howard even more
than I did when we were younger. He has richly deserved this tribute.
Avner Falk, PhD, is a prolific Israeli psychohistorian and
psychologist whose books include numerous psychobiographical
studies on Moshe Dayan, Theodor Herzl, David Ben-Gurion, and
Napoleon Bonaparte as well as A Psychoanalytic History of the
Jews (1996) and Anti-Semitism: A History and Psychoanalysis of
Contemporary Hatred (2008). He has also written on Barack
Obama, Donald Trump, terrorism, and the Crusades. He can be
contacted at groucho43@outlook.com. 

Tribute to Howard Stein: Compassionate,
Creative, Erudite, and a Friend
Susan Hein—Journal of Psychohistory
Keywords: copyediting, David Lotto, Howard Stein, The Journal of Psychoanalytic Anthropology, The Journal of Psychohistory, Lloyd deMause,
psychohistory

I met Howard decades ago, probably in the mid-1980s, at a
dinner Lloyd deMause (my husband), I, and our very young daughter hosted him at our apartment in Manhattan. But I did not know
much about him other than that he was the editor of The Journal of
Psychoanalytic Anthropology, a journal started by Lloyd in addition to The Journal of Psychohistory (JOP). I knew that Lloyd
thought very highly of Howard—his scholarship, multitudinous accomplishments, and skills as editor—first and foremost as a very
humane person who was considered by Lloyd to be a good friend.
I began to learn more about who Howard is when I became
gradually and then more fully involved in the publication of The
Journal of Psychohistory beginning in 2012 as it was becoming apparent that Lloyd was showing cognitive impairment and a diminishing ability to efficiently run it. David Lotto graciously took over
the editorial work and I took over the copyediting and all other
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tasks related to publication.
This required that I carefully read and copyedit all submissions scheduled for each issue. I quickly became fascinated and
slowly wiser from reading Howard’s articles. My position now required that I have a back-and-forth communication with authors.
Because of this, my relationship with Howard began to develop.
Since Howard is so prolific and has published numerous articles in
the JOP, I have had the pleasure of many email exchanges and have
appreciated his warmth, generosity of spirit, and his most humble
appreciation of my efforts toward the final product, which pale in
comparison to what he puts into each and every one of his works.
There is rarely anything to question or edit since his writing is so
clear.
In so many of his writings, who Howard is—a deeply
thoughtful and compassionate human being—is revealed, which
has also been revealed to me in our email exchanges as we share
some of our thoughts and feelings not only related to his writings or
psychohistory but also of a personal nature. Howard’s poetry is beyond beautiful and further exposes the depth of this artist’s being.
When reading it, I feel as though I am experiencing the myriad of
journeys along with him. I appreciate each and every trip.
Thank you, Howard, for being such a warm, loving, and
compassionate person and sharing so much of yourself with me and
others.
Susan Hein, LP, is a psychoanalyst in private practice in
New York City, an adjunct lecturer in the Social Science Department at City Tech, CUNY, and publisher of and administrator for
The Journal of Psychohistory. She can be contacted at heinsusan@aol.com. 

The Psychohistory Forum welcomes proposals
for work-in-progress seminars for virtual and
in-person meetings. Send your request with the
paper to cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com for
review by a committee.
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Putin and Ukraine
Putin, Ukraine, and Fratricide
Juhani Ihanus—University of Helsinki
Abstract: This article analyzes some psychohistorical aspects of Vladimir
Putin’s childhood, “secret services” experience, and savior mindset, as
reflected in his leadership. The urge for war to defend the Motherland
against the enemies and secure Russian honor is based on false mythological justification and group fantasy. The re-enactments of WWII
transgenerational traumas are tied to the obsessive ideas of
“denazifying” Ukraine and the annihilation threats projected to the global community. Putin’s strategy for preventing changes and mourning the
loss of power culminated in the “sacred” war for the reunification of the
land of Rus’ before the inevitable transition of leadership.

Keywords: annihilation, child-replacement, childhood-Vladimir Putin,
doubling, fratricide, memory, psychohistory-Russia, psychohistoryUkraine, re-enactment, St Vladimir-St Volodymyr, split, traumatransgenerational

When reacting to wars and terrorist attacks, people are often
in search of quick explanations, and such words as madness, inhumanity, hubris, power struggle, and others easily come to mind.
Such initial impressions may still be far away from grasping the
developmental, psychobiographical, group psychological, and psychohistorical roots of utter violence. Is Putin like Hitler (“Putler,”
as they say in Russia), an actor forcing people to war, suffering, and
collapse? Why does he mix sacral and military imagery? In this article, I trace some psychohistorical aspects of the war in Ukraine by
analyzing Putin’s leadership and his savior mindset from the point
of view of his childhood, “secret services” experience, and the collective traumas of WWII re-enacted.
Saint Vladimir, Savior of the Land of Rus’
The Russian Primary Chronicle, also known as The Tale of
Bygone Years, spans from Biblical times to depicting life in Kievan
Rus’ from about 850 up to the year 1110. This Old East Slavic
Chronicle was compiled in Kiev (the spelling used here in historical
contexts; in 1995, the Ukrainian government approved the legal
modern spelling Kyiv) around 1113. The chronicle starts: “These
are the narratives of bygone years regarding the origin of the land
of Rus’, the first princes of Kiev, and from what source the land of
Rus’ had its beginning.” This unique chronicle testifies the earliest
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history of the Old Slavic people.
Researchers have critically assessed the historical truthfulness of the chronicle and found incongruence and outright fictional
passages. Dmitry Likhachev (1993) wrote: “No other country in the
world is cloaked in such contradictory myths about its history as is
Russia, and no other nation in the world interprets its history as variously as do the Russian people” (p. 70). Different rulers with their
purposes and agendas have used the Russian Primary Chronicle to
justify their political positions. Vladimir Putin is no exception in
this regard because he uses the history of the land of Rus’ in his
fabrications and bases his self-justification narrative and the reason
to go to war against Ukraine on the myth of the united land of Rus’.
For the Russian audience, Putin chooses well-known sources from
literature and uses suitable quotations from the mythical histories
that Russian people can further assimilate and share as group fantasies.
The Russian Primary Chronicle includes stories depicting
fratricidal wars among three brothers, with Vladimir who converted
to Christianity dominating. Moscow, from the beginning of the 14 th
century, was to be sacralized as the Byzantine-based realm, defending and enhancing Orthodox Christianity against the eastern enemies. Moscow as the Third Rome continued the work of Vladimir
the Great, the emancipator and the savior.
Reminiscing Denied: Traumatic Re-Enactment
Putin’s reconstruction of the history of Rus’ is also his personal re-enactment of the collective traumas of the Soviet Union
and current Russia. To his savior mindset, Russia has been deceived by the hostile countries. He sees Russia encircled and strangled by the enemies. In his scenario and bunker mentality, the enemies to be terminated multiply, leading to the obsessive fears of
contamination, contagion (COVID-19), and conspiracy. He is becoming lonelier than before, sitting at a distance from his closest
circle, suspicious of their loyalty, irritated and enraged, blaming,
and ridiculing them because of their incompetence and stupidity.
Stalin, too, had his comrade-wolves waiting for the end of his grandiose and persecutory leadership. Putin’s attacks fail to attract respect; his terminator stance clings to national relics, not advancing
transformations within the open international space where different
histories and visions could peacefully co-exist and interact. His
love affair with the world is bittersweet, the untrustworthy anchor
of love being Mother Russia.
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In Putin’s circle of self-justification (at the same time, selfvictimization), the only friends are other dictators from Belarus,
Syria, and North Korea. His own mission is to threaten others; to
justify, without regrets, any brutal action by false history; and to
safeguard the “politics of eternity” by the military-tactic operations.
However, history does not justify anything, and nobody has the
right to plan eternity. The inevitable disposal of the leader—first
the savior, finally trash—has been one of the main traumatic transitions in Russian psychohistory.
Reminiscing, as the process of remembering one’s past, has
been controlled and censored in Russia: Not only the oldest humanrights organization Memorial was banned in Russia, but memory
politics erases large parts of Russian collective memory, simultaneously sharpening the conflicts and the harmful effects of the untouched and untold traumatic past. The Great War and the heroic
Victory over Nazi Germany are sanctified and ritualized. Such a
memorial is full of forgetfulness, petrified time. Current harsh realities are displaced by the government-led media’s “infotainment”
programs that contain misinformation, scornful comments about the
West, and manipulations in an entertainment style.
Putin, the master of judo and sambo, has practiced reeling
the balance of his adversary and watching what will happen. He
also wants to control history; for example, on December 9, 2021,
Putin gave a public answer to a journalist’s question about Memorial, stating that he “used to believe that Memorial was a humanitarian organization but had recently learned that it was defending Nazi
collaborators as well as present-day terrorists and extremists” (Gessen, January 6, 2022). The same kind of argument was
used by him against imagined right-wing nationalists, neo-Nazis,
and addicts when starting the war in Ukraine—a strange case of
obsessive “denazification” of Ukraine indeed. The small fringes of
neo-Nazis exist in some countries, including Russia and Ukraine,
but it is out of proportion to claim that they are in power positions
in Ukraine, the President of Ukraine being Jewish-born with relatives who were murdered in the Holocaust.
A recent Russian attack in Kyiv caused damage near the
memorial site of Babyn Yar (in Russian Babiy Yar) where German
death squads shot about 33,000 Jews in just two days and where
altogether 100,000 people (including non-Jewish Soviet prisoners
and Romas) were murdered. The trauma of WWII has resonance in
most Ukrainian and Russian families. At the beginning of WWII,
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there were collaborators with Nazi Germany among both the
Ukrainian nationalists and the Russian Communists. Even later,
some groups of Ukrainian nationalists took part in the executions,
but they were a small minority in comparison to the millions of
Ukrainians who joined the Red Army and fought against Nazi Germany.
Putin was also a gopnik, a street boy and a hooligan. Now,
as the aged and lonely terminator, he still has traces of the street
boy’s ways of threatening and defending against becoming bullied
as a lonely boy. His former teacher Vera Gurevich once said that
the small Putin was locked by other schoolmates in the girls’ toilet
where the girls slapped him. The crying Putin swore to his teacher
that one day he would retaliate and scare his attackers. Today, his
strategy is to prevent changes and mourning of the loss of power.
The smooth and inevitable transition of leadership to the next generation is unthinkable to him. Instead, the traumatic re-enactment of
WWII and the ancient Rus’ war history takes place in Ukraine
where the young soldiers are sacrificed. Even the radioactive landscape and the atomic power plants must be seized by force to ensure the revival of the mighty inseparable Russian realm without
any individuation.
As an ex-spy, Putin knows that strategy governs the tactical
turns. Peace talks mean war; breaking agreements is necessary to
guarantee victory. Masked words are used to save the official face,
but when the words fail, the war must be faced and made totally
destructive. The leader’s bitterness, indifference, and ruthless revenge echo the domestic violence experienced by many supporters
of Putin. They belong to the same psychoclass (defined by personality characteristics that arise from a shared mode of childrearing)
as Putin while most of the younger citizens are in favor of democratic and liberal reforms.
Two Statues
Putin, who sees himself as the double of Vladimir the Great,
was baptized to the Russian Orthodox belief by the initiative of his
mother Maria Ivanovna Putina. In the same way, Vladimir the
Great chose the Orthodox religion for Rus’ and was baptized in
988. The ruler of Kievan Rus’ adopted the sacred mission to unite
the core people of Rus’ (“Great Russians,” “Little Russians,” and
“Byelorussians”), Kiev being the Mother of Russian cities.
In Ukrainian, Vladimir is Volodymyr, like the current Presi-
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dent of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelenskyy (born 1978, President since
2019). Vladimir and Volodymyr are now fighting. Grand Russians
want to show the Little Russians that their independence is against
the Ruler’s will. The Bolshevik regime propagated the policy of
Ukrainization under the umbrella of the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics and declared the Little Russian identity old-fashioned
and illegitimate. Soviet ideology started to stress Ukrainian identity
and nation as “brotherly” to the Russian. Soviet history books reinterpreted Ukrainian history as containing the strong drive toward
political and cultural rapprochement with other Soviet nations and
finally toward unification with the Russians.

The symbolic legacy of Saint Vladimir, or Saint Volodymyr
for the Ukrainians, is now claimed by both nations. Fighting about
the historical founding father was launched when both Russia and
Ukraine commemorated the 1000 th anniversary of his death in
2015. The monument to St Volodymyr in Ukraine was built in the
19th century, but it became even more important when Putin, on National Unity Day, November 4, 2015, unveiled in Moscow the 52-ft
statue of St Vladimir, ominously reminding the people of the Thousand-Year Empire (Tausendjähriges Reich) of Nazi Germany. At
first, the monument was planned to be even higher (82.5ft), but
with the reduced height, it was erected outside the Kremlin, a
World Heritage Site.
The attempts to steal a historical figure from Kyiv to Moscow are a provocative part of the ongoing information war that
aims to rob the right of the Ukrainians to their own history. In Russia, the annexation of Crimea is symbolized by the supporters of
Putin as returning the place where Prince Vladimir was baptized
back to the Motherland. In Ukraine, commentators have ridiculed
Russia’s “patriotic-ecclesiastic fervor” and warned against fighting
a senseless fight and idolizing the medieval prince, who was merciless to the tribes that inhabited the territory of present-day Russia,
led cruel “anti-terrorist operations” against them, and resorted to
help from foreigners, such as Vikings and Normans.

Putin’s “Normal” Childhood
Vladimir Putin was born on October 7, 1952, in Leningrad.
His mother, Maria Ivanovna Putina (1911-1998), was a devout Russian Orthodox believer. Putin’s father, Vladimir Spiridonovich
Putin (1911-1999), was traumatized and severely wounded during
World War II. He was stern and domineering, “a man of the staraya
zakalka” (“old stamp”); Putin’s father is said to have beaten him
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with a belt, the son always fighting back, “kicking, biting, anything” (Baker & Glasser, 2007, pp. 41-42). His father was also
against democratic reforms and never said one kind thing to his
son. He died in 1999 just a few days after Boris Yeltsin appointed
Putin to the post of prime minister.
In the official biography of Putin published on the Kremlin
page, the narrative simplifies and normalizes his childhood
memory: “I come from an ordinary family, and this is how I lived
for a long time, nearly my whole life. I lived as an average, normal
person and I have always maintained that connection.” In Russia, it
is typical to claim that everything is “normal” when things are getting worse. Even the collapse of the living conditions is “normal.”
The script of total control and terror was inscribed as a “natural”
trance on homo sovieticus (“Soviet Man”).

Putin’s hard-working and traumatized parents were uneducated, but they invested as much as they could in their only son
(two other sons had died young). The boy was left to hang around
the violent streets, fighting and becoming victimized. Regularly, he
was late for school —a habit he has maintained. At school, he was
an outcast from the age of 10 through 14, not even allowed to join
the Young Pioneers organization, which he was later admitted to
and became the head of a Pioneer detachment in his class. He also
joined Komsomol (the Communist Youth League).
Thus, Putin dragged himself off the streets, excelling at judo
and sambo, and later in his law studies at Leningrad State University. Bullied at school and ridiculed for his small stature, Putin is psychically sensitive to hints of bullying and neurobiologically wired
to the fear of its re-enactments. His traumatic personal history reflects the inscriptions of violence in the memories of most of his
Russian contemporaries, many of whom have likewise gone
through ambivalent and intrusive childrearing modes.
Putin and the Secret Services
It was the K.G.B. that finally rescued Putin from hooliganism and transformed the bullied child into an official of the State.
During his K.G.B. years (1975-1991, of which the period of 19851989 was spent in the German Democratic Republic), Putin learned
to internalize the ways of intelligence and counterintelligence, to
display the poses of orderliness, to manage the fears of citizens, and
to be loyal to siloviki (the men who make the rules and greedily
seize power and assets to themselves, supported by security ser-
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vices, intelligence, the militia, the army, and the business-legal system). Of course, Putin himself was a nobody in the ranks of the
K.G.B., but gradually, he turned into somebody; first in St. Petersburg as Anatoly Sobchak’s right-hand man, and, with Yeltsin’s retirement at the end of 1999, taking presidential command in Moscow, as a “new Tsar” (Myers, 2015).
Russian secret services served people by keeping the secrets
of abuse (bullying, neglect, crime, corruption) in store for the survivors of terror and torture, to be revived in the retrials of the psychologically numbed victims. The relentless, retaliatory, punitive, deceptive, and corruptive official system of secrecy embodies the
abandoning leadership and supports the totalitarian parenthood that
does not respect the rights of children and bypasses their emotional
needs by shaming and humiliating, thus excluding the children
from democratic and reciprocal human contacts. The ensuing quest
for ideal and complementary alters is doomed to lead to entrapment
in solitary and narcissistic mirroring.
When asked in an interview what he liked about being in
the Kremlin, Putin (2000) answered, “Nobody controls me here. I
control everybody myself” (p. 131). In the black-and-white Soviet
spy serial movie, The Sword and the Shield (1968), the favorite
movie of the young and aloof Putin, the quiet hero Yogan Vais expresses the same attitude. Putin has also mentioned that “it’s better
to be hanged for loyalty than for betrayal” (Baker & Glasser, 2007,
p. 47). The secrecy and veiling of the atrocities of Communism,
especially during the Stalin and K.G.B. era, are specific features of
Putin’s personal relation to that grim history, which has been replaced by a glorious history, revised consistent with the retroactive
and patriotic interpretations of historical legacies. The beating and
slaughter of millions (e.g., four million Ukrainians) during the Stalin Terror have been reinterpreted in certain Russian history textbooks and manuals as a “necessary evil” because the State was preparing for the Great War. Millions of corpses were needed as a rehearsal for the war efforts. “Necessary evil” has turned out to be
liquid or liquidating evil.
The Russian archives (especially those of the K.G.B. and
other security services) have become, during Putin’s rule, more
closed than in the 1990s, making it difficult for researchers to document the details of State atrocities, to embark on the path of negotiating the issues of historical truth, justice, and responsibility, and to
start the reconciliation process that has been carried through in
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many other conflict-ridden countries. For example, there is very
little discussion about the forced deportation and killing of millions
of Soviet citizens during the Stalin era. Russian historical archives
are not yet fully open to the future. However, in 2004-2005, the
most important archives of the country, the National Archives of
the Russian Federation [GARF], published the seven-volume History of Stalin’s Gulag and had Alexander Solzhenitsyn cooperating
with this publication.
During his presidency, Medvedev issued a decree on May
15, 2009, that established the Commission to Counter Attempts to
Falsify History to the Detriment of Russia’s Interests and ordered
the Russian wartime archives to be digitized, so that all who are
interested can access these documents through the Internet. Just before Putin’s third presidential term, the decree was invalidated, and
the commission was dismantled. One more step to counter openness and memory work was taken.
Replacement Child and Doubling
Psychoanalyst Nancy Hartevelt Kobrin shared her interesting idea of Vladimir Putin being a “double replacement child.” His
brother Albert was born in the mid-1930s and died of whooping
cough before the war; his other brother Viktor Putin (born in the
mid-1930s) died of diphtheria during the siege of Leningrad sometime between September 8, 1941, and January 27, 1944; and Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin was born on October 7, 1952, in Leningrad. Referring to Rita Battat Silverman and Dr. Abigail Brenner’s
(2015) Replacement Children: The Unconscious Script, Kobrin argues that Putin’s unconscious script contains an intergenerationally
transmitted trauma because his mother could not adequately mourn
the deaths of her two sons. Of course, we cannot know the personal
motives of Putin’s parents in this regard, but several demographic
surveys have given strong evidence of a replacement child effect
after genocides and other violent conflicts (e.g., Kraehnert et al.,
2017). The replacement child effect is heterogeneous, extending to
shorter or longer periods after the violent conflict, and depending
on the type of violence experienced by the woman, her age cohort
(Putin’s mother was 40 when giving birth to Vladimir), and parity.
To this script must be added that the intergenerational traumatic chain included Putin’s maternal grandmother who was killed
and uncles who disappeared during WWII. Consequently, Putin is
entitled to praise the Victory Day over Germany, to gloomily resurrect his dead brothers and relatives, and denazify Ukraine, so that
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the “brother” nations would finally be united against the “lies” of
the Western “junta.” As Vamık Volkan (2004) has stated in works
such as Blind Trust: Large Groups and Their Leaders in Times of
Crisis and Terror, the “failure to mourn” (loss, separation, death) is
followed by emotionally approved “entitlement to revenge” against
the enemies. Putin’s childhood experiences of vulnerability and his
memories of humiliation form the unconscious personal and collective (psychobiographical and psychohistorical) basis of his strong
leader’s armor against aging. The illusions of invulnerability ward
off loss, mourning, shame, fear, and depression—as well as love
that only hurts and does not promise pleasure.

Fantasy and reality, mother and child, are fused and confused through obsessions and projections. The fantasy of the dead
child being alive is kept by Putin, who secures himself and Russia
from humiliation through rage, war, and, ultimately, annihilation. I
am afraid this annihilation urge is tied to the suicidal hijacking drama and the vicious circle of fratricide of no return—here, fratricide
means not only the killing of one’s brothers and sisters but also nuclear fratricide where nuclear warheads embrace and destroy one
another.
A double is both an unconscious alter ego and a social alter,
formed through early developmental and attachment relations.
There is uncanniness attached to the double and there is our universal fascination with twins (real or symbolic). In infancy, the twin
(not necessarily the real twin) is the alien, the other. But later in
childhood, the twins provide psychic retreats for each other to defend against difference and separation and individuated mature object relations. Psychologically, “twinning” includes very early unconscious processes between the infant and the nurturing
“breast” (the first imaginary creation of the infant) followed by
more conscious later childhood fantasies of an ideally attuned imaginary companion who alleviates loneliness and offers hoped-for
perfect understanding in the absence of the primary caretaker.
“Doubling” involves splitting objects into good and bad
parts, inserting into and projecting onto the other the unacceptable
aspect or quality of one’s self. Doubling is used to destroy in fantasy the bad split-off part of one’s self and to preserve the good selfobject against annihilatory threats. Doubling is never complete: The
permeability of the armored ruler-body/self is revealed through non
-verbal expressions. The infantile fears of becoming encircled, ensnared, engulfed, defiled, putrefied, and emptied leak through the
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armor. (On doubling and twinning, see Ihanus, 2011.)
It is not exactly Mother Russia that is threatened; it is rather
the child that is re-dramatized and re-enacted on the political scene,
displaced to current political relations where the surrogates of the
“Terrifying Mother” loom large, embedded in the enemies. In crisis
and conflict situations, the psychic retreat of twinning for Putin and
some other leader can include resisting change. But it could also
start to install confusion about the order and the roles of the leaders,
call forth rivalry, dueling and revenge, suggest splits, or force destructive forms of folie à deux. Behind the smoothest division of
power are hidden separations and the need to individuate.
Masks of Power
The rhetoric and choreography of power try to hide and
twist the realities of abuse. The leader personifies both the guarding
and the persecuting parental authority who is fascinated at witnessing the abuse done to others by exclusions and censures and who, at
the same time, promises to shelter from the worst horrors if the
leader’s requirements are completely followed. For the infantilized
followers, as manipulable objects, unquestioning obedience, and
dependence are the rules. The right to think otherwise is prohibited
in any stabilized mental gulag; the dirtiness of the traitors of the
Motherland is legally doomed so that the “pure” self can be saved
from filth.
There are masks of power, evasions and displacements, as
well as a battery of military and personality defenses for hiding
something that demands to be expressed and has been compensated
for with the displays of toughness and ruthlessness in the enemy
chase during the fight against the annoying other. That hidden
something has to do with excluding personal vulnerabilities, weakness, helplessness, the memories of humiliation and shame, and the
need to be cared for, caressed, and loved. The mask is the armor,
the macho pose, the poise, the sunglasses camouflaging the crying,
the reverberations of childhood fears of being lost, being hit, of not
being fit enough for the stronger parental and punitive figures (see
Ihanus, 2014).
On several occasions, such as in his article “‘We Should
Not Tempt Anyone by Allowing Ourselves to Be Weak,’” Putin
(February 20, 2011) stressed the need for Russia to be strong without falling back on “diplomatic and economic methods alone to settle contradiction and resolve conflict.” At megalomanic heights, the
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macho-paranoid mind dissociates and projects shame, selfcontempt, and grief while having poor mentalization capacity,
which results in the ideas of reference and projection of intent onto
identified enemies: You (the enemy, the deviant, the abnormal) intended for me to have this horrible feeling; therefore, you must be
punished. The words of the famous WWII Soviet song “The Sacred
War” echo the dedication to utmost wrath and cleansing: “This is
the people’s war, / a Sacred war! […] For the scum of humanity /
we shall build a solid coffin!”
In his illusory visions, Putin may have assumed that at the
arrival of the Russian soldiers Ukrainians would meet and hail them
as liberators, in the same vein as at the end of WWII. Now that this
kind of respect is totally absent, Putin is again offended, his sense
of honor wounded, and his dream of Victory and the reunification
of Rus’ may demand serial fratricidal sacrifice.
Juhani Ihanus’ biography can be found on page 279.
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Ihanus’ Fine Synthesis on
Putin and Ukraine
David R. Beisel—SUNY-RCC
Keywords: fantasy, group-psychodynamic, history, Hitler, motivations,
psychobiography, psychohistory, Putin

Juhani Ihanus has set himself an almost impossible task by
trying to lay out a comprehensive explanation for the many motives
behind Premier Putin’s ordered invasion of Ukraine. It is an ambitious goal for a short essay.
He has done us a great service. Juhani presents a grand synthesis that is multi-layered, multi-causal, and illuminating, successfully interweaving history—real, distorted, and mythical—with
psychobiography, group psychodynamics, and projected fantasies.
Each plays its own part. Juhani’s successful interweaving of these
various strands disarms those critics who claim all of psychohistory
is reductionistic. One of the not-so-nice aspects of scholarly dialogue is the practice of criticizing colleagues for what they did not
say rather than concentrating on what they did say. So I shall confine myself to some connections and speculations stirred by
Juhani’s paper.

I am especially struck by the way Juhani integrated the stillliving mythic past with Putin’s present motivations in much the
same way as the work of pioneering psychohistorian Jay Gonen
skillfully brings a group’s mythic past (as currently understood)
into the present by showing how that mythic past plays a part in the
fantasy-driven decisions of the historical moment. It is refreshing to
see Juhani grappling with the complexity of motives, historical,
personal, and group, which came together in Putin’s mind and convinced him to launch his aggression. The psychohistorical question
is always: Why now? It is this conjunction of tendencies that determined when Putin decided to act.
What Juhani says spun off a few thoughts I had not thought
about before. One was the possible influence on Putin (coincidently
or on purpose) of being named Vladimir. From Juhani’s elaboration
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of the creation myth of the Rus’ connected to past Vladimirs and
Putin’s first name made me wonder what fantasy role he (and others) imagined him to be playing. Was he delegated to re-enact the
Savior role? The Avenger role? Both? We may never know what
role his mother may have played in assigning him those tasks as
was the case with Hitler according to psychoanalyst Helm Stierlin,
but we can offer a speculation or two.

As Russia’s Savior and the current incarnation of Saint Vladimir, I fear Putin may be in the grip of the fantasy notion that the
cleansing of the nation, or a neighboring territory, can happen only
if the territory is totally destroyed; otherwise, the Phoenix cannot
rise from the ashes. He must make sure rebirth takes place. This is
another consideration in what he may be planning for Ukraine and a
reinforcement of the compulsion to force Ukrainians to re-enact the
siege of Leningrad on his unconscious behalf.
The irrational connections Putin makes between Nazis and
Ukraine are not mere propaganda. They are part of Putin´s mixedup conceptions, the entangled irrational memories of what he has
heard and seen about Russia during the Great War as well as his
own projections and fantasies from the Cold War to the present. He
wants to conquer Europe at the same time that he needs to resist his
imagined fantasy attack that is being launched against Russia by the
U.S. and NATO. In the process, he will become a new Stalin by
completing Stalin’s unfinished business at the end of World War II,
namely, establishing a Russian Empire over Western Europe.
Of course, Putin is not Hitler. Yet, by our affirming that
Putin is not Hitler, I wonder if we affirm in some ways that he is
Hitler. In identifying with the aggressor, Putin’s Hitlerian tactics as
directed against Ukraine are also directed at the Hitler inside himself. Indeed, in our collective group fantasy, he is both Hitler and
Stalin combined.
As I read Juhani’s essay, I noticed several places where his
interpretations were inspired by the ideas of a number of pioneering
psychohistorians before him—for example, Lloyd deMause’s
modes of childhood and his concept of the Social Alter, Rudolph
Binion’s explorations of traumatic reliving, Peter Loewenberg’s
concept of the traumatized cohort, several ideas acquired from
Vamık Volkan, and findings from dysfunctional family systems
acted out in the public arena. I find Juhani’s integration of these
several approaches gratifying in that they show how sophisticated
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psychohistorical analysis can be when drawing from many different
perspectives.
In my appreciation of Howard Stein in his Festschrift elsewhere in this issue, I sought to honor Howard by applying his techniques of listening deeply to the media reports coming out of
Ukraine. I was and still am gathering raw data from the underlying
fantasies revealed in the metaphors used by the prominent actors in
our current eastern European and worldwide drama. It is too soon
to make analytic sense of these communications. That is another
reason why I am particularly grateful for Juhani’s essay. It provides
a framework, offers some new information, reminds me of the importance of several processes, presents a number of new ways to
look at the complexities of a truly significant event, and has led me
to new associations that I feel have given me a better understanding
of what is happening and why.
I cannot change my feelings that we are already stepping
into World War III. Of course, perceptions, connections, and insights change from hour to hour. This is where I am today.

David R. Beisel’s biography can be found on page 264.
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Russian National Identity Quest as
Motivation for Policymaking
Anna Geifman—Harvard University
Abstract: A vague and undeveloped identity is Russia’s key national characteristic. Throughout their history as a nation, Russians have been striving to define who they are, and today they are as far from their goal as
they have ever been. The nation’s common values, goals, and aspirations
remain ambiguous, having been endorsed, denied, redefined, and readopted in their original form, soon to be altered to sustain a new official
ideology. Exploring the painful sacrifices the nation has made, this article
looks at Russia’s political leadership and Putin’s strategies.
Keywords: ambiguous, Crimea, messianic, national-identity, politicalculture, propaganda, Putin, Russia, “Third Rome”

An indistinct and ambiguous national identity is Russia’s
key national characteristic. Throughout their thousand-year history
as a people, Russians have been trying to figure out who they are,
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and to this day they do not have an answer. Are they European?
Not if we were to believe President Vladimir Putin (2013/
September 19), who declares: “For us (and I am talking about Russians and Russia), questions about who we are and who we want to
be are increasingly prominent.” Moscow’s official narrative habitually accentuates that Russians are very separate from the rest of Europe; so, maybe they are Asian, after all? Or the “Eurasians,” as
have claimed Aleksandr Dugin and other post-Soviet political proponents of a brassy fusion of nationalism, Bolshevism, and Christian Orthodoxy. As novelist Zinovy Zinik (2004) says, “Russians
are in a state of permanent identity crisis.”

The nation’s common values, goals, and aspirations remain
vague and undefined, for they have been upheld, followed by being
radically denied, redefined repeatedly, then suddenly readopted in
their original form, soon to be altered by a new, often extremist,
ideological turnabout. Russian history—a key feature of national
identity—has been reinterpreted and rewritten numerous times to
suit political agendas. “We are witnessing a revival of Russian
identity that is gradually squeezing out the former Soviet identity,”
Russian intellectuals such as S. Kortunov (1998) rejoiced after the
1991 dissolution of the U.S.S.R. The celebration was premature,
Putin conceded implicitly in 2014: “Finding and strengthening national identity really is fundamental for Russia” (Diesen, 2019).
Putin’s government has usurped identity-construction almost entirely (the way other Russian leaders had before him) and critics of the
Kremlin, including Kremlinology expert Lilia Shevtsova (2013),
respond with undisguised skepticism: “it would be less threatening
for the regime, the authorities apparently believe, if the society”
were drawn into a new round of useless debates about identity than
continue criticizing the administration for corruption and “pathetic
governance” (para. 4).
The country’s fluid identity is critical for understanding
Russia’s national psychology. People’s vague, unstable perceptions
of themselves and their sociopolitical milieu are often accompanied
by confusion, immaturity, and general insecurity. Concurrent is also
negative self-identification, i.e., deriving identity by way of contrasting themselves to “others,” such as the “depraved West,” to
appear superior in comparison. Indeed, a “red thread” of Russian
history is perpetual fluctuation—be it positive or negative—either
toward or against the West, as if Russian self-perception exists only
vicariously, dependent on those it must “bounce off.”
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Presently, just like in the Cold War era, harsh anti-Western
messaging and daunting statements about Russia being “surrounded
by cunning, ruthless and plotting enemies on every side,” according
to former Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev (Aron, August 13,
2008, para. 4), are prevalent. Foreign Minister of Russia Sergei
Lavrov’s assertions rely on a verified juvenile tactic of selfvindication by accusation: “We have not attacked anyone; we were
always attacked” (TASS, 2022). By implication, a strong national
leader would not only protect citizens but also end their perpetual
confusion by providing shared meanings and values.
Putin intimated this point precisely when he offered to his
disoriented citizens what he claimed was a new identity. Not that he
unified Russia in any meaningful way; it is still conflict-ridden and
polarized. Nor did he give his people any new system of beliefs to
replace the Soviet vision, rendered irrelevant with the breakdown of
the U.S.S.R., which Putin has characterized as the utmost geographic catastrophe of the 20 th century. However, to compensate, he
did reformulate and popularize a rather unsophisticated claim: the
true bond of the Russians is their “greatness.”
Putin did not invent the notion of the “Great Russia” but
readapted it as the essence of the post-Soviet identity. His propaganda machine emphasized anything “great” he could find or invent, including “the great Russian land,” “the great Russian literature,” and “the great Russian soul.” National greatness revealed itself especially in a glorious statehood, Putin accentuated. The official line was that Russian citizens have always been part of the
same tradition, fused by the greatness of their state—under the
tsars, the Bolsheviks, and even Stalin’s “Great Terror.” Instead of
repudiating its past, the nation must be proud that it has endured
“great sufferings and sacrifices” that yielded “great national
achievements.” While hardly a cure for the wound of not having a
meaningful, time-proven, and integrated identity, a unifying label
of Russia’s greatness sufficed as a bandage (Geifman & Teper,
2014).

Traditionally, the notion of Russia’s “greatness” was based
on its messianic goal of directing universal redemption. The concept originated soon after the fall of Constantinople to the Ottomans in 1453. For the Russians, Byzantine’s defeat was divine punishment for straying from true Orthodoxy. In 1492, Metropolitan
Zosimus called Moscow “the new city of Constantine,” the original
capital of Christianity. In the first quarter of the 16 th century, Philo-
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theus, a monk in a Pskov monastery, wrote a memorandum to Tsar
Vasilii III in which he developed this idea. The “first Rome” and
the “second Rome” (Constantinople), he claimed, had lapsed into
heresy, ceased to be the centers of Christianity, and must be replaced by Moscow. Because of their great sins, the “two Romes
have fallen, a third stands, and a fourth there will not be.” Until the
final redemption, Philotheus wrote, Moscow would be the spiritual
center and leader of the whole Christian world. This idea became
known as “Moscow—the Third Rome.”
Russia’s role was to be properly messianic. Moscow, with
its exclusive access to Heavens’ intents for all humanity, had to
take upon itself the responsibility for its redemption. For centuries,
this doctrine remained an integral part of the Russian national mythology and basis of state ideology. It justified any imperial ambitions, insofar as they contributed to the idea that Russia’s destiny
was to be a “light unto the nations,” illuminating the world’s path to
salvation.
Since the 16th century, Russians have persistently claimed
that their history is “suffused with sacred significance,” as “the culminating chapter... of historical events leading up to and including
the apocalypse” (Bova, 2003, p. 31). “Russia’s special salvationist
role in the world” (Levene, 2013) was taken for granted by all political regimes—be it tsarist, Soviet, or post-Soviet. Scholars and
thinkers underscored “various parallels between this conception of
Russia’s special historical responsibilities as the head of the true
Christian church and the Soviet Union’s special historical responsibilities as the guardian of one true (Marxist-Leninist) doctrine of
communism,” with its redemptive idea of a classless society (Bova,
p. 31). Russia metamorphized from the Third Rome to the Third
International, reformulating, rather than forsaking, its apocalyptic
mission, stated Russian philosopher Nikolai Berdiaev in The Origins and Meaning of Russian Communism (English translation).
There is a general awareness at the Kremlin that, as a key
element of the national consciousness, a tradition-based messianic
project is essential for sustaining the regime’s legitimacy, providing
an ideological framework for foreign policy, and maintaining mass
support. While Putin still relied on the notion of Russia’s
“greatness,” around 2012 the official stance began to acquire a new
vital emphasis. The Russian state’s greatness meant that it was to
reaffirm its leadership in taking the world along a visionary path
toward a redemptive goal.
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Since 2012, Putin and his associates often do not try to conceal their anti-Western stand. Russia’s president has argued that
“many of the Euro-Atlantic countries are actually rejecting their
roots, including the Christian values... They are denying moral principles” and equating “belief in God with the belief in Satan” (Putin,
2013). In contrast, Russia has returned to the path of true faith, and
its Orthodox Christian values are at odds with those of the Western
apostates, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov elucidated: The antagonistic West bullied Russia not for its foreign policies but for being a
nation of Christian traditionalists.
It is an integral part of the Russian political culture that the
state expects its citizens to be prepared to make personal sacrifices
for their country, be it the Soviet Union or Mother Russia. The
“long-suffering Russian people” time and again have proven ready
to endure grave trials but always on one condition: The state must
validate their sacrifices and render them meaningful.
Putin has done his best to make sure that the citizens—
including many critics of his regime—endorse Russia’s February
2014 invasion of Crimea. His scorn for the protest from the Ukrainians and the international community as a whole suggested that
Russia was a great power, undaunted by foreign charges and sanctions—a powerful identity-boost for the Russians, as usual acquired
circuitously, via the outsiders. The official “Crimea-is-ours” slogan
designated Crimean annexation as a noble endeavor to reunite the
“historical Russian land” and its inhabitants with the rest of the nation. Above all, the occupying forces performed holy work: In the
10th century, the founder of the Russian state Prince Vladimir was
baptized in Crimea. Thus, the Kremlin emphasized that it was as
sacred for the Russians as the Temple Mount was for the Jews and
the Muslims. The 88% approval for Putin in October 2014 revealed
the popularity of his investing Russia’s aggression with statesanctioned spirituality (Geifman & Teper, 2014).
In September 2015, Putin ordered Russian warplanes into
Syria to protect the embattled regime of President Bashar al-Assad
from the rival “jihadi terror” forces. Putin ensnared his country in
Syria’s civil war not only to show himself as Assad’s unfailing ally
but to also satisfy Russia’s centuries-long cravings for the warm
waters of the Mediterranean. While obviously important, geopolitical and strategic factors alone do not clarify Russia’s decision to
entangle itself in the quandaries of Middle Eastern politics. A key,
if less pragmatic, factor is that spiritually justified military intrusion
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in far-away lands concurs with a tradition-based definition of a
“great leader” who pursues messianic goals with potentially apocalyptic outcomes.
The Syrian domestic conflict certainly contains this potential, if only because of geography. It is an opportunity a Russian
leader aspiring to greatness cannot miss—given his self-imposed
obligation to be the star player everywhere a historical drama is taking place. Viewed in terms of a would-be visionary mission, the
Middle East is a special attraction, and 66% of respondents in the
national survey supported Putin’s decision to intervene in Syria.
About a month later, Putin’s approval rating reached an all-time
high of “nearly 90% largely thanks to his military moves in Syria,
according to a new nationwide poll” (Eremenko, 2015, para. 1).
Oppressed politically and economically, Russian citizens supported Putin’s costly Middle Eastern adventures because they were in
line with Russia’s traditional messianic objectives, as outlined by
the doctrine of “Moscow the Third Rome.”
Russia is constantly brewing an ideological blend,
“mixing of the past and of the present. Reconstruction of the past
leads to military action. We are witnessing extraordinary political
decisions being made by people acting in the present but mistaking it for the past,” says cultural historian Alexandr Etkind (2014,
para. 16) Precisely how Russia’s past justifies its present-day aspirations is clear from popular history books: between 4000 and 2000
BC “the ancient Slavs... gave rise to the following civilizations: Sumerian, Babylonian, Proto-Indian, Cretan, Ancient Greek, Ancient
Roman (and eventually European).” Such claims are “a fairly typical product of the post-Soviet boom in amateur history. The shelves
bulge” with impressive ventures to reveal “that the ancient Etruscans were ancestors of the Russians” and “that Jerusalem was a
Russian city” (Franklin & Widdis, 2004, p. 11).
As the ever-popular stage star Zhanna Bichevskaia sang in a
stunning May 2014 recital: “[we] will recapture Russia’s Sevastopol. The Crimean Peninsula will be Russian again [as well as] our
sovereign Bosporus, our Constantinople, and Jerusalem, the shrine
of humanity.” That the Russians consider themselves a chosen nation is not unique; many others have the same vision. What’s important is how much a nation is ready to sacrifice for such a belief.
The Russians have made painful sacrifices for causes they perceived as messianic, and the spiritual ambitions that guide Moscow’s policies in faraway lands have not been buried in the coun-
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try’s past.
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Mother Russia’s Savior, Traumatic
Reenactment, and the Atrocities of War
Paul H. Elovitz—Clio’s Psyche
Keywords: besieged-Leningrad-syndrome, Mother-Russia’s-lost-children,
Putin, Putin-as-savior, Putin’s-childhood, traumatic-reenactment, war-as
-producing-atrocities, Zelenskyy

Juhani Ihanus does a fine job in his revealing articles on
Putin, Zelenskyy, and Ukraine. While I’m inclined to emphasize
somewhat different elements in Putin’s life and the horror that is
occurring in Europe’s second-largest country by area and seventh
by population (before over five million Ukrainians became refugees
as a result of Putin’s aggression), I will focus my thoughts on Putin
being shaped by his childhood and K.G.B. experiences, his drive to
restore the millions of Russians (or are they mostly Russian speakers?) to their Motherland, and his traumatic reenactment of the Nazi
siege of Leningrad in Ukraine with Russia as the murderous besieger rather than the victim. I will also examine Nazis real and imagined, as well as war as an atrocity-producing conflict.
As an Eriksonian participant observer, I identify strongly
during these dangerous events with the besieged inhabitants of the
area in which my mother was born and fled with her family as a
hungry young Jewish teenager hoping for a better life in America.
As a former draftee in the United States Army who marched extensively against the war in Vietnam and hesitates to even use militaristic terms such as bullet points and task forces, I am profoundly
ambivalent about my support for the Ukrainians. They are fighting
for their country but have and will inevitably commit more atrocities in what I mostly see as a “good war.”
Despite mostly seeing the merits of the Ukrainians fighting
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for their independence at the moment, I’ve increasingly been reaching the conclusion that war itself, no matter how just the cause, is
an atrocity-producing situation. Even when necessary, it generates
atrocities on all sides. Yes, Hitler’s atrocities were of an incredible
magnitude and contemporary Russian war crimes are horrifying! It
is also true that some U.S. soldiers shot German prisoners of war
out of revenge for the death of their brothers-in-arms, sadism, or
because they did not want to be separated from their unit and reassigned, which was what followed after being ordered to take a few
prisoners to a collection point while their unit moved forward. At
the moment, we in the democratic world are overwhelmingly rooting for the Ukrainians in the face of Russian atrocities. Thus far, the
atrocities perpetrated on Russian prisoners by Ukrainians pale by
comparison.
Casualties of war include subtlety, complexity, and often
truth. Regarding the complexity of human history, take the issue of
Nazis in Ukraine. In Ukraine, Putin fights mostly fantasy Nazis as
he seeks to reenact his family and societal trauma of the siege of
Leningrad, but with Russia on the side of the besiegers this time
rather than the starving bombed residents of the city in which his
brother died and both of his parents almost lost their lives. There
are pro-Nazis in Ukraine, a country in which 73% of the population
voted for a Jewish president in 2019, a leader more interested in
defending his nation than confronting those who continue its long
and sometimes murderous anti-Semitic tradition.
My mother was born in Ukraine in a small Jewish shtetl that
the U.S. Holocaust Museum listed as destroyed. While the common
presumption is that the Nazis murdered its inhabitants, was it the
Christian Ukrainians or the war itself doing the killing? My father’s
small city in Poland was in a war zone; when I visited it in 2002, I
was told that there were only five people still alive from the prewar
period (and all traces of the 2,000 Jews who had lived there were
destroyed with gravestones turned over and used as paving stones).
As a historian, I am aware that the suffering of Ukrainians has been
incredible and some took their pain out on their Jewish neighbors.
Following the overthrown of the Tsar in 1917 after the communists seized power from the democratic socialists, the new government had little support in Ukraine, although its Jews were inclined to be more open to the communist takeover than their Christian neighbors since, in theory, the Bolsheviks opposed prejudice.
Indeed, Joseph Stalin even wrote and stated that anti-Semitism is a
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form of cannibalism. Of course, that makes Stalin a cannibal by his
own standard, but he was a secret anti-Semite who publicly denied
this aspect of his menu, even in his most paranoid final days. Much
of the surviving Ukrainian Jewish community worried when Zelenskyy was elected president (with a Jewish prime minister initially)
because they feared that pogroms (anti-Jewish riots) would follow a
few years later. My wish is that Zelenskyy will die quietly in his
bed of old age; however, the likelihood of this at the moment is not
great, especially since the Russian intelligence service has a history
of poisoning those it sees as enemies and the Russian military inclines to bomb cities back to the Stone Age.

Volodymyr Zelenskyy, who speaks English, Russian, and
Ukrainian, knows how to use modern communications effectively.
As the “Servant of the People” TV show president, he was elected
to the actual presidency. In the face of the Russian invasion, he
keeps using modern communication to reach out for support. He
addresses the British House of Commons, the U.S. Congress, the
French Parliament, parliaments around the world, the U.N. Security
Council, the Grammy Awards, major news programs, and any
groups that he asks to send more help and make the Russians pay
for their aggression. His angry, demanding manner with foreign
leaders is striking, and he has the moral high ground as he asks for
more. He says the world is morally responsible and should give
us more. I wonder if he was a demanding kid. (I also worry that
American and Western democratic support for Ukrainians may result in opening Pandora’s jar of nuclear, chemical, or biological
weapons.)
As a comedian, Zelenskyy knew he could say almost anything in the right context. As a war leader, he has been quite effective in rallying his nation in the face of a halting Russian invasion.
It is well-known among historians that the Russians are notoriously
slow starters when it comes to fighting wars. Despite this fact, they
have an incredible history of success, making them the largest landmass in the world with 57,510,000 square miles and 11 contiguous
time zones. However, even before sanctions went into effect, Russia’s economy is a basket case, smaller than that of Texas.
Vladimir Putin, an intelligence agent well-trained in subterfuge, at the end of the last century presented himself to the world as
a committed democrat ready to take Russia down the path of Western democracy. It would be good to know much more about the seductive quality that enabled both his gaining power and convincing
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the German Bundestag of his sincerity, as well as how it led President George W. Bush to look into Putin’s eyes to get “a sense of his
soul, and found him to be very straightforward and trustworthy.”
The formerly richest man in Russia, Mikhail B. Khodorkovsky,
who served a decade in a Siberian penal colony because he made
the mistake of thinking he could become involved in politics, said:
“Putin orients himself very precisely to a person, if he wants you to
like him, you will like him” (Cohen, March 27, 2022, p. 16).
Putin’s real values came forth as he consolidated his presidency and then dictatorship, declaring that the breakup of the Soviet Union was the greatest catastrophe of the 20 th century, which in
turn revealed his enormous envy and hatred of the U.S. and the
West generally. Indeed, he appears to be an injustice collector as
grievance after grievance piles up in his mind. Initially, in the U.S.
it was thought that he was joining in the Syrian Civil War on the
side of lessening the bloodshed; instead, he used Russian power to
assure the continuation of the Assad murderous dictatorship. He
was utterly ruthless in leveling Grozny and in dealing with Armenia. Of course, these now seem like dress rehearsals for a quick
overthrow of an unfriendly Ukrainian regime and perhaps reincorporating it into the Russian Federation.
Vladimir (the Savior) Putin’s fantasy and plan is to restore
as much of the Soviet Union as possible to his control, bringing
back the 25 million Russians who were not included in the Russian
Federation when the U.S.S.R. dissolved. As stated above, Putin was
reenacting his family’s trauma with him in control. This is an extraordinarily important issue to him. In tracing his path from a very
small street urchin and hooligan who was beaten up by the other
kids and ostracized so much that he wasn’t even allowed in the
Young Pioneers, to becoming a good student and the ultimate dictator of his country, one wonders what in his childhood helped make
this possible. Did he learn to stand alone in his period of being ostracized? His study of law does not seem to have had much impact,
but the lessons of the K.G.B.’s lying and subterfuge certainly did.

In seeking to resurrect Mother Russia, psychologically Putin
is working to restore his mother, Maria Ivanovna Putina (19111998). In doing this, he is also symbolically emulating what his father may have done during the siege of Leningrad when Putin said
the senior Vladimir came home from active duty to spot his wife’s
shoes in a pile of corpses on a truck that was collecting the dead.
He pulled his barely-breathing wife from among the dead and
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nursed her back to health before returning to the war in which he
would be most grievously injured. In another version of this story,
his mother fainted from hunger and was thought to be dead, but was
restored to health with the help of Putin’s uncle. Even if both of
these versions represent the Russian leader’s fantasy, their focus is
on restoring the mother from near death as Putin seeks to restore
the great Russian Motherland.

Vladimir Spiridonovich Putin (1911-1999) was a quiet,
hardworking, harsh, and stern father to his namesake—the last and
only one of three children (all sons) to survive early childhood. He
beat his son, who fought back vociferously, kicking and biting. The
Putins were an emotionally cold family. Marie was a devote Christian who had her son baptized.
Volodymyr (Ukrainian for savior) Zelenskyy’s fantasy is to
fight like his ancestors, the Maccabees, did against impossible Roman odds. Is the Ukrainian President’s struggle suicidal or is he
somehow a David who will bring down the Goliath with only the
equivalent of a slingshot comprised of courage and stinger missiles? Does our identification with the Ukrainians and their leader
mean that we are willing to risk the suicide of a nuclear war against
the world’s most powerful nuclear-armed country? Before Putin
seized Crimea in 2014, there was only a minority of Ukrainians
who wanted to join NATO; now, it’s a majority. Hitler, who was
unconsciously empowered by the allies in the 1930s, was selfdefeating in the end. If he hadn’t been, then he would not have attacked Russia and declared war on the United States because, in his
fantasy, Roosevelt was a Jew. Is Putin in fact self-defeating or did
he just misjudge the Ukrainians and the initial might of his own
forces?
There is the danger of blundering into a nuclear war. Might
Putin think that he could get away with simply using tactical nukes?
President Biden is very sensible about not wanting U.S. air or any
other forces to come directly into contact with Russians, but as
Americans and other westerners become increasingly confrontational (e.g., demanding no-fly zones), Biden’s popularity remains
low. Continuing to try avoiding a nuclear war that would kill or deform us all will probably lower his popularity. The American public’s endless viewing of some action hero saving the world at the
absolute last minute from nuclear destruction leads many of us to
confuse fantasy with reality. The last time we were at the nuclear
brink was when America found it unacceptable to have Russian
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nukes 90 miles away in Cuba. How do we think the Russians feel
about Ukraine joining NATO and all the aid that the U.S. and other
NATO nations are shipping into Ukraine? Putin’s approach is total
war, destroying cities and terrorizing civilians.
Again, I wish to express my thanks to Juhani Ihanus for his
fine work that has deepened my knowledge and prompted this essay.
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, studied Russian history as an undergraduate and for two years in graduate school. He taught a course
on Russian Revolutions and once on Slavic history. He may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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Tragedy Without Catharsis
Juhani Ihanus—University of Helsinki
When Karl Kraus, an Austrian writer, journalist, and critic,
began his impassioned satire on National Socialist ideology, The
Third Walpurgis Night (1933), with the sentence “Hitler brings
nothing to my mind,” he may have meant that the brutal seizure of
power by the Nazis made one devoid of every creative insight and
that their leader was not worthy of any association. By reading David R. Beisel’s comment on my paper, I became convinced that the
current atrocities must not be bypassed in silence. On the contrary,
Beisel’s questions and considerations bring forth the necessity of
psychohistorical reflection on Putin’s conceptions, fantasies, and
projections as a mixture of rationality and irrationality.
The usual associations to war are often attached to military
issues, such as the classification of weapons as well as the number
of soldiers and civilians injured or killed. These associations relate
to the scales of destruction. Talk of peace is hardly whispered amid
the ruins where bitterness and hate prevail. Peace negotiations are
at a dead end when the guns talk. Even then, as Beisel, Volkan,
Stein, and others have reminded us, “deep listening” to the other—
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not only to a colleague but to an enemy—is necessary for constructive dialogue and conflict resolution. Otherwise, sacrificial and selfdestructive wars are one-sidedly accepted as purifying experiences.
Peace and attachment education for children, young adults,
parents, and politicians are also rarely mentioned as ways to raise
empathic global consciousness. Lloyd deMause (2013) urged us to
ask the simple question: What if a country had instead of a President or a Secretary of War a Peace Officer, whose job it was to talk
to other countries about peace. Might wars become less frequent?
As Paul Elovitz remarks in his commentary, wars tend to increase
“atrocity-producing” situations on both sides. Traumatic experiences and violence are already inherent within us as well as the history
of human cultures and their systems. They almost automatically
direct and regulate our behaviors, unless we remember the past and
develop our attachment and consciousness skills to prepare for the
future.
After the fall of the Berlin Wall, Putin’s experience in the
German Democratic Republic as an officer stationed at the K.G.B.
headquarters in Dresden was for him a precursor to the even more
traumatic collapse of the U.S.S.R. When demonstrators approached
the K.G.B. building on December 5, 1989, Putin threatened that the
defenders of the building would shoot them. He had asked for advice from Moscow, but the Kremlin never answered. Later, Putin’s
disappointment with Western values, though briefly and barely applied in Russia, led him to struggle against the idea of the U.S. as
the only great power in the world. The idea of a unipolar U.S.dominated world strongly offends him. Putin’s dream seems to consist of abandoning the West and its democratic freedoms, not conquering the West, embracing new partners in China, India, and Brazil, or above all else, expanding the realm of Rus’ through utter destruction.
Putin acknowledged on April 12, 2022, that the war is
“tragic,” adding that Russia had “no choice” other than to launch its
special and “noble” military operation that it will “rhythmically and
calmly” continue until the victory has been achieved. However, as
the “rational terminator” and director of the sacred, cleansing, and
redemptive war, Putin cannot reach any cathartic end to the tragedy. Instead, the horrendous cycle of chasing the enemies and revenging their crimes is not interrupted by any deus ex machina (the
godlike savior to solve the human problems and bring the plot to a
happy ending). The killing machinery is staged and re-enacted by
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the leader and justified by the purification drives that permeate the
Russian institutions, above all sanctified by the Russian Orthodox
Church.
As Paul Elovitz, in his personally touching and condensed
analysis, concludes: “Casualties of war include subtlety, complexity, and often truth.” Putin has learned the habits of post-factual talk,
hiding behind masks, deceptive symbols, and Potemkin political
maneuvers. He seems to have clung to the false notion that truth
can be conquered, mastered, and possessed. It is too much for such
delusional thinking to admit that truth can only be mutually negotiated, revised, and re-visioned according to the ever-changing horizons of understanding and the transnational values of the younger
psychoclasses, inevitably discarding the old guards on both sides.
Paul Elovitz also stresses the importance of considering ambivalence in President Zelenskyy’s position between defending his
nation and confronting Ukraine’s ultranationalist tradition. For example, the anti-Semitic and anti-Russian ingredients of the Azov
Regiment, a paramilitary militia formerly known as the “men in
black,” incorporated into Ukraine’s National Guard in 2014, have
been supported by U.S. funding. However, Western promises have
also been disappointing to Kyiv’s aspirations. The extremes meet
on the battlefield: While Russia recruited mercenary fighters from
Syria, Libya, and Chechnya to wage war in Ukraine, the remnants
of the Azov Regiment (reduced to a brigade), located in the vast
domain of the Azovstal metallurgical site in Mariupol, were that
region’s last fighters against Russian forces.

Patriotism, honor, glory, fame, and victory—empty words
and values to fight for. Moscow calling? Silence. Also, silence
about the “democratic” United States and its vote (with only
Ukraine) against a U.N. Assembly draft resolution “Combating glorification of Nazism, neo‑Nazism and other practices that contribute
to fueling contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination,
xenophobia and related intolerance” (December 16, 2021). These
two countries have voted against this resolution every single year
since 2014.
The fear of ambivalence and complexity—of “not knowing” (Ogden, 1988)—if not explored and reflected upon, can unleash intolerance, violence, and destruction. If encounters between
the leaders and between the nations take place in the ranks of order,
mastery, control, and encoded diagnoses, they will fail to face the
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diversity, contingency, and ambivalence in human joy and sorrow.
Juhani Ihanus’ biography can be found on page 279.
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The Emotions of Facing Death, Dying,
and Life in the Era of COVID
Life and Death in Personal
and Cultural Retrospect
Claude-Hélène Mayer—University of Johannesburg
Abstract: The author describes her personal experiences of life and death during
a year of the COVID-19 pandemic from personal perspectives anchored in German and South African existentialist perspectives.
Keywords: Albert Camus, COVID-19, death-anxiety, existentialist-perspectives,
German, pandemic, prayer, South African

Facing Life and Death in Two Cultures
Throughout our lives, we have to deal with living in the face
of death and dying. All are inevitably human topics that connect
human beings across cultures. As Albert Camus said, “The reason
for my death is my life.” However, life and death are defined and
explored differently from different cultural and philosophical perspectives.
In the German culture that I come from, death is feared,
sometimes tabooed, and often neglected, until it is so much in your
face that you cannot deny it anymore. Even then, I have had to witness more than once that people even neglect death when they are
about to die. In Germany, death and dying are often avoided as far
as possible in the mainstream culture. People raised in Germany, in
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cultural comparison, are usually not prepared to live a risky lifestyle to avoid death and dying for as long as possible. It seems that
a safe and healthy lifestyle is preferred to postpone death since
death reflects the end of life, the giving-up of all securities and materials that a person might have gained through their lives.
From this perspective, death might be seen as either an entrance into another life, another world, or as a Godly space. Death
often represents the transition into a new reality—particularly for
people with specific beliefs and religions—or even into the nothing,
for people of certain philosophical beliefs (e.g., existentialist philosophical theories). The fear of death seems to be relatively high in
German cultural contexts and this might be a reason why, during
COVID-19, Germany adopted extreme measures such as lockdowns and a strong call for vaccinations in which people who do
not agree to being vaccinated are strongly discriminated against. To
avoid death and dying at all costs, democratic measures are being
changed and society seems to be in a state of extreme death anxiety.
In the South African culture I live in, death and dying are
everyday occurrences seen as part of life. Death and dying are in
our face on a daily basis and occur constantly around us. Death is
always close and a somehow integrated part of life; it is basically
accepted as unavoidable. We live and experience death as closely
related to life. Therefore, death is seen as a part of a journey belonging to God or a higher being’s plan and represents a transition
into a new, better world—a world that might lead us closer to God
and peacefulness, but surely it reunifies us with our ancestors. The
concepts of death and dying are socio-culturally, traditionally, and
religiously determined. Death is immanent in life and people are
aware of it constantly because they see it permanently happening. It
is not hidden or avoided at any cost; instead, it is accepted as a natural process that ends this life and starts a new part of transformation.
Ways of Experiencing COVID-19
COVID-19 brought a lot of suffering and dying into South
African society. But it was not as much experienced as a “sudden
threat” to life as it was in the German context—death was rather
experienced as “another thing we have to deal with” or “another
threat and challenge on top of all the other daily life challenges.” It
was experienced as one more health risk that was added to the list
of daily life experiences and challenges (e.g., poverty, illness, disease, crime, and chaos) that people have to deal with.
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During COVID-19, death became so common in our daily
lives globally that people—even from cultures or personal backgrounds with high levels of death avoidance—could not deny it anymore, neither in the country I come from, nor in the country I live
in. The world changed and the conversations about life and death,
as well as meaning and purpose, changed with it. The silent presumption that life is eternal could not be adhered to anymore; the
threat of living a finite life turned into a certainty for many people.
Therefore, stories about life and death became an integrated part of
life and the level of consciousness about life as something to be
treasured grew. People in both of the cultures I am part of developed ways to deal with the uncertainty of life during COVID-19.
Thoughts on Living and Dying in Personal Retrospect
Amidst COVID-19, I had to deal with my personal challenges, which made me think about life and death on new levels.
Death came pretty close when colleagues passed on, a friend was in
a coma for several months due to COVID-19, and I was diagnosed
with a rapidly growing tumor that urgently needed to be removed.
First, I could not go for the operation since I had tested COVID-19
positive the day before the planned operation. I suddenly was confronted with the idea that my life could be over soon and questioned what I still wanted to do in my life if I had the time to do it. I
reflected upon my personal preference of dying—what was the better option: dying of a malignant tumor or of COVID-19?
I always enjoyed the concept of French existentialism from
the 20th century; particularly, I enjoyed reading Albert Camus. In
his philosophy, he emphasizes that life is absurd and far removed
from meaning and that individuals are not able to know the meaning of life, saying that “The reason for my death is my life.” I reflected deeply on his views on freedom and responsibility and—
specifically during that time—on the idea that human existence is
an absurd condition and that life becomes tragic in the rare moments when humans become conscious about the absurdity and the
per se meaninglessness of life and its struggles. Emotionally,
having grown up in European contexts, I can connect strongly to
the ideas of existentialism and that through facing death and dying
in an aware state, we can increase our awareness, question our core
values, deepen our joy in life, and recreate our meaningfulness.

I re-read the existentialist texts of Albert Camus repeatedly
and found a quotation that said, “Since we’re all going to die, it is
obvious that when and how don’t matter.” I reflected on that quote
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for many days. In the beginning, I felt that it was not true for myself. I felt that it did matter how we die and when because there
could be—on an individual level—different levels of pain, feelings,
arrangements, suffering, thoughts, and regrets involved in dying
one way or another. Even on an interpersonal level, it makes a huge
difference for me how and when to die since my children would be
involved in the process of my passing on. I became clear about the
fact that I wanted to live until they were at least 18. It could be true
that how and when we pass on might not make a big difference on a
societal or global level since the world sees various ways and times
of death constantly and the world does not care how and when.

Only later did I learn that my tumor was benign and I had
survived COVID-19 without many symptoms. But for eight weeks,
I had time to experience the pain and the growth introduced to me
by the anticipation of (an early and potentially lonely) death. I
caught COVID-19 for a second time in July 2021, this time with
more severe symptoms, and I had a chance to revise my earlier reflections on life and death.
It was at the same time when I caught COVID again that my
daughter experienced a sudden heart failure after having encountered COVID-19 in France. She was rushed to a hospital and soon
after received open-heart surgery to save her life. During those days
of not knowing how and if she will survive, death showed me a
completely different and extremely painful face. Within the anticipation of her early death, I got even sicker. I received many prayers
from friends in which I felt that if I could, I would trade my life for
hers. The question of the absurdity of not even having lived a long
life and dying at the age of 21, before life had even really begun for
her, left me confused and irritated. I was sick in bed, restless, and in
huge emotional pain, desperation, and distress. Not being able to fly
to Europe to be with her, not being able to talk to her or take her in
my arms to support her as much as I would like made me feel extremely helpless. I felt that the potential of her early and sudden
death was the most terrible thing I had ever encountered and that
Camus’ described absurdity of life caught up in her sudden heart
failure.
Camus’ words came back to my mind, lying in bed, unable
to get up due to sickness, emotional pain, and COVID-19: “There is
a life and there is a death, and there are beauty and melancholy in
between.” I agreed with that. I had seen beauty and melancholy before, but never felt so desperately lost and helpless. I could not
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come to the point where I could accept the situation and its pain as
part of an “absurd life.” I felt that I had seen beauty in my life and
that having experienced beauty and also melancholy, I would be
prepared to transition into death. But I could not accept it for my
daughter, since I felt that she would need to see far more beauty in
the world and fulfill her dreams before she could pass on.
When I talked to others about my daughter’s situation, my
South African friends and colleagues—no matter from which South
African cultural background—said to me that God will take care of
her and the situation and that they would pray, and that only God
would know the way forward and how grateful I should be that she
could get health care in Germany, and grateful for her life that she
had so far. In one way or another, they all said that the only thing
they could do for her was pray and that we should trust in God and
His ways. They even came and prayed with me or called me to pray
for her or texted me to express their empathy and wish to pray for
her. The collective strengths of their prayers took away parts of my
despair and helped me express my sadness and concern as well as
believe that even this situation should carry some meaning for her
and me.
My daughter is with me now, recovering from her neardeath experience, and I am full of gratitude. We talk about the
meaning of life and death now and then. We ask ourselves daily:
How do we want to live our finite life? What good can we consciously contribute to the life of others and our own lives? Where
should our priorities in life be with special reference to our death
awareness? Do our newly gained experiences and awareness contribute to an increased depth experience of life, a greater openness,
a higher degree of meaningfulness?
Although we knew before that these existential questions
guide us to lead a life of liberty and contentedness, we learned
through COVID-19 and our own experiences that we cannot hesitate to answer these questions from the bottom of our hearts as soon
as death has become part of our life, a reality we cannot deny,
avoid, or rebel against any longer. We are learning to live with our
conscious awareness of death and a limited ability to contribute
meaningfully to this world and how we want to develop further.
Lessons Learned: Creating Meaning Through Near-Death
Experiences During COVID-19
The near experience of life and death across two cultural
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contexts has provided us with options on how to see life and death
from different cultural perspectives, how to experience it, and how
to deal with it mindfully. This is true on a societal level as well as
on an inter- and intra-personal level. We have experienced the fear
of death closely with regard to self and others, the struggles to be in
the “in-between of life and death” and the feelings and emotions
towards such existential issues, anchored in the culture of origin
and provided as an alternative by the culture of residence. The experiences of the approaches of different socio-cultural settings have
thereby supported the idea of creating meaning throughout the experiences.

Reflecting upon the lessons learned, I can say that the
awareness and closeness of death can be very painful, especially
when fearing the death of someone close to our heart. For me, the
contextual threat of COVID-19 and its deadly impact, as well as the
emotional pain of potentially losing my daughter, brought me back
to reflecting the existentialist views of Albert Camus and the questioning of the meaning of life. These experiences provided me with
the chance to explore my own ideas and feelings about life and
death on deeper levels.
Living through these existential experiences created
thoughts and questions regarding life’s absurdity and the struggle to
make meaning not only through experiences of life and liveliness
but also through the experience of finiteness and death. This inbetween space between life and death and the experience of suffering, pain, and meaningfulness can become a space of learning. It
can be used to recreate relationships while redefining the meaning
of life on an individual and societal level through thoughts and
actions.
The experience of life as being existentially threatened
brought reflection upon core values and learned cultural and spiritual schemes regarding life and death. Their impact grew in importance and meaning was raised through the experience of close
existential threat and loss. The strength that evolved through these
experiences was anchored, on one hand in the individual possibility
of facing the pain of death, and on the other hand, potential loss.
However, it also brought about the new in-depth experience of
strengthening and emerging cultural views in dealing with such existential crises on collective and individual levels. I experienced the
strengths of meaning’s creation through socio-cultural and spiritual
viewpoints in the culture I live in through facing death as a part of
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life and the impact it can have on living life in a more aware, conscious, liberal, free, humble, and grateful state. I did experience the
strengths of individual and collective prayer and the creation of
meaning through recognizing the value of life on a deeper, spiritual,
and de-materialized level. I believe that the experience provided me
as well as my daughter with a re-defined consciousness about
meaning in life, a deeper connection with others, and the possibility
of transforming negative emotions, pain, and suffering—at least to
a degree—into a growing joy and happiness of being alive.
Claude-Hélène Mayer, PhD, is a Professor in Industrial and
Organisational Psychology at the University of Johannesburg, Johannesburg, South Africa. Her main research areas are psychobiography, women in leadership, shame, and the Fourth Industrial Revolution. She can be contacted at claudemayer@gmx.net. ❑

To a Branch Felled by Ice
(in memoriam: L.L.)
Claude Barbre—Chicago School of Professional Psych.
Now that a sheer completion rests
upon your leafy radius
and maps a last diurnal round
where living continuities
to summer's greening way must go
beyond the slant of window light,
so must our severed certainties
amend the rites of measurement
for what endures. For what endures
when ice and stone become the stars
you long to shoulder still, and earth
prepares your countryside for sleep
with drifting shades of eiderdown
and silences that softly speak
in silences that sing to sleep?
Into your changes now abide
where darkness shines like ember blues
of snow at dusk that warm the dead
until their time. See how we shine
to give them life again. See how
we shine as though our heavy arms
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will lift and reach to hold again
this broken world by letting go.
Claude Barbre, PhD, LP, is a full professor at The Chicago
School of Professional Psychology where he is a board member,
training supervisor, and core faculty member. He is the CourseLead Coordinator of the Psychodynamics Orientation and lead faculty in the Child and Adolescent Studies. Dr. Barbre served for 12
years as Executive Director of The Harlem Family Institute, a New
York City school-based psychoanalytic training program. Author of
prize-winning articles, books, and poetry, he is a five-time recipient
of the international Gradiva Award in four separate categories and
of other recent awards. He can be contacted at claudebarbre@earthlink.net. 

Dying (Not Only) in Times of COVID-19:
Transfer of Dying Patients, its Causes, and
Possible Remedies
Karsten Weber—Inst. for Social Res. and Tech. Assess.
Wolfgang M. George—TransMIT Inst. Health Services
Abstract: Death and dying are often not discussed openly in many societies; this has (negative) impacts on the way individuals are treated at the
end of their lives. Using Germany as an example, it will be shown that the
transfer of dying persons between different nursing and health care facilities leads to a deterioration of the quality of life of dying persons. Causes
for the transfers will be identified and some indications for possible improvements will be provided.
Keywords: death, dying, end-of-life-transfers, ethics, Germany, quality-of
-life

Introduction: Dying as Part of Life
Whoever wants to think or write about death can hardly get
past the writings of the ancient philosophers, and then finds himself
in the middle of the history of philosophy, which is still being
pushed forward today. In his letter to Menoeceus, Epicurus writes:
“Death, therefore, the most awful of evils, is nothing to us, seeing
that, when we are, death is not come, and, when death is come, we
are not. It is nothing, then, either to the living or to the dead, for
with the living it is not and the dead exist no longer.” It should be
emphasized that this history encompasses more than just European
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philosophy, for the world is much larger and many other philosophical traditions would not be covered by a merely Eurocentric perspective.
If one wants to deal not only with metaphysics, but also
with practical and thus moral questions, then one can also ask: Can
(and should) one provide and take precautions for the existence after death here and now? If death marks the end of one’s existence,
what does that mean for the shaping of one’s life? Is there such a
thing as a good death? How do you die well? This is followed by
the question of whether there is a moral duty to help other people
die well, which immediately provokes the question of whether there
are limits to helping that must not be exceeded, even with the best
of intentions. At different times, in different cultures and different
countries, these questions have been answered in very different
ways, even today.
From an even more practical point of view, however, there
are many more basic tasks that are not easily solvable. The COVID
-19 pandemic reveals, as if under a magnifying glass, what was already wrong before the pandemic when it comes to dying. Even
under normal circumstances, the places and institutions in whose
care people die are not optimally prepared to facilitate good dying.
In the following, therefore, attention will be drawn to a pressing
problem: Transferring patients between care facilities at the end of
life. If one asks about good conditions for dying (not only) in times
of COVID-19, then a central consideration must be how
(unnecessary) transfers between care facilities can be avoided. Even
if death is none of our business, as Epicurus said, dying is very
much our business—as family members, friends, or, one day, we
become the people dying. As a rather unwelcomed side effect, the
enormous advances in medicine often prolong the time of dying
and have transformed it into a highly organized and institutionalized process. The resulting threat is that the person, who should be
centerstage during this last phase of life, fades into the background.
A final caveat: We address conditions in Germany exclusively in this text; not all statements will be relevant or applicable
to other countries. However, it can be assumed that many of the
following statements have a certain general validity. For example,
the demographic conditions in Germany are comparable to those in
other countries, the taboo on dying and death is not exclusive to
Germany, and well-trained caregivers are scarce in many countries.
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Transfers at the End of Life and Influential Factors
No matter which surveys you look at, the overwhelming
majority of people living in Germany would like to die at home, but
only 20% are dying there—three-quarters of all deaths take place in
a hospital or nursing home, which can be seen in my (Wolfgang M.
George) 2014 study, “Dying in inpatient care facilities: Description
of the situation, connections, recommendations” in Psychosozial
Verlag (the three German articles in this paragraph were translated into English), as well as my study with Dommer and Szymczak
in 2013, “Dying in hospitals: description of the situation, connections, recommendations,” in Psychosozial V erlag. If one understands the choice of one’s own place of death as an expression of a
person’s self-determination, this discrepancy must be irritating. It
occurs because the dying persons are often transferred both between different sectors of care, for instance, from a nursing home to
a hospital, and/or within the respective care facility, such as from
the general to the intensive care unit. About one-fifth of deaths in
hospitals and about 25% of deaths in nursing homes are preceded
by transfers as seen in my (Wolfgang M. George) 2017 study with
colleagues Banat, Herrmann, and Richter, “Empirical findings on
the practice of transferring dying people,” in MMW -Fortschritte
der Medizin Vol. 159 (pp. 6-14). These figures are based on a study
in which 545 employees from hospitals (n=65) and care facilities
(n=101) were surveyed.
Transfers take place because the physicians’ professional
image is still considerably influenced by the aim of a cure. The focus is therefore on treatment, which can be carried out only to a
limited extent in, for example, nursing homes or home environments. Therefore, even patients who will undoubtedly die shortly
are often transferred to hospitals or even intensive care units. Yet,
the aim of curative treatment must be contrasted with the perspective that, from a certain point on, therapy should no longer be
aimed at prolonging life, but at accompanying the process of dying
and ensuring the quality of life. However, this change still seems to
be difficult for many professional stakeholders.
Due to staff shortages and the resulting excessive demands
on existing personnel, there is a high rate of transfers before long
holidays or weekends. Given the precarious situations in many hospitals, it is not surprising that transfers are made to intensive care
units, which are much better equipped. The often rather inadequate
qualifications of the personnel involved in the care of dying pa-
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tients, for example regarding end-of-life care, have an aggravating
effect. Lack of communication between the stakeholders involved,
poor transfer of information between emergency physicians, care
management centers, and nursing homes, as well as the lack of involvement of general physicians, make the transfer even more difficult for the dying person. Insufficient communication and ignorance lead to conflicts of competence in multi-professional care
teams, which can result in the inability to act. Due to a lack of nursing documentation, the medical on-call service often does not know
the medical history of the dying person sufficiently well, so transfers to the hospital are often made as a precautionary measure. No
one likes to be held responsible for the death of a person.
Another reason for transfers can be that Specialized Outpatient Palliative Care teams are often only bi-professional (nursing
and medical staff) since other specialists are not financed by the
cost bearers like, for instance, health care insurance. As a result,
services such as psychological support, social services, physiotherapy, or pastoral care are not considered. Finally, in palliative emergencies, there is often pressure from relatives who do not want to
accept death and demand curative treatment, leading to hospital admissions.
These are just some of the factors on the part of care providers that lead to stressful transfers. But there are other factors because transfers can originate from the dying person’s wish to be
surrounded by loved ones and not die alone. If this wish cannot be
guaranteed at the current place of residence, this often results in a
transfer. A fundamental need of dying persons is also freedom from
pain; palliative medicine has been trying to meet this need for some
time. In this respect, palliative care departments and hospices are
certainly better up to this task than the home environment or even
nursing homes. A transfer to palliative care departments and hospices might therefore seem reasonable but may compete with other
wishes of the dying person.
Often, dying people see their death and the process leading
up to it as a failure or burden on other people, particularly regarding
their relatives. Therefore, the role of family members and even
friends in the context of the dying process must not be disregarded.
Attending to the dying can manifest itself in stressful trauma of
family members and friends that is difficult to overcome, especially
in the dying person’s last days and hours. The relatives’ fear of no
longer being able to help the person in need of care increases and is
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often exacerbated by the burden of decisions to be made, most often under the condition of a lack of knowledge. This situation is
worsened by uncertainty, fear of death, and being alone on the part
of the next of kin. In addition, relatives are threatened by the danger
of social isolation since intensive care of the dying is very timeconsuming and most often reduces mental and physical strength
that are necessary for maintaining one’s own social contacts. This
“social death” is accompanied by the risk that caregiving relatives
will develop depression. This particularly affects women since the
care of the sick and the dying is mostly still women’s business.
Conclusion: What Can Be Done?
All the aspects mentioned above are by no means exhaustive of the factors leading to transfers. The death of a person puts
many other people in an exceptional situation or emergency that
can be extremely stressful. Moral condemnation of those, particularly family members, who arrange the transfer of a dying person,
would therefore be inappropriate. As in other medical and caring
contexts, a closer look reveals that transfer decisions involve numerous conflicting interests, moral claims, and medical as well as
social requirements. In most cases, there is no really good solution
to the dilemmas that arise because so many different demands, interests, norms, and values compete and conflict with each other.
The discussion presently seems to be tilting toward emphasizing the autonomy of dying persons and their wishes. Historically,
this has not always been the case and need not remain so. Given the
already ongoing problem of funding all the measures that would be
necessary to be able to offer the necessary care services while preserving autonomy, it is at least conceivable that questions of distribution and justice could once again come to the fore.
The COVID-19 crisis shows us in all clarity that society’s
approach to the processes of dying and death are deficient. We
must learn to make the end of life a part of our lives again. Because
death is very personal and, in a sense, it may be none of our business, but dying certainly is an issue of public concern.
Prof. Karsten Weber, PhD, is co-head of the Institute for
Social Research and Technology Assessment and one of the three
directors of the Regensburg Center of Health Sciences and Technology at OTH Regensburg, Germany. He also holds a honorary
professorship for Culture and Technology at BTU CottbusSenftenberg, Germany. In his scholarly work, Prof. Weber is pri-
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marily concerned with the individual and societal impact of new
information and communication technologies. He can be contacted
at Karsten.Weber@oth-regensburg.de. Prof. Wolfgang Michael
George, PhD, is head of TransMIT Institute of Health Services and
provider of the German Palliative Care Certificate. He holds an
honorary professorship for Ethics and Health Technology Assessment at THM Technische Hochschule Mittelhessen, Germany. He
can be contacted at george@transmit.de. 

Red Coat
Ted Kooser—Former Poet Laureate
Had you lived longer, perhaps
you might remember, or pretend
to remember, holding my hand
at that funeral on the last day
I’d see you alive, the two of us
meeting in that crowded vestibule
by chance after so many years,
both of us looking for space
on the coat racks, finding none,
leaving our coats on, a topcoat
for me, sweeping red winter coat
with white scarf for you, how
the usher, not sensing the history
flowing into that moment, seated us
shoulder to shoulder in a pew
far at the back. Then you asking if
I’d hold your hand, and I did,
feeling all of those lost years
beginning to pass back and forth
through our hands as we sat
looking forward, proper, respectful,
then stood to sing, fumbling
the hymnal. Would you remember
even a little of that? But you
couldn’t remember, as sometimes
I will, how after the funeral you
appeared from the back, walking
away, carefully, lame on your cane
over ice and a little new snow,
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your long white hair thrown over
your shoulders, in that red coat,
the brightest red anywhere, ever.
Ted Kooser lives and writes in rural Nebraska. He is a former U.S. poet laureate (2004-2006) and winner of the Pulitzer Prize
in poetry for his book Delights & Shadows (2004) in 2005. He also
established “American Life in Poetry,” which is the syndicated column that appears in U.S. newspapers featuring a selected poem. He
can be contacted at Kr84428@windstream.net. ❑

Death and the Pandemic: A Poem by
Ted Kooser, U.S. Poet Laureate Emeritus
Judith Harris—Poet and Scholar
Abstract: Analyzing Ted Kooser’s poem, “Red Coat,” presents an interesting look at the current state of our world that is still suffering from the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Keywords:
ambiguous-loss,
concrete-mourning,
mourning, funeral, grief, poetry-collection, “Red Coat”

developmental-

When I asked Ted Kooser for an unpublished poem we
could print in Clio’s Psyche on the topic of death and dying during
the pandemic, he responded by sending me his poem “Red Coat.”
Despite not seeing any overt references to the virus in the poem, I
realized that this was an elegy within an elegy. It considered not
only the mourning of a friend or loved one but also life events that
involve what psychologists call nonfinite or ambiguous loss. According to Darcy Harris (2019) in Non-Death Loss and Grief: Context and Clinical Implications, starting in childhood, individuals
begin to organize schema, which reflects all that a person assumes to be true about the world and the self as well as refers to
the assumptions and beliefs that create a sense of continuity and
meaning to life. As a result, a significant life event that fails to
conform to our beliefs can challenge fundamental assumptions
about that experience. Countering a disruptive occurrence, people who mourn a past relationship, just as the speaker of the poem does, initiate a reweaving process that incorporates past
events into present ones. This process is inseparable from the
social context as incidents are filtered through social norms and
structures that individuals identify or reside within.
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While the occasion of the poem, “Red Coat,” is the speaker’s attending someone’s funeral (we never find out who that person was) what happens there gives rise to the type of melancholic
affects that result from non-death losses we encounter in everyday
life and the importance of having words, particularly artful ones, to
accurately express these living losses that are often not acknowledged for the depth of their impact. COVID-19 might be an epidemiological crisis, but it is also a psychological one. This poem subtly responds to the collective grief that we are all going through,
whether due to physical distancing, financial hardship, or the destabilization of institutions that we rely on.

A key element for coping with grief is through a social connection such as the religious or secular memorial service where one
can grieve alongside other mourners. Kooser’s poem opens with the
speaker attending such a gathering when he incidentally runs into
the woman whose death is being addressed in the poem; for it is
surprisingly her death, not the deceased’s whose funeral it is, that
the speaker is addressing. This is quite an unusual setup for the
down-to-earth Kooser, but it is why the elegiac malaise of the poem
centers around grief. His memory of that last meeting is what is
conveyed in the poem, as it opens:
Had you lived longer, perhaps
you might remember, or pretend
to remember, holding my hand
at that funeral on the last day
I’d seen you alive, the two of us
meeting in that crowded vestibule
by chance after so many years,
both of us looking for space (Kooser, 2022, p. 340)
Characteristic of Kooser’s poetry and his unembellished idiom and
accessibility, he manages to convey the complexity of memory and
loss through few words and understatement. An example of such is
“both of [them] looking for space” to fill with their bodies, suggesting subtle connotations with death when there will no longer be
psychical or physical space for them in life. Death is being presented not as a monolithic event but instead steadily accumulates more
meaning with the couple’s chance encounter and the uncomfortable
moments that follow. The usher seating them in the poem does not
know their history and therefore does not seat them separately but
“shoulder to shoulder” so that they can’t escape the residual pain
caused by one or both of them:
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how the usher, not sensing the history
flowing into that moment, seated us
shoulder to shoulder in a pew
far at the back. (Kooser, 2022, p. 340)
Just as Darcy Harris frames non-death loss, the speaker and the
woman have to reweave their history into the present to make sense
of it and overcome the disruption caused by their break-up. Little is
said about the service taking place beyond its inclusion of hymns to
be sung, reflecting a waning of religious rituals that had, in the past,
provided solace to mourners. As culture becomes more and more
secular, customary modes of mourning have become more infrequent than if shared with a community. As we can see in this poem,
the speaker and the woman are distracted from what is taking place
as the speaker fits together the forgotten past with the remembered
past as he writes the poem. Forgetting is the antithesis of mourning—it is as if the bereaved hold on to the pain of grief lest they
betray the love that makes separation so difficult—however, to
choose pain seems unavoidable. What the speaker is trying to remember is the crucial moment of physical contact when the woman
asks him to take her hand. He can keep this concretely in his mind,
a place to put the memory just as he is looking for “space” (that
which is missing) for their coats and not finding them; he and the
woman then continue to wear them as if to keep themselves and the
relationship intact.
By the time that the speaker and the woman take their seats
the idea of mourning has collapsed, and in its place is an adapting
to the reality of developing losses. This is a poem that defies expectations—an elegy that is not about the one who is being mourned
but about the woman who the speaker once mourned as a non-death
loss who is now dead. In no way self-conscious or deliberate, the
speaker in this poem, like the traditional elegist, counters death by
placing the deceased at a remove from the living and positing a
compensatory symbol or figure—the red coat—marking the transformation of loss into gain.

Then you asking if
I’d hold your hand, and I did,
feeling all of those lost years
beginning to pass back and forth
through our hands as we sat
looking forward, proper, respectful,
then stood to sing, fumbling
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the hymnal. (Kooser, 2022, p. 340)
After this, Kooser surprises the reader again by directly addressing
the woman and asking her if she would even remember a “little of
that.” As if he had heard the answer, he decides she won’t remember him following her out since he is already behind her, unseen,
noting her reliance on the cane. As part of the artistry of the poem,
Kooser deliberately uses subtle contrasts of arrival and departure,
color and colorlessness, remembering and forgetting, white and red.
Binary thinking or the capacity to conceive and utilize two or more
opposite or contradictory ideas simultaneously involves the novel
combination of associative elements that may well facilitate a creative solution, even a profound insight. Coleridge considered this to
be poetic genius—to see each one within the other, and the synthesis of opposites, such as fire and ice or movement and stasis.

Paradoxically, these two people suffer more from separation
in life rather than death and are attempting to fit grief into a life
narrative. There is so much public loss in the age of the pandemic
that the personal experience has been diluted and we risk becoming
numb to the human tragedy all around us. As much as the reader
might wish for an ending where the couple confronts one another
and some past wrong is made right, Kooser seems to be saying that
this is not the truth of how real life happens; and Kooser is famous
for his common sense realism. Particularly for this poet, honesty is
imperative in his art no matter where it leads. A poem can’t deceive
itself—indeed, there are ethics involved in writing a poem, just as
there are in mourning and truly honoring the dead.
Having said this, I would go as far as to say that the dead
have the last word, here, just as those images of the red coat, the
white hair, and snow resonate in the poet’s mind; the tragedy is in
what is not said rather than what is. We never hear from this woman and get only the speaker’s side of the event. There is ample evidence of a breach in this relationship, which sets the two of them
apart from the other mourners: “a topcoat/for me, sweeping red
winter coat/with white scarf for you.” There is almost a bittersweet
formality about those lines—as if a couple were stepping out together in happier times. Kooser leaves it up to the reader to fill in
the gap of what history had been made and is still being made in
their chance encounter, which is flawed by clumsiness. Although
they are participating in the memorial, respectfully trying to sing
from the hymnal, they “fumble”:
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Would you remember
even a little of that? But you
couldn’t remember, as sometimes
I will, how after the funeral you
appeared from the back, walking
away, carefully, lame on your cane
over ice and a little snow,
your long white hair thrown over
your shoulders, in that red coat,
the brightest red anywhere, ever (Kooser, 2022, pp. 340-

As Vamık Volkan has analyzed mourning in a variety of
his work, finding that for an individual, there are two types of
mourning: developmental and concrete. In the first type of mourning, there are phases through which an individual encounters loss,
such as when the infant separates from its mother and gains independence so that we acquire a necessary “gain” as one advances
through developmental stages of growth. The second type of
mourning refers to losing loved ones, possessions, prestige, or ideals. Mourning occurs because the human mind does not allow the
reality of a significant loss to be easily accepted without some labor
of giving up the attachment. Not addressing acute mourning,
Volkan refers instead to a slow process of internally recasting our
real or wished-for relationship with the lost person. The image of a
lost person or thing thus becomes a memory in so far as the mourner has accepted that they will no longer share the future together,
nor the present which becomes the past.
What occurs at the end of the poem might seem unsettling,
even shocking, when the reader realizes that the speaker following
behind her and seeing her from the back resembles a funeral march
because she is being seen through a symbol or sign, the way a fallen
soldier is wrapped in an American flag. Also, midway in the poem, the action of holding hands is poignantly suggestive of last
rites. This is vintage Kooser, unpretentious, candid, describing a
very human moment even when there is a failure and looking beneath the surface of what facts tell us. In the end, the poet focuses
not on the past but on the future, moving forward after she passes.
He will remember her with the red coat, an extravagance of color
contrasting with white: the color of desire versus purity.
One might wonder why the poem is not more somber given
the weight of the loss, both with life and death. In the pandemic,
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death has become omnipresent, touching all that we do and think. It
can’t be neatly tucked away, ritualized, or suppressed. When we
encounter vigils and memorials for those who died from COVID,
such as the planting of the white flags in the National Mall in the
nation’s Capitol, we are presented with a tribute not seeking to heal
the wounds of grief but instead keeping them open, so that labor of
mourning that Freud first described in his 1907 paper, “Mourning
and Melancholia,” can take place through a dialectic of lament and
consolation.
The overarching intention of the poem is to humanize death
and individuate it as personal. Kooser becomes almost exuberant
when viewing the coat, like the Christian symbol of the lamb juxtaposed with Christ’s blood, but leaves that unsaid. It is yet another
ardent lyric, a brief for the power of poetry, even—or perhaps especially—in the face of irredeemable loss.
Judith Harris, PhD, is the author of three books of poetry
and a critical book on psychoanalysis and literature, Signifying
Pain: Constructing and Healing the Self through Writing. Her poetry has appeared in The A tlantic, The Nation, The New Republic,
The New York Times blog, and Slate. Her articles have appeared in
Psychoanalysis, Culture, and Society, Division/Review, The Chronicle, The American Journal of Psychoanalysis, The Canadian Journal of Psychoanalysis, and The British Journal of Guidance and
Counselling. She is at work on a new book, The Poetry of Loss: Romantic and Contemporary Elegies, to be published by Routledge
next year. She has taught at George Washington University, American University, and Catholic University. She can be contacted at
jlha.gwu.edu. ❑

Your opinion on the APA experiment
At the request of Associate Editor Dr. Inna Rozentsvit, we are
experimenting with changing our formatting style to the latest
APA style (slightly modified) for psychologists since a larger
number of our readers come from psychological rather than
liberal arts backgrounds. Please share your opinion to help
educate as to whether we should continue this or go back to our
initial modified Chicago/Turabian for historians style guide by
emailing your thoughts to Paul H. Elovitz’ at
cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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Clio’s Psyche Call for Papers
Psychobiography
Fall 2022 Issue
(Papers due 06/15/2022)
We seek articles that have 1,500 to 3,500 words on psychobiographies and the autobiographies of psychobiographers .

Our Emotional Connection to Art, Books, Media,
Music, Objects, Podcasts, TV, etc.
Fall 2022 Issue
(Papers due 06/15/2022)
We welcome symposia or individual papers with a
psychoanalytic/psychological approach on:



Ways of expression
What emotions are evoked by the screens you watch?




Ways in which media serves as object relations
The emotions experienced watching TV series with anticipation for
each episode
Why do you or people you care about watch certain media to
relax?
Gender issues in the emotions we are studying
Why do you watch certain screens and what emotions do they
invoke?






Case studies of how media inspires our personal lives and our work




How has instant communications changed our politics?
TV as object relations



Reviews of books and media relevant to this subject
We seek articles from 500 to 2,000 words—including a 25-word
abstract, 7-10 keywords, and a brief biography ending with an email
address.
Contact cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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Photo from the Funeral Home
Harrison Bae Wein—National Institutes of Health
I see you in miniature
on my phone’s screen,
as if someone had caught you
asleep, head tilted back,
lips parted, white facial hair
reminding me of the underbrush
of the rose bushes we tended
when I was a child
the fine creases of skin
on your shoulders
are like the water
on the canal you took us to fish,
baiting our hooks—
although hurting even worms
bothered you, you did it for us
I can hear the tone of your voice
instructing us to pull weeds,
that mumble on your breath
as you dozed off midday on the couch.
This virus...
how alone you must have felt,
unable to hear the muffled voices
through face masks and shields,
hearing aids abandoned
in the rush from home.
I study this image—
earlobes scratched raw
from the strap of the oxygen mask,
lips thinned and pale,
plastic tubing still taped to your nose—
and know I will keep it
as you pass to bone and dust
in the earth’s clay bed,
tubing unfurling like a wildflower
around your slumbering head.
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Harrison Bae Wein, PhD, received his degree in molecular
and cell biology. Soon afterward, he left the lab to become a health
and science writer. His work has appeared in The W ashington Post,
The Richmond Times-Dispatch, and many other outlets. He now
works at the National Institutes of Health where he founded and
edits two publications. His fiction and poetry has appeared in several literary journals, most recently in ONE ART. You can contact
him at hbw@HarrisonWein.com. ❑

Religion, Meaning, and Fear of Death in
the Time of COVID
Donna Crawley—Ramapo College of New Jersey
Abstract: Individual differences in response to the death toll of the
COVID pandemic have been significant. Some people have taken tremendous steps to avoid illness and potentially death. Others have resisted
protective measures. Our understanding of these differences is enhanced
by a consideration of the impact of religion on death anxiety.
Keywords: afterlife, anxiety, COVID, death, fear, meaning, philosophical
-systems, religion

Across the globe, the ubiquitous presence of COVID-19 has
forced people to deal not only with the loss of loved ones but with
the possibility of their own deaths. People have faced mortality in
ways that many had not contemplated before. Has the prospect of
dying evoked fear? Solace? Curiosity? Acceptance? Regret? Numerous scholars have written about attitudes and emotional responses to death; they have demonstrated that reactions take a variety of forms, depending on circumstance and individual characteristics. In the era of COVID-19, such reactions may include acceptance that death is ultimately a part of existence, the anticipation
of a rewarding afterlife, as well as the fear of the unknown, regrets,
or anger at events beyond their control.

Factors Affecting Reactions to Death
One variable logically related to attitudes toward death is
the nature of a person’s religious beliefs and the strength of those
beliefs. The concept of an afterlife—whether it be something like
heaven or reincarnation—is a feature of many religious systems
that provides an answer to the question of what happens after death.
The idea of an afterlife can offer comfort to believers as they face
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the death of a loved one or the prospect of their own end. Religious
faith provides a system of meaning in life, a sense of one’s place in
an unknown universe, and a surrender of self to a higher power.
There can be tremendous comfort in abandoning the idea of individual self-efficacy to the idea of a predetermined, divine plan.
However, belief in an afterlife does not always correspond
to more accepting attitudes toward death. The afterlife in some religious traditions also carries with it severe judgment; people with
rigid beliefs in a conservative and vengeful deity may have a considerable fear of death. The form and rigidity of a people’s religious
beliefs significantly relate to their reactions to the concept of death.
The degree of religiosity and spirituality, and the place of religion
in people’s lives, are correlated with the nature of their death anxiety or acceptance. Thus, religiosity may well impact their reactions
and behaviors during this pandemic.
Of course, religion is not the only possible conduit to constructing a sense of existential meaning. Secular philosophical systems can also provide a sense of place within the universe and perspective on being, as Viktor Frankl explored in Man’s Search for
Meaning (1946). Personal philosophical systems may be highly intellectual and abstract or possibly grounded in personal experience,
yet all provide for a cognitive structure within which to process
concepts of life, being, and death. As such, secular belief systems
may operate as religious systems do, leading to an underlying acceptance of death rather than viewing it as a threat.
I have long studied the impact of religious practices and beliefs on individual actions and reactions as part of my work on the
psychology of cults. However, one of my family experiences is perhaps most relevant here to illustrate the role of religiosity in death
anxiety. I had four siblings, two of which have died. One of these
two was very religious. My oldest sister was a strict, devout Catholic. She had devoted a significant part of her life to her religious
beliefs, which were sometimes traditional and prophetic. This sister
was struck quite suddenly by metastatic cancer some years ago. She
was hospitalized and subsequently died within weeks. I visited her
in the hospital not long before she died, and we talked about how
she was dealing with the inevitability of her death. She was utterly
calm, at peace, free from fear, and seemingly without distress because, as she said, “Jesus was waiting for me.” I was awed by the
power of her religious beliefs in providing comfort; she was completely ready to face a joyous afterlife in heaven. As such, she was
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accepting of her time in the hospital as well. All that was happening
would lead her to God. The same cannot be said of my other deceased sister, who was less religious and experienced much more
anxiety during the time of her illness.
My sister’s reaction was reaffirmed to me by a qualitative
research study I subsequently completed on reactions to death. This
work was done before the COVID-19 pandemic but remains relevant. One of my students, Richard Suarez, and I systematically examined brief narratives written by 409 adults in response to a
prompt. This writing prompt asked them to briefly describe what
emotions or thoughts they had about their own death. Respondents
also wrote about what they thought would happen as they died. The
age range of these participants was from 17 to 69 with an average
age of 25; 64% of them were women.

Overall, there was a wide range of emotional reactions to
death, as 139 (33.99%) wrote negative reactions to death, 81
(19.80%) wrote mixed reactions, 76 (18.58%) were positive in their
narratives, 69 (16.87%) were neutral, and 44 (10.76%) conveyed an
accepting but not positive emotional tone. The most common recurrent themes emerging from these narratives included: a belief in or
hope for some form of an afterlife such as heaven, reincarnation, or
spiritual unity with the universe (43.41% of narratives); negative
emotions such as sadness, upset, worry, depression (28.78%); fear
(22.93%); concern for loved ones (22.68%); philosophical statements on the meaning of life and inevitability of death (21.71%);
and positive emotions such as joy and peace (21.22%).
The wording and content of the narratives were fascinating,
uplifting, thoughtful, and painful. Some respondents were eloquent
in their descriptions and philosophical statements, and some simply
put their faith in their God. Others were terrified of death and the
pain that might be involved, while a few wrote almost exclusively
about the loved ones in their lives. Some illustrative examples follow:
“Dying makes me feel loss, sadness, finality, and peace, in that order. We all scurry around our lives making and breaking plans but
to what end? In the Big Picture we also mount to little more than 7
billion ants scurrying around a planet. Once physically dead, nothing happens. Your ‘soul’ or what have you is extinguished, no
heaven or hell, just darkness” (Male, White, 24). “The emotions
that come with death are directly related to how one has led his life
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up to this point; if one is accepting of his/her accomplishments during one's lifetime, then death will not bring negative emotions, such
a person reaches acceptance of his death. I try to live my life without regrets, therefore hope I will not fight against the inevitable
death” (Male, White, 21).
“I have always felt that my death would come on the battlefield, so
the fact that I survived 2 combat tours shocks me. Once I am dead I
believe I will reach the gates of heaven and find eternal peace in
God” (Male, White, 27). “I am ok with it because I know I am going to Heaven because I have a personal relationship with Jesus
Christ” (Female, White, 19). “I believe my enlightened self will try
to quell my anxious scared self. I believe this will be the defining
conflict as I pass. I feel the conflict will slowly resolve as my enlightened self wins and I pass on” (Male, Asian, 32). “I feel a sense
of calmness. I feel a slight worriedness about how my death will
affect my child. I wonder about the afterlife” (Female, Black, 33).
“I am appalled by the unfairness of having to die. It is the iconic
tragedy of our self-aware state and I often think we screwed ourselves by evolving to this point. From an evidence-based world
view, it seems that no life after death must be the default position. I
expect to be wild with protest and dread if I am conscious as I approach death. I expect the world to end effectively for me, and I
expect my body to turn to foul sludge unless it is cremated” (Female, White, 59). “When I die I will miss my family greatly.
My family will miss me I know that. Yes, I am scared to
die!” (Female, White, 69). [Editor’s Note: This concludes the author’s source materials.]
Belief in an Afterlife and COVID-19
In this study, respondents who believed in or at least hoped
for some type of afterlife were significantly more positive about
death than those who did not. Similarly, of those who did not indicate a belief in an afterlife, people who had a philosophical stance
on life and death were much more likely to be positive about death
than those with no philosophical or religious elements in their narratives. The responses clearly showed that belief in an afterlife
seemed to have an impact on how people approached the task of
thinking and writing about death. For those participants for whom
the possibility of an afterlife was salient enough to include in their
narratives, death appeared to hold some positive possibilities.
I believe that this pattern helps us to understand a portion of
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the behavioral variability in how people have approached COVID19. Certainly, behavioral differences regarding the pandemic have
been grounded in political views, information sources, and power
perspectives. However, I believe that religious belief may also play
a significant role by altering attitudes toward death. I would expect
people with high levels of religious devotion (within religious systems that posit an afterlife with an all-powerful and all-knowing
deity) to show less fear of death and greater willingness to go with
whatever they perceive the deity has planned for them and their
loved ones. Therefore, we might expect such highly religious people to be less likely to take protective steps into their own hands—
slower to get vaccinated and less likely to engage in other protective behaviors—than people with more secular life views because
their death anxiety is lower. Their trust is with their deity and there
are rewards after death for them.

With some exceptions, this is the pattern of reactions to
COVID-19 that we have seen when comparing the behaviors of
highly religious populations geographically within the United
States to less religious populations. Just as I understood that my
sister’s lack of death anxiety was due to her lifelong religiosity,
perhaps individual differences in COVID-19 reactions can be understood as due not only to politics and the influences of internet
sources of information and misinformation but also to religiously
driven personal beliefs about death.
Donna Crawley, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of Psychology
at Ramapo College of New Jersey. Her research has focused on
such topics as the detection of deception, factors affecting criminal
case outcomes, and the relationship between empathy and mortality
salience. Her areas of expertise also include the psychology of
cults, which she has studied for 40 years. She may be contacted at
dcrawley@ramapo.edu. 

November Memoriam
Claude Barbre—Chicago School of Professional Psych.
Countries of the body count become our home.
Alluvial death undresses in its lair.
Mouse shadows bed against the early moon
and winters past that felled the elder elms
now fall again in mind with every leaf.
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Jarred in June the garnet cherries turn
to intimations of a murrey dusk
when vesper light extinguishes its lamps
and seals the flame. We take our rest in rounds.
North is true but only by a star
that melts like snow upon a cirrus mane.
A roan curvets and leaps the paddock fence
to graze and eye an appaloosa sky,
the palimpsest of autumn burned to grey.
Gone the swallows’ woven art of air.
Gnomonic shadows tend from every tree
and mark without summation or despair
the dying day that strengthens to depart.
Go the stillness says, and go by way
the storms will come from rales of dragon bones
that break in margins of the ancient maps,
the wilds of glacial Boreas, the isles
of frozen mist and spray, our spirit goes.
But how to live the stillness will not say.
It lingers on the lips that lose their words,
and draws a single breath to speak your name.
Claude Barbre’s biography can be found on page 335. 

Edvard Munch, the Spanish Flu,
and COVID-19
James L. Kelley—Independent Scholar
Abstract: Edvard Munch (1863-1944), who suffered a variety of illnesses
throughout his life, offers admirers of his paintings an example of an artist who incorporated a pandemic into his art. By analyzing his paintings
related to the 1918 Pandemic, we can see the artist’s ability to turn his
past into a more positive view of life.
Keywords: 1918 Pandemic, caduceus, COVID-19, Edvard Munch, The
Frieze of Life, Metabolism, psychobiography, physiology, Self-Portrait
with the Spanish Flu

Many recent books have favorably compared the strident
global response to the COVID-19 pandemic with the more sluggish, uneven regional reaction to the Spanish Flu of 1918. Back
then the headlines were too busy with the battlefield dramas attend-
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ing the Great War, so the standard narrative advised paying attention to anything as mundane as a fever, even one that killed over
100,000,000. Far from repeating this well-worn storyline, the present piece draws the curtain on the grand stage of world conflict in
an attempt to illustrate one’s efforts to turn his painful experience
of the 1918 Pandemic into a positive, meaningful self and world
concept. The individual in question is painter Edvard Munch (18631944), who not only survived the Spanish Flu, but even painted two
self-portraits whose titles address it by name: Self-portrait with the
Spanish Flu (1919) and Self-Portrait after the Spanish Flu (1919).
Edvard Munch was born December 12, 1863, in Kristiania
(now Oslo), Norway. He grew up in an unstable household. His
mother died of tuberculosis when he was five, and his father was a
hidebound Lutheran who ruled the household with an iron fist
(Ingles, 2012, p. 5). Edvard came to believe that his father’s intense
Lutheran piety was passed down to him in the form of anxiety and
paranoia, two companions that would stalk Munch for his entire
life. To make matters worse, Edvard’s older sister, Sophie, with
whom he was especially close, died of the same illness as their
mother, and his younger sister Laura was diagnosed with schizophrenia before she reached adulthood (Prideaux, 2007, pp. 30, 283284).

Early on, Munch exhibited an exceptional talent as a
draughtsman and a painter. As he reached young adulthood, he
gained enough of a reputation to be accepted into the ranks of the
Kristiania Bohemians, whose number included Hans Jaeger. Jaeger,
a self-styled nihilist and advocate of free love, tried to convince
Munch that he could never live authentically until he freed himself
of all family ties. At one time, Jaeger even enjoined Munch to murder his father Christian Munch (Pridaeux, 2007, p. 98). During this
time, Edvard entered into an affair with a married woman. However, instead of freeing him from his family’s influence, this momentous step merely left Munch wracked with guilt. Moreover, he soon
realized that there is no such thing as free love, for his mistress held
the reins in their relationship. This situation left Munch feeling
tempest-tossed between his father’s threats of hell and Jaeger’s
promise of guilt-free love, finding no solace in either extreme.
From the 1880s on, Munch worked on his magnum opus, a
collection of paintings about love and death he called The Frieze of
Life. Several of the paintings depicted Munch and his former lover,
Tulla Larsen. Tulla’s game was to draw Munch into her life by
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feigning tuberculosis. When Munch was alerted of Larsen’s
“illness,” his childhood traumas centering on illness resurfaced. He
would rush to Tulla’s side, only to have her affect shift suddenly to
icy indifference. Now the picture of health, Tulla would taunt
Munch by running into another man’s arms.
The central work in The Frieze of Life, the striking Metabolism (1898-1899), links the two main themes of the series—the pain
of love and the terror of illness and death—in an image of Edvard
as Adam and Tulla as Eve in the Edenic woods around Kristiania.
In Metabolism, Munch is expressing his belief that, though individuals may be disappointed in love, and despite them dying and going
into the ground, people nevertheless survive since their soulsubstance will live on as the essence of innumerable other living
beings. Munch came to this dual resolution of his religious doubts
and his romantic longings through his reading of popular scientific
writers such as Ernst Haeckel, and by integrating his insights about
life and the hereafter into his aesthetic (Kuuva, 2016, p. 125).
There was hardly a year in Munch’s life when he was not
seriously ill at least some of the time, mostly with fevers and lung
ailments, but also with mental diseases such as paranoia and hallucinations, the latter often alcohol-induced. However, in 1919,
Munch came down with the Spanish Flu. He recorded his impressions of the experience in his Self-Portrait with the Spanish Flu.
Munch pictures himself sitting in a chair wrapped in a long evening
gown and with a blanket on his lap. His face is somewhat hazy and
under-defined, perhaps symbolizing the convalescing painter’s own
raddled, blurry thought process. On the bed is a green blanket, the
folds and creases of which call to mind microorganisms such as
bacteria, germs, and viruses. Or perhaps these lines and squiggles
represent the invisible filaments of soul-substance that have worked
to keep Munch alive by killing the deadly virus. In either case, the
mysterious wad of bedding expresses Munch’s master-theme,
which we also detected in Metabolism: Life cannot separate itself
from death and illness; pain and suffering are life itself since all
bodily processes involve using up some sort of organic fuel to keep
the organism running. This primary insight of Munch’s first crystallized when he suffered from seasonal flu in 1889, during which he
received a vision of the unity of all existing things in the very processes that change organic “soul” substances into inorganic substances, and vice versa (Prideaux, 2007, pp. 119-121).
Standing between Munch and his viral bedding is a blue
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bedpost that resembles a thermometer. Mercury, one of the most
common substances used in thermometers, is often represented in
alchemical sources by blue (Bucklow, 2001). It is also a traditional
symbol of earthly and spiritual processes since Mercury was not
only the god of medicine and healing but also the god of process,
change, and movement (Long, 2006, p. 111). In Metabolism, the
same shade of blue used on Self-Portrait’s bedpost reappears as a
kind of sap leaking out of the tree of life (or, should we say, the tree
of life and death), and Eve reaches down to touch it. Adam, however, has his eyes closed, and his arms are wound around his body.
This is not unlike the snakes that form a double helix around the
central wand of the caduceus, the latter being a symbol for Mercury
(Friedlander, 1992).
In 1908, Munch sought alcoholism treatment and began to
live a more sedate life in his country home in Ekberg, near Oslo. He
remained aloof from the bohemians, journalists, and would-be romantic partners who in the past had oppressed or manipulated him,
leading to his many illnesses and breakdowns. The Spanish Flu was
only one short episode in a long line of illnesses for Munch, but it
gives us an example of an artist who incorporated a pandemic into
his art and, once we relate his paintings about the 1918 Pandemic to
his central works, we see just how this greatest of Norwegian artists
used his paintings to frame his past into a more positive, or at least
consoling, view of life.
James L. Kelley has published three books and over a dozen peer-reviewed articles. His research interests include psychobiography, psychiatric theory, and philosophy. He has taught at East
Central University and the University of Oklahoma and resides in
Norman, Oklahoma. He can be contacted at romeosyne@gmail.com.
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Neither Practically Dead nor Exactly Alive:
The Confusing State of Virtual Death
Mohammad Memarian—University of Tehran
Abstract: The meaning of cyber death might be confusing. Some social
media users try to make sense of it through metaphors derived from comparable real-world events.

Keywords: alive, artificial-intelligence, cyberspace, dead, grieving, interaction, metaphor, robots

Many years ago, a friend of mine invited me to a small
group in a popular messaging app. This small circle shared and discussed pieces of literary value, either their own writings or passages
they came across in their studies. One morning, a group member
named Ali, the resident of a far-off city in southeastern Iran, wrote
something about the strangeness of death, explaining the ebbs and
flows of its violence as it approaches us. His piece ignited a short
exchange between me and him on the immediacy of death, the surprise visit it pays to some of us, and if it’s a good thing to know its
estimated time of arrival.
Later that day, my friend, who had noticed the interaction,
privately told me that Ali had been diagnosed with terminal cancer,
and his days were numbered. She also told me that we wouldn’t
speak directly of the fact in the group. Ali and I managed to keep
the appearances of normal conversation in the group and our private exchanges, though it was anything but normal to me. Less than
two months later, Ali passed away. Group members pooled their
resources together to send a bouquet with a note of condolence to
his funeral. That was it, or so I thought. The experience of losing an
online friend was a disturbingly unprecedented one for me, the first
of many to come. In every later instance, I’ve been reminded of Ali,
and how difficult a time I had in making sense of his death.
That kind of experience, getting to know and becoming
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close to someone on a purely online basis, only to have to deal with
their actual or presumed death, has become more universal due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. Its universality, however, doesn’t diminish its strangeness: Their deaths don’t strike us quite like the death
of an individual we know personally, partly because the virtual personhood we perceive of our fellow social media users is different
from the personhood of people we know in person. Almost 10 years
ago, when I had the opportunity to take a closer look at it, I interviewed 28 Iranian social media users who were more or less
shocked by the death reports of their purely virtual friends. Despite
their varying interpretations of such events, I noticed several common patterns in their dealings with them. Most importantly, it
seemed that the unique characteristics of virtual personhood opened
a space for reflective negotiation which, more often than not, led to
justified denials, doubts, and confusions. To resolve such issues,
they commonly resorted to metaphors derived from real-world experiences to make sense of the death of a virtual friend, recognizing
what happened to them.
In ordinary circumstances, death means that the deceased
ceases to be physically present in our spaces of daily life, even
though traces of their past presence might be readily available in
our surroundings. In other words, death makes us lose something
concrete. Moreover, the act of removing the body from our daily
life space, the burial, is an essential element of the grieving process
to achieve some sense of closure, without which relatives can hardly begin to mourn the loss.
In cyberspace, however, the actual or presumed death of a
user doesn’t literally remove the deceased as we knew them from
the space: the burial, to which we have grown accustomed, is nonexistent in today’s social media platforms—even though technical
options are being developed for users to formulate a protocol for
after-death events on their social media profiles. Examples could be
deleting the profile upon the requests of certain friends or after a
predefined period of inactivity. Another option is posting an obituary that may or may not further complicate the current situation,
losing the possibility of further interaction due to the death of a virtual friend.
A vast majority of the subjects I interviewed said that their
first action upon learning about the death of their online friend was
to check the deceased’s profile. For many of them, it was then and
there that an irritating question posed itself; namely, what the virtu-
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al profile of the deceased represented: the deceased themselves or
their past effects in a life space?
Upon initiation into cyberspace, we may perceive it as a life
space in which we can leave our mark: We introduce ourselves,
share our thoughts and feelings, and recognize others’ presence by
liking what they have to say, commenting on their items, or redistributing their posts. But the medium, by its very definition, regulates our efforts at representing ourselves. Even worse, we occasionally become its partner in “crime” as we, despite our honest
intentions, inevitably edit out certain parts of our lives and augment
others. That’s why, as sincerely as we might have started the journey, we may gradually come to practice creating our virtual selves
in our favorite self-image, even if we only subconsciously favor
that image, which ultimately finds a life of its own as we continue
to occasionally add bits and pieces to this art form that is in the
making. To the eyes of the beholder, who is only connected to us
through that medium, we are the image we have created. That’s
why, in a certain, justified sense, the traces of our past presence are
what define our personhood, or who we are, on social media.
Our virtual personhood (or character) is certainly somehow
related to our actual selves, but it doesn’t cease to exist even if we
stop contributing to that image, whether due to, say, our leaving the
medium for personal reasons, the medium being blocked by the
government overnight (which is a common case in Iran), or our dying. All sorts of failures to further advance that image, including
our death, seem alike to a fellow cyber user.

That’s what complicates the reaction of social media users
to the sudden disappearance of the driving force behind a virtual
profile: There is much-justified room for denial. Maybe they forgot
their password, had a family emergency, took a cyberdetoxification course in solitude, or, in more insidious cases, faked
their death—which, unfortunately, is not without precedent.
Even if people believe that the above-mentioned disappearance is due to the user’s actual or presumed death, they can’t as
easily ignore its outward similarity to the outcomes of many other
causes, a similarity which may (and often does) give rise to higher
levels of confusion, if not denial. In that light, according to one of
my subjects, a virtual impression of the death of a user feels “as if
their body is still here; it has just stopped moving.” The user dies
but his/her virtual personhood maintains its still life.
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Others may still interact with the deceased user. According
to a subject in my study:
I can mention him in a post. I can send him a private message. The only difference is that he doesn’t answer. And
sometimes this does not feel that different from the time he
was among us. You know, he rarely answered me immediately. Sometimes it took him 24 hours to respond to my
messages. So, if I send him a message, I know I should wait
for at least 24 hours. And sometimes I send him a message,
and find myself actually waiting for a response.

In that sense, the deceased are perceived as just managing to
keep their fellow cyber users waiting forever for a response. In doing so, they might be described as arrogant, inattentive, or idiosyncratic. But dead? Not so sure.
This situation especially applied to another subject who didn’t know her “unresponsive” cyber-friend had actually died. She
kept sending her messages, all to no avail, which made her mad,
calling him “really bad things.” After a week or so, she learned
about his death. “Why call him dead when I can still call him all
those bad things or worse,” she argued, adding that “I prefer to
think of him as being impolitely alive than politely dead. The
choice is inalienably mine.”
The idea of unresponsiveness resonated in other ways for
my subjects. One subject used “vegetative state of life” to compare
the virtual impression of the death of a user to the current condition
of his hospitalized grandfather. Another compared his deceased
cyber friend to his father, who was captured as a prisoner-of-war by
the enemy and whose fate was unknown to his family for a couple
of years until he was finally released. In a related use of war as a
frame of reference, a subject compared her deceased cyber friends
to soldiers who went missing-in-action on the battlefield. Some later returned to their families, some were ultimately confirmed dead,
and others’ fates remained unknown. In a more theologically informed interpretation, one subject referred to Islamic teachings
about martyrs to describe how he felt about a deceased user:
Quran 3:169 tells us that a martyr is not really gone, rather
alive and present in a way that we can’t comprehend. Here,
in social media, he was working for the good of people and
had godly intentions in mind. I find his death somehow resembling martyrdom.
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In all such real-life cases, which are used as metaphors to make
sense of virtual death, the person is indisposed in one way or another. But dead? Not so sure, again. Other metaphors such as “spirit,”
“ghost,” and “not-known-to-us presence” were also used by subjects to describe the uncanny presence of deceased users in social
media.
The line between dead and alive was even more blurred for
one subject whose deceased friend, before his untimely death in a
traffic accident, had buffered several tweets to be published later—
a case which had interesting historical parallels in the old world,
like that political refugee of the Second World War whose mother
promised to send him frequent letters and, as she approached her
death, entrusted several pre-written letters to a reliable friend to be
dispatched to her son in a timely manner. “For almost 48 hours, I
kept seeing his tweets in the stream and commenting on them without knowing that he had actually died,” the subject recalled. That
specific user’s post-mortem tweeting stopped in 48 hours, but what
if his tweets had kept coming forever?

That’s not a stretch since artificial intelligence-based bots
can now mine your written words and produce texts that feel like
they are actually from you. How would it feel, then, if someone
with a deeply disturbing sense of irony deploys one such bot in
their social media account, especially someone whose real identity
is unknown to other users—due to, for example, using a pen name,
which is a common practice among Iranian social media users for
safety and security concerns? They could be construed as alive for
all practical intents and purposes, enjoying an eternal cyber life because, in the words of one witty subject in my study, “the aliveness
is in the eyes of the uninformed beholder.”
In making that statement, the subject was actually talking
about recognizing lifelike sociable robots in a distance. That, however, is not a far-fetched metaphor either. After all, the new communication technologies have been turning us all into lifelike sociable robots interacting with each other from an allegedly safe distance.
Mohammad Memarian holds a master’s degree in media
management from the University of Tehran. He is a journalist and
translator who is looking into doctoral programs in Europe and
America. He can be contacted at mo.memarian@gmail.com. ❑
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A Doctor’s Reflections on Death and Dying
Jamshid A. Marvasti—University of New England
Abstract: Dying is a part of life as a physical process that begins at birth.
Our reactions to anything that threatens our existence are fight, flight, or
immobility. Regarding our own death, we generally select flight, which
may be a form of denial. In Western culture, death is sometimes considered a failure of medicine and science; however, in some of the Eastern
communities, it is a normal state of life.
Keywords: death, death-anxiety, death-denial, naturalness-of-dying, Nietzsche, Ojibwe Indian, physical-process-of-dying

Some authors indicate that dying is a natural, final event in
our lives; it is considered culturally, artistically, and scientifically
persuasive. Many elderly patients eventually go through a process
of functional decline, progressive apathy, and losing the desire to
eat, which result in death, even in the absence of acute illness or
severe chronic disease. Despite the similarity between this stage
and the psychiatric diagnosis of depression or dementia, the aging
process and losing the will to live are the most accurate definitions
for the naturalness of dying. This subject directly conflicts with the
medicalization and legalization of death, as many believe that disease is causing death, which may be postponed with medications
and medical technology.
Specialists in hospice and palliative care cite the COVID-19
pandemic as what brought the reality of death and dying into popular consciousness. We have always known that there is something
called death, but this pandemic demands that we internalize it. It is
one thing to acknowledge death (of others) but another thing to accept death (for ourselves, it is difficult to conceive because it’s like
staring at the sun).
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the understanding of
our mortality. Many of us are watching the news reporting the number of deaths from COVID-19 in the same way we watch the
weather channel. As clinical literatures indicated, the cumulative
effect of it is numbness or shock. We have two choices: share life
with death or be robbed by death. The human being’s reaction to
anything that threatens our existence is fight, flight, or becoming
immobile as a form of denial. Concerning our own death, we generally select flight, meaning we don’t think about it. But death will
come anyway, leaving us with the shell of a body. No pulse, no
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brainwave, no inspiration, no explanation. Death is defined by what
it lacks.
A palliative physician, Dr. Miller (December 18, 2020), explains in his New Y ork Times article “What is Death? How the
Pandemic is Changing our Understanding of Mortality,” that after
death, the body continues to decay until it becomes something else,
living on in other forms such as the grass, the trees, or the critters
who eat the dead. He indicated that, beyond fear and isolation, there
are other things that we can discover. One example is the understanding that living in the face of death can set off a cascade of realization and appreciation. He also mentioned that if the past, present, and future come together, then we should consider death as
the process of becoming. But no one has a scientific answer to what
or who we are becoming.

Some people are religious and think about other worlds and
being immortal after death. Some non-religious scientists feel we
are energy, that we can change and transform from one shape to
another one, never disappearing. We may become part of a worm
who eats a fragment of our body in a grave, or if we are ultrareligious, we see ourselves in the company of angels who are not
touchable because they are non-material, such as the soul and the
spirit—although non-religious scientists believe the soul/spirit are
made of material and brain's neurotransmitters.
Our Unrealistic Views of Death
For a few Westerners, sophisticated medical advances have
made death seem more like an option than an obligation. As Craig
Bowron in his W ashington Post article “Our unrealistic views of
death, through a doctor’s eyes” (February 17, 2012), indicated
Western culture has come to view death as a medical and scientific
failure rather than as the natural state of life. A few numbers that
are interesting to look at are the average U.S. life expectancy,
which was 47 in 1900 and 78 as of 2007. So, it seems that there
were not a lot of old people in the old days. One wonders if modern
medicine invented old age. In 1900, the U.S. infant mortality rate
was around 100 infant deaths per 1,000 live births. However, in
2000, the rate was 6.89 infant deaths per 1,000 live births. This improvement was not connected to having open-heart surgery, an
MRI, or sophisticated medicine. This improvement was the result
of public health measures such as improved sanitation, nutrition,
and changing the environment. Also, better obstetrical training and
safer deliveries caused a decline in maternal mortality.
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Some writers indicate that one of the factors regarding our
“denial of the death” is more because of demographics than advances in medical practice. For example, as stated by Craig Bowron
at the beginning of the Civil War, 80% of Americans lived in rural
areas while 20% lived in urban areas. As of 2010, 80% of Americans live in urban areas. In 1800s rural areas, there were often three
generations living in the same home, no nursing homes or assisted
living centers, and people were exposed to the deaths of the grandparents or great-grandparents. Now, we are isolated from death.
Ojibwe Indian Tribe and Death Concept
Many indigenous people look at death as a natural part of
life. This opinion is at odds with many Westerners, who believe
that death is a failure of healthcare and technology. Research into
the Ojibwe Indian tribe indicated that dying is thought of as passing
over as opposed to passing away. This approach is also spiritual, as
some report of contact between the dying person and their deceased
ancestor, which causes a sense of peace within the dying person.
Some elder Indians felt that some medical intervention was not
compatible with a peaceful dying process. In one example, an elderly dying woman stated “I would just want to die if I am sanctioned to die and I have to go. [If ] it is my turn, don’t hook me up
to a machine. Just let me go because that is the natural way… Don’t
try to shove tubes in me because I’ve lived a good life so far…. To
me, I have served my purpose here on earth already” (Dennis &
Washington, 2016, pp. 301, 303).
How Long Will I Be Alive?
Do physicians tell a cancer patient how long he or she will
be alive? I attended a medical conference about this subject. A
number of doctors participated and most of them indicated that it is
the patient’s right to know when he or she will die. However, two
physicians objected to that. A religious Muslim cardiologist said
that if a patient asked him when he would die, he would answer that
it is in the hands of God, as some people with the same disease live
a few months and some a few years.

I was the second physician. I discussed an event that happened years ago when a helicopter, which had a few military passengers, crashed in the Persian Gulf in the Middle East. The passengers stayed in the water, holding a piece of wood. After a few
hours, most of them decided to swim to the shore and died on the
way. Only one stayed in the water for 20 hours and was rescued. He
was interviewed to discover how he was able to survive in the cold
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water for 20 hours. He indicated that during all that time, he never
let himself think for even one moment about death and dying. The
entire time, he was praying and thinking about being back in his
home, sitting next to the warm fireplace in his living room with his
family and socializing, eating meals, and watching TV.
Is it possible that he survived because he did not let himself
think about the issue of death or any negative feelings? From a
medical point of view, is it possible that he, by thinking positively,
strengthened his body’s immune system, hormonal secretions, and
biochemical material, which increased his body’s defense mechanisms? I informed the audience at the conference that since we do
not know the impact of positive thinking and imagination on our
physiology and immune system, we should not tell the patient when
they will die.

Nietzsche said “Die at the right time.” That means possibly
being at your home with family. There are indications that when
families talk to a dying person, he or she can hear them, even if the
dying person is assumed to be unconscious. The delirium that patients may go through during the last moments of their life is a phenomenon that has a waxing and waning quality. So apparently, that
may be the “good way” of dying and we also feel the “bad kind” of
dying, which may be death in combat, bleeding with no one around,
in isolation, filled with hopelessness and helplessness.
The Physical Process of Dying, the Medical Definition of Death,
and Conclusion
Physical signs that death is near include: a sudden burst of
energy; mottled and blotchy skin (on the hands, feet, and knees);
drop in blood pressure, inability to swallow food or medication,
producing less urine; potentially restlessness; and some may develop congested lung and difficulty breathing. According to the legislation that is endorsed by both the AMA and the American Bar Association, Australia Health (Health Direct, November 25, 2019)
says that death means “irreversible cessation of circulatory and respiratory functions” or “irreversible cessation of all functions of the
entire brain, including the brain stem.” That means no heartbeat and
no breathing, which is obviously enough for no brain function,
which needs electroencephalography. A doctor or a nurse must pronounce the patient as dead for it to be official. Until then, one is
legally alive.
The end of life usually feels abrupt, so I will keep this con-
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clusion short to illustrate this point. Major religions attempt to mitigate the presence of death anxiety by promising an afterlife. For
example, religious suicide bombers believe they will be in heaven
after death. Might it be possible that surviving in the face of the
anxieties and dangers of our world is in our DNA? Then fearing
death should be a normal process backed by our genes. However,
we need to acknowledge our death anxiety, accept it, and not let it
change our destiny. A proverb says: “getting old is mandated, but
getting wise is optional.” To imitate it, one may say dying is mandated, but having death anxiety is optional.
Jamshid A. Marvasti, MD, is a child and adult psychiatrist
practicing at Manchester Memorial Hospital, Manchester, Connecticut. He is a clinical assistant professor of psychiatry at the University of New England College of Osteopathic Medicine. He can be
contacted at jmarvasti@aol.com.
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Psychobiographical Reflections on the
Inseparability of Life and Thought in
Heidegger’s “Turn”
Robert D. Stolorow—Inst. of Contemp. Psychoanalysis
Abstract: After noting how academic philosophers have shunned psychobiography, the author brings to focus the psychobiographical sources of
Martin Heidegger’s “turn” from a hermeneutic phenomenology to a form
of metaphysical mysticism.
Keywords: academic-philosophers, hermeneutic-phenomenology, metaphysical-mysticism, Nietzsche, personality-theories, psychobiography,
shunning

Characteristically and unlike Nietzsche (1966), who famously said in Beyond Good and Evil, “It has gradually become
clear to me what every great philosophy has heretofore been: a confession on the part of its author and a kind of involuntary and un-
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conscious memoir,” academic philosophers have tended to shun
psychobiographical accounts of philosophical ideas. Such shunning
is understandable in view of the philosopher’s search for the
“Really Real” and the “Truly True.” In the context of this search for
the absolute, a psychobiographical account is misinterpreted as an
invalidation rather than an intended particularization of scope—a
common misunderstanding of George Atwood’s and my early psychobiographical studies of the subjective roots of personality theories.
In the introduction to his lecture course on Aristotle, Martin
Heidegger (2009) confidently declared: “Regarding the personality
of a philosopher, our only interest is that he was born at a certain
time, that he worked and that he died” (p. 4). Here I argue to the
contrary that an understanding of Heidegger’s personal emotional
world is essential to an understanding of the controversial “turn” in
his thinking from a hermeneutic phenomenology to a form of metaphysical mysticism. (I am grateful to George Atwood for encouraging me to pursue this project.)

In recent work I have been focusing on the role of metaphysical illusion and its dismantling in the genesis of emotional
trauma. I suggest that this formulation applies exceedingly well to
Heidegger’s embrace of Nazism and the impact on him of its collapse. He interpreted the Nazi takeover of Germany as a “Dasein
controlling event,” an upsurge of “Being itself” manifesting in historical reality (Safranski, 1998, p. 260). What he saw as the reassertion of national power and pride brought by the Nazis thus became
conflated with the “primal demand” of all Being “that it should retain and save its own essence” (Safranski, 1998, p. 260). Heidegger
envisioned the possibility of an epochal second beginning in the
history of humanity—the first having been that of the ancient
Greeks—and, as rector of Freiburg University under Nazi rule, he
pictured the role of the universities as one of constructing a new
intellectual and spiritual world for the German nation and all of humanity. Iain Thomson (2005) has commented on the grandiose and
authoritarian aspects of Heidegger’s call for university reform, embodying his ambitions to become the “spiritual leader of the university, and thus, the nation,” and “to restore philosophy to her throne
as the queen of the sciences” (p. 116).
Little attention has been given to the impact on Heidegger
and his work of the dismantling of his kingly ambitions. At the end
of World War II, Heidegger was brought before the “de-
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nazification committee,” which voted that he be stripped of his academic credentials and barred from university teaching. Soon after
this meeting, Heidegger suffered a “nervous breakdown.” His
dream of spiritual leadership had been shattered.
Heidegger’s breakdown, hospitalization, and therapeutic
treatment by Dr. V. E. von Gebsattel have been chronicled by Andrew J. Mitchell (2016), whose illuminating essay was brought to
my attention by Peggy DuBois and Penelope Starr-Karlin. According to Mitchell’s account, Gebsattel provided Heidegger with a
form of emotional dwelling, my term for the comportment I have
recommended for the therapeutic approach to emotional trauma in
The Power of Phenomenology: Psychoanalytic and Philosophical
Perspectives (Stolorow & Atwood, 2018, Chs. 10 & 11). In this
context, Heidegger was able to immerse himself in what he called
broken-down thinking, a thinking freed of the historicallyconditioned constraints of scientific rationalism and the quest for
certain knowledge. Broken-down thinking is characterized as an
attitude of waiting—waiting for what impends to reveal itself. It
entails an openness to the expanse and mysteries of Being as such.
Such waiting acknowledges the darkness of not yet knowing and
savors the secrets not yet revealed. Such waiting in the darkness is
facilitated by the presence of a receptive companion (e.g., Gebsattel). Heidegger’s immersion in broken-down thinking set the stage
for the esotericism of his later philosophizing.
Tellingly, the first lecture course that Heidegger was permitted to give once his teaching credentials were restored was titled
What is Called Thinking (1954/2004). In that series of lectures,
thinking (I believe Heidegger meant philosophical thinking) is conceived as relatedness to Being as such that is close to poesy. Thinking ascends from particular beings (entities) to their Being and what
is unconcealed by their presence. It is the duality of beings and Being as such that gives food for philosophical thought.
I turn now to the essential features of Being as such as these
formed in Heidegger’s later philosophy. These features are well
summarized in William McNeill’s (2020) book, The Fate of Phenomenology, from which I draw on here. I want to show that these
can be understood as features of broken-down thinking disclosed in
the context of Heidegger’s breakdown.

Being as such in Heidegger’s later philosophy is shrouded
in mystery, it is concealed, hidden, having the structure of a trace,
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appearing only indirectly in beings or entities. It can be revealed
through a receptive, meditative comportment that lets beings tranquilly be, reminiscent of the attitude of waiting and openness characteristic of broken-down thinking. Such waiting and openness,
which look to revelation and poetic thinking rather than science and
logic, are in stark contrast to Nazis goose-stepping their way to a
takeover of Europe. In poetizing, the inapparent world “leaps out”
into visibility. Through tranquil submission, Being or world becomes unconcealed as a shining or radiance.
Heidegger’s broken-down thinking restored the glorious,
illusory world that had been dismantled at the end of the war, a
devastating dismantling that was a source of world-shattering trauma for him. Heidegger’s turn to a mystical metaphysics reflected
this restorative move on his part, from the dismantled to the eternally mysterious.
Recently the listserv of the Heidegger Circle became engrossed in a debate over the nature of Heidegger’s “turn” from his
earlier to his later work. On one side, Thomas Sheehan argued that
Heidegger’s approach remained phenomenological throughout its
evolution. On the other, Richard Capobianco insisted that
Heidegger turned away from phenomenology toward a form of
metaphysical realism. I found both arguments to be well presented,
scholarly, and plausible. How could this be? It occurred to me that
perhaps the two conflicting arguments actually represented two
conflicting dimensions appearing in varying degrees throughout
Heidegger’s thinking. Which of these two trends would dominate
Heidegger’s thinking would depend on the context of his life at any
particular juncture. Mitchell’s account of Heidegger’s breakdown—
a breakdown that brought his metaphysical mysticism into the foreground—helped me make sense of this conflict and its vicissitudes
in his later work.
Robert D. Stolorow, PhD, is a Founding Faculty Member at
the Institute of Contemporary Psychoanalysis, Los Angeles, and at
the Institute for the Psychoanalytic Study of Subjectivity, New
York. Absorbed for more than five decades in the project of rethinking psychoanalysis as a form of phenomenological inquiry, he
is the author of W orld, A ffectivity, Trauma: Heidegger and PostCartesian Psychoanalysis (2011) and Trauma and Human Existence: Autobiographical, Psychoanalytic, and Philosophical Reflections (2007) and coauthor of nine other books, including, most recently, The Power of Phenomenology (2018). He received his PhD
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in Clinical Psychology from Harvard in 1970 and his PhD in Philosophy from the University of California at Riverside in 2007. He
can be contacted at robertdstolorow@gmail.com.
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Why the World Loves Flaubert’s Parrot
Tom Ferraro—Psychohistory Forum Research Associate
Abstract: This paper explores the variety of reasons we fall in love with
an art object. Phyllis Greenacre’s psychology of creativity, her theory of
collective alternates, and the artist’s love affair with the world help explain why the viewer is held in awe by the art object. Gustave Flaubert’s
famous parrot in his story “A Simple Heart” is used as an example of an
art object that obtains the power of magic when used by a gifted artist.
Keywords: art-object, collective-alternates, Gustave Flaubert’s-parrot,
Phyllis Greenacre, psychology-of-creativity, love-affair-with-the-world

Why does the world care so much about Loulou, the stuffed
parrot in Gustave Flaubert’s “A Simple Heart” (1887)? Julian
Barnes was short-listed to win the Man Booker Prize for his book,
Flaubert’s Parrot (1984), which is about this little bird, among other things. David Hockney once did a painting featuring Loulou.
When inquiring about the emotional connection between the viewer
and the art object, Flaubert’s Loulou is the perfect object to consider. Also, as in all things psychological, our love of an art object,
whether it’s a stuffed parrot called Loulou or a painting of a Campbell soup can by Andy Warhol, is a multi-determined affair. So let
us proceed with the case of Loulou.

Gustave Flaubert is the father of literary realism, and his
ability to describe objects in an objective, neutral, and aesthetic
manner is unparalleled. He is a master of language and allows you
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to become absorbed in his work in a nearly hypnotic manner. This
is one reason he can imbue a stuffed parrot with power.
Secondarily, his description of the novel’s central character,
Felicite, the owner of this stuffed parrot, is notable. She is an uneducated but devoted servant who endures a series of losses throughout the novel starting with a rough fiancée followed by losing her
mistresses’ children, then the loss of her nephew, the loss of her
hearing, and finally, the death of her beloved Loulou, which leads
to her having the bird stuffed.
The simple-hearted Felicite is rendered with such love and
affection that the reader is inevitably drawn into her world, which
includes her affection for her stuffed parrot. Felicite is undoubtedly
modeled after Flaubert’s nanny, who lived with him for 50 years.
The obvious respect and affection that Flaubert had for his nanny
are felt in every line of this book. The rendering of this character is
reminiscent of the way director Alfonso Cuarón portrayed the domestic worker Cleo in his masterpiece Roma (2018), which was
also based on Cuaron’s nanny that he had while growing up in
Mexico City.
We now have two processes at work, one of which is Flaubert’s groundbreaking literary realism combined with his deeply
felt affection for his nanny. But the story does not end there. Many
literary scholars have drawn parallels between the anguished life of
Felicite and Flaubert’s life of loneliness and loss. They suggest that
his great sympathy for Felicite comes from personal experiences of
loss. As is often the case with creative geniuses, Flaubert’s ability
to sustain even a semblance of normal family life was severely limited and his empathic descriptions of Felicite and her parrot come
from his own pool of pain.
This still does not explain the compelling and even magical
power of Loulou. Many literary critics have tried to explain the
connection between Loulou the parrot and the Holy Spirit of Christianity, especially given the fact that Felicite was described as devotionally religious. But I think this misses a far more interesting
point that goes further in explaining the parrot’s power to establish
a connection with the reader. For this, we must go back to Phyllis
Greenacre’s work on the psychology of creativity and the childhood
of the artist. She posits that the gifted child destined to be an artist
is endowed with greater sensitivity to sensory stimuli. The gestalt
of the gifted child enables them to become attached not only to the
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primary object (the mother) but also to peripheral objects at the
same time. She calls these collective alternates, and this leads to the
artist’s “love affair with the world.”
This theory helps us to understand how it is that an artist
can infuse their art objects with such power and influence over us.
The reason that Jasper Johns can sculpt two Ballentine beer cans
and actually make them interesting to the viewer must have something to do with his initial love of those particular objects. The reason Andy Warhol was able to paint Campbell soup cans that are
interesting to see probably had something to do with the way he
really loved Campbell soup. He was being honest with it all and not
really trying to be clever, ironic, or satirical. He had Campbell Tomato Soup nearly every day for lunch.
This is the same as Jeff Koons’ “Balloon Dog (Orange)”
when Koons insists that he is quite sincere in his production of
these pieces and not trying to be disingenuous. Robert Rauschenberg’s most famous work is called “Monogram” and consists of a
stuffed Angora goat with an automobile tire around its midsection. I
bet you he loved Angora goats.
Greenacre said that these artists are truly in love with the
world and are looking at, describing and replicating the things that
they have fallen in love with as kids. Greenacre would say that
Flaubert’s two true loves were his nanny and parrots. Of course,
this does not bode well for his love life, but it does bode well for
the world, which gets to marvel at the way he lovingly describes
both Felicite and her stuffed parrot.
To paraphrase, the beloved American writer E. B. White
declared that his love of the world was the essence of his books. So,
to answer the question of why we find an emotional connection to
an art object, we can say our reactions are multi-determined and a
primary reason is that we are witness to the way one artist is paying
homage to the world he loves. For the viewer, the reader, or the audience to see this happening, we too are held in love’s awe.

Tom Ferraro, PhD, is a writer and psychoanalyst whose
work has been featured in The New Y ork Times, The Wall Street
Journal, and The London Times. He can be reached at drtferraro@aol.com.
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Award Memberships have been granted to two
talented colleagues in Toronto
Jun Lu is a PhD Candidate in the
Social and Political Thought program at York University in Toronto. She received a Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council
(SSHRC) doctoral fellowship for
her current research project,
“Memory’s Restoration: Working
through Histories in the Ethnic
Chinese Diasporas.” By attending
to representations of lived experience, her research focuses on how
individual and collective trauma can inform the field of social
thought for insight into both the breakdowns and restoration of
social bonds. She applies the psychoanalytic theory to understand
the history of reception, asking how we make sense of what happened from the vantage of the ways experiences are retold. She
has a published book chapter titled “Persecutory Anxiety and the
Fear of Death as Emotional Qualities of the Cultural Revolution
in China.”
Lorin Schwarz (PhD) is a course
director at the Faculty of Education and the School of Continuing Studies at York University in
Toronto, Canada. He is an affiliate member of the Toronto Psychoanalytic Society and Institute where he was a student in
the “Fundamental Principles of
Psychoanalysis”
and
the
“Advanced Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy” Programs. A teacher for almost three decades, he has
taught at almost all grade levels. Current research interests include psychoanalysis and phenomenology, literature, history, and
the complex and unique ways human beings make sense of the
complicated business of surviving their lives.
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Meeting Report
Fuchs’ “The Childhood Origins of Political
Violence and Extremism”
Paul H. Elovitz with Metin N. San—Ramapo College
Having organized psychohistorical presentation meetings
since 1975, I was struck by the extraordinary value and different
approach of our November 20, 2021, Work-in-Progress Psychohistory Forum seminar. Sven Fuchs’ revealing focus on the violent
impact of child abuse brought together a vast amount of information regarding 25 Nazi leaders, the Left-wing terrorist BaaderMeinhof of the Red Army Faction that disrupted German society
for a decade, the Norwegian Anders Brevik who murdered 77 people, Neo-Nazis, Afghans, extremists of all sorts, and much else. Not
since the early days of Lloyd deMause’s Institute for Psychohistory
has there been such a refreshing focus on the destructive emphasis
on the familial, personal, and societal impact of the abuse of children!
While Fuchs’ biographical text on the child abuse of leaders
was in truncated form, he provided seven pages of bibliography
with about 120 citations. Sven, who is the father of two children
and from a family that served the Third Reich, is passionate in his
commitment to pointing out the consequences of child abuse for
society as a whole. Although Fuchs speaks English well and traveled extensively around the U.S. as a young man, he feared that his
English wasn’t adequate enough for a professional presentation and
occasionally called on Peter Petschauer to translate, mostly during
the extensive question and answer session of this well-attended
seminar, which the presenter welcomed. His talk illustrated that
Sven is constantly searching for data from around the globe.
Sven Fuchs is an independent scholar and German businessman without a PhD or academic position, but he has done a great
service for scholarship and society by highlighting the cost of hurt
children growing up seeing violent abuse as a normal part of life.
Although most people expect scholarship to come from those with
doctoral degrees, there is a long tradition of independent scholars
furthering knowledge. The German businessman Heinrich Schliemann advanced archeology by finding Troy, Lloyd deMause created numerous psychohistorical institutions, and the psychoanalytic
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anthropologist Eli Sagan was so erudite that with only a bachelor’s
degree he taught at a variety of colleges and universities when he
retired from business. Independent scholars have played a most important role in our field. Sven Fuchs fits into this tradition with having published together with Peter Petschauer “The Abusive and
Troubled Childhood of Donald Trump” in Clio’s Psyche (Fall
2020). In 2019, Fuchs published in German Childhood Is Political!
Wars, Terror, Extremism, Dictatorships and Violence as a Result of
Destructive Childhood. Fortunately, it is now being translated into
English.
Another interesting aspect of our meeting was that, for the
first time ever, it was based on a PowerPoint rather than a printed
essay. Fuchs gave great insight into how childhood physical or
mental abuse can impact the subsequent political identifications of
individuals. His PowerPoint started with 20 detailed charts, maps,
and pictures demonstrating the global child treatment. Adverse
Childhood Experiences (ACE) exposure was found to increase suicide rates and exposure to it further increased suicide rates. In 2019,
his statistics showed that childhood adversity led to over 430,000
deaths in the U.S. He found spanking more common in younger
children two to four years of age.
Lloyd deMause was the psychohistorical pioneer in showing the impact of improved childrearing on society in his chapter
“Evolution of Childhood” (1973). With all of its flaws, he presented monumental evidence regarding the mistreatment of children
historically and its improvement over time. Regrettably, I have not
seen a great deal of work since those early days of the organized
psychohistory movement on childhood in the psychohistorical community. Michael A. Milburn and Sheree D. Conrad wrote some
very valuable articles and a book, The Politics of Denial (1996),
relating child abuse to political conservatism. I initially found it informative but not fully condensing. Millburn and Conrad have also
been writing articles about the rightward shift in American politics
as emotion played a greater role in them, which is part of what
made Trump’s 2016 election possible. Like Fuchs, they argue that
this is a threat to democracy, such as in their Raised to Rage: The
Politics of Anger and the Roots of Authoritarianism (2016). As a
result of Fuchs’ scholarship, I have become more accepting of their
work. Germany’s rightward shift was related to their defeat in
WWI, the humiliating aspects of the Treaty of Versailles settlement, and the devastation of the Great Depression, which made Hit-
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ler possible.
As we write this, Putin’s Russia is turning much of Ukraine
into rubble, with all the death, destruction, and trauma that immediately reverberate into future generations of its survivors. The children of war are seriously impacted. For example, my father, as a
preteen and 13-year-old, kept his Hassidic grandfather, mother, and
two siblings fed by trading between enemy lines during the Russian
Civil War in Poland and by pulling off to sell the boots of dead soldiers to put food on the table. This admirable man’s education was
seriously disrupted, and he was left with fearfulness that inhibited
him in the public arena. What parental loss, separation from fathers,
and war fantasies will result in for the children of Ukraine, as well
as for Russian soldiers and their families, remains to be seen.
Despite some overgeneralizations, Sven Fuchs’ bringing
together the evidence of abusive childhood with anti-democratic
political violence is invaluable. This is a small price to pay for the
yeoman work he’s doing.
For the actual PowerPoint, use the following link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LIpBzjJSTTFV1VZaulLQ9hSApEI_XFc/view?usp=sharing.
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, is editor of this journal and teaches at
Ramapo College. Metin N. San is a pre-med biochemistry student
completing his first year at Ramapo. They may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com and metinnurisan@gmail.com. 

Book Reviews
Beisel and Javors’ New Visions
of Psychohistory
Dan Dervin—Forum Research Associate
Review of David Beisel and Irene Javors’ Genres of the Imagination (West Nyack, NY: Amazon Books, Circumstantial Productions, 2021), ISBN 978-0-578-24876-9, 52 pages, paperback,
$11.95, Amazon Books Kindle version, $5.95.

This small book is a model for new ways to think about and
write psychohistory. It is divided into three parts: an exploration of
film noir, an examination of aspects of jazz, and a section called
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Riffs in which the authors comment on their essays, interweaving
personal reflections on what they have written.
As I read the first part on film noir, I began to think about
how technological innovation—particularly the camera and moving
pictures—created a new visual world. The multiple resources found
in the invention of cameras revolutionized creative processes where
darkrooms performed magic and produced an audience of strangers
huddled in darkened theaters, enabling them to release their emotions and validate visions of worlds both on a par with ours and
worlds never dreamt of. This revolutionary medium produced
modes of experience that continue to engage us.
In our jaded times, we will assume that film fixes reality by
enthralling us and stimulating our latent creative responses. Our
imaginations are awakened, given new opportunities for living and
reliving, escaping and dreaming. The prospects seem inexhaustible.
Understandably, we welcome such occasions for sharing our experience. Audiences may chuckle, smirk, giggle, cheer, scream, or
laugh out loud. Such subjective interplays confirm our common
humanity. They originated, of course, in Greek tragedy’s catharsis.
The audience’s immersion in the hero’s enterprise awakened passions of destructive power. Look at what happened to Oedipus! The
lessons were: Purge your system of such destructive urges and beware of incest’s fateful lure.
Our present authors evoke these principles when they cite
Duke Ellington’s “You’ve got to find a way of saying it without
saying it.” Beisel complies by creating his own spaces. His essay on
the British film The Third Man (1947) distinguishes latent from
manifest plots, as in Freud on dreams, while Irene Javors’ essay on
the Billy Wilder film A ce in the Hole (1951) looks at the social and
psychological causes and consequences of spectacle and spectacles
within spectacles. The characters in The Third Man evoke parallels
with and illuminate the historical aftermath of World War II. Hunger, rationing, and scarcity converge in the blighted career of Harry
Lime (Orson Welles) who has invited his friend Holly Martins
(Joseph Cotton) to postwar Vienna.
Martins discovers upon arriving in Vienna that his friend
has been “involved in a shady black market racket.” Martins embarks on a quest driven by an “idealized image¨ of Lime. He bonds
with his friend’s former mistress and the two seek clues regarding a
third man supposedly present at Harry’s death. The narrative expos-
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es the “feelings of fragmentation, disorientation, and despair” that
made up Europe and America’s postwar “hidden emotional underside” (p. 14).
Javors’ exploration of A ce in the Hole weaves together Wilder’s underlying critique of American culture with the director’s
varied personal experiences before emigrating to the U.S. It shows
how those psychological consequences are expressed in the film
and the ways in which media—print and implicitly the film itself—
carries deep social and psychological messages to audiences.
Beisel’s chapter on “Aspects of Jazz,” could serve, as could
all of the essays, as a model for psychohistorical inquiry. At the essay’s outset, the subject matter is bracketed, covering the 120-year
history of jazz. The range and complexity of the essay follow jazz’s
“presumed pornographic origins” binding it to “bordellos, speakeasies, manic dancing [styles], out of control Id impulses released
by wild ‘jungle’ music, illegal drugs, alcohol, black people.” Nowadays gentrified as “fine art” and “America’s vernacular music” it is
associated with democracy, freedom, and liberation. Still, despite
these honors and multiple adoptions, jazz has paradoxically been
“bedeviled by its associations with its sordid and dangerous past,”
comprising its distinctive aura. Aesthetic improvisations provide
the hallmark of the chapter’s title: “Aspects of Jazz.” These invite
daring-to-be different liberated feelings that offset the “down side
of potential anxiety and depression” (p. 31) also embedded in the
nature of the music.
Psychohistorical perspectives enter with jazz music, a sublimation like all music, but with over-determinants of “anger with a
vengeance” (pp. 30-31). They inflame feelings of rejection and alienation from the dominant society. Jazz then enacts psychodynamic healing. It proffers a home for the outcast via a family romance
of reparenting with a star-studded array of role models. The essay
closes with a follow-up poem by lyricist and poet Fran Landesman
titled “Jazz Aliens,” which explores a “special few” who “come
from away” yet whose “music chooses you.” Their “haunting melodies can “touch our tender parts.” “Each has a mission/No other
singer has/They bring us visions/Straight from planet Jazz.” Performers and participants are reborn on the planet of healing.
Irene Javors’ contribution to the jazz section is a detailed
narrative of the role of a particular venue (and by implication, all
jazz venues) with the opening of Barney Josephson’s nightclub Ca-
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fé Society in Greenwich Village in 1938. From the outset, the café
was intended as part of a Popular Front effort to change society by
concretizing social injustice through various means, including presenting racially integrated jazz music symbolized by Billie Holiday
singing “Strange Fruit” every night to a racially mixed audience.
Javors points out that the lack of documents limits access to Josephson´s inner world, though his motives seem to have been driven by
his Jewish background, the political affiliations of family members,
and what he witnessed in the cabarets of Europe in the 1920s.
The book’s final section ties the authors’ essays together,
providing coherence to the whole enterprise as their dialogue shows
how their personal interests and experiences interacted with those
earlier psychohistorical narratives. Throughout, each maintains
their unique voices, yet the final section illustrates how enriching
their collaboration has been as their writing works individually and
collectively to encourage readers to bring their own memories and
experiences to the journey.
Javors’ “On Psyche and Culture” is a case in point. It expands on this perspective by considering first how jazz can “bear
witness to societal wrongs” and expresses “emotions from joy to
anger to grieving for our disappointments and losses.” Likewise,
noir films “reveal the savagery underlying so-called civilization and
civilized behavior.” Javors includes a valuable psychohistorical dimension by exploring how her “childhood experiences could be
characterized as pages out of a noir playbook.” Duke Ellington’s
admonition to find “ways of saying it without saying it” (p. 41) is
accomplished by inviting readers to make their own connections,
thus pointing a new way to writing psychohistory.
The music and film of a particular time are historical documents that show the overt and hidden forces molding the zeitgeist
of that time. Uniquely among the arts, movies explore how culture
is shaped by the psyche and vice-versa, as we find that what’s out
there also lives in here. The world we are busy making is also making us. This is the mysterious interplay addressed by psychohistory.
When an enterprise such as the present book succeeds, we are all
enriched.
Dan Dervin, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of Mary Washington University. He has written essays and poetry on a wide variety of subjects. His most recent book is The Digital Child (2018).
He can be reached at ddervin@umw.com. 
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Peter Longerich’s Meticulously
Researched Biography of Hitler
Peter W. Petschauer—Psychohistory Forum Res. Assoc.
Review of Peter Longerich’s Hitler: A Biography, translated from the original German by Jeremy Noakes and Leslie Sharpe
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2019), ISBN: 9780190056735, 1344, hardbound, $39.95.
What a gift to find two biographies of Adolf Hitler on sale
together. One is by the German historian Peter Longerich, and the
other is by an American historian (Simms, 2019). In essence, the
German argues that Hitler’s main focus was the East, specifically
the Soviet Union. The American maintains that the Führer’s focus
was the evils of capitalism, Jews, the U.S., and G.B. (the West, really). Neither book is completely off, but their emphasis depends on
which parts one wants to highlight in Hitler’s speeches and writings. Both books are meticulously researched and well-argued. This
review will emphasize Longerich’s biography; as a Russian and
Central European historian since the beginning of my career with a
focus on economics and the denigration and elimination of Jews
and Slavic peoples, I have no reason to question Longerich’s emphasis. From 1919 on, Hitler’s aim remained steadfastly on the destruction of Slavs and elimination of all Jews on his way to conquering Lebensraum.
For those who are familiar with Hitler’s biography from
previous works, like those of John Toland, Ian Kershaw, Joachim
Fest, Allan Bullock, and thousands of others, Longerich offers a
precise summary of Hitler’s adult life with a clear focus and much
attention to detail. He makes the Führer neither the hero nor the victim. He portrays him as the principal actor of the National Socialist
German Workers’ Party (NSDAP) and later the Third Reich.
Longerich substantiates his approach with comprehensive
“Notes” (pp. 967-1211), a helpful “Bibliography” (pp. 1215-1285),
and a splendid index (pp. 1290-1324). The footnotes are an essential source for any serious scholar.
Longerich emphasizes Hitler as the driving force for all major, and often minor, decisions. For example, he ordered the activities of the pogrom, the Kristallnacht (p. 589ff), and the planning
and execution of Barbarossa, the attack on the Soviet Union (p.
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741ff). Indeed, Longerich shows in detail that Hitler made all key
decisions. While he occasionally listened to advice, Hitler was the
leader. For instance, when some members of the military leadership
and other functionaries disagreed with him about the timing of the
dismemberment of Czechoslovakia, Hitler fought back immediately. Ludwig Beck, the Chief of the General Staff, disagreed with his
approach and felt the call to resign. More dramatically, Hitler’s
ways already became apparent in the case of the elimination of the
Sturmabteilung (SA) and other “enemies” (p. 383ff); he decided
quite specifically who was to be killed. When disputes arose about
this or that topic, the men who surrounded him knew whom to consult.
Longerich’s discussion of the war in Eastern Europe gives
meaning to Hitler’s emphasis on that part of the world and not the
U.S. and G.B. Regarding Barbarossa, the author lays out the disputes between Hitler and the generals; he attributes several of the
significant disasters to the Führer’s lack of an overall military strategy for the massive front. He also shows Hitler’s views about this
part of the war as a death struggle between two ideologies and thus
the merciless approach toward Soviet functionaries and Polish and
Russian civilians in general and extermination of all Jews in particular. Consequently, the death toll during this part of the war in the
Eastern European theatre was horrendous: over ten million Soviet
and close to four million German soldiers, plus the almost unimaginable loss of civilians in Poland and the then Soviet Union; add to
these losses the close to six million Jews! By comparison, the U.S.
lost in all theatres about 416,800 soldiers and, thankfully, few civilians according to The National W W II Museum “Research Starters:
Worldwide Deaths in World War II.” Note: The Soviet Union lost
more soldiers than the number of inhabitants in North Carolina today.
Although historians have attempted to pinpoint the origins
of Hitler’s “vitriolic anti-Semitism,” in this volume, we note that
even as late as WWI, he seems not to have exhibited a particular
exterminationist impulse toward them. But we are offered details
about why he thought Jews were “a problem” and needed to be
gone from Germany in speeches and communications in 1919-1920
(p. 58ff). So, one must ask, where did this attitude begin to flourish? Did he simply fit in with other Reichswehr veterans who were
indoctrinated in anti-Bolshevism and anti-Judaism in Munich right
after the war? Or was it that this training activated his admitted hos-
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tility toward the downtrodden Eastern European Jews in Vienna?
Should we add Alice Miller’s argument that hating Jews and Slavs
was a permissible outlet for the inexpressible hostility toward abusive parents and teachers that pervaded society? Or was it initially
simply expedient to “go after the Jews” because “everyone” hated
them, and he could gain politically? These questions relate to another: Where did Hitler learn to order the murder of fellow human
beings practically at will? Did he transfer the killing he experienced
at the fronts of WWI to the political sphere? Having learned to act
with impunity there, did he continue into his later vicious behavior
and lack of concern for the millions who died at the fronts, at home,
and in concentration camps?
Although there was the obvious horror of Hitler’s tactics, it
would have been appropriate for Longerich to point more clearly to
the atrocities of the W ehrmacht. While the murderous activities of
the Schutzstaffel (SS), Sicherheitsdienst (SD), and Gestapo in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union are well-known, Omar Bartov’s
Hitler’s Army: Soldiers, Nazis, and War in the Third Reich
(Revised, 1999) would have provided excellent insight into the nefarious activities of the regular German military.
As for psychohistorians, it seems that Longerich ignores our
research. He uses neither an acclaimed book by Rudolph Binion
(1984) nor David Beisel’s (2004) excellent The Suicidal Embrace:
Hitler, the Allies, and the Origins of the Second World War that
accounts for the psychological environment that allowed Hitler’s
success. Unlike Beisel, Longerich focuses on Hitler’s actions and
leaves out the reasons other leaders across Europe folded seemingly
readily. All the same, the author is very much aware of other psychological literature. He consulted extensively with psychotherapists and psychoanalysts, taking his cues from Paul Matussek, Peter
Matussek, and Jan Marbach’s (2000) Hitler – Career of a Delusion:
“It claims that Hitler’s personality was characterized by narcissistic
fixation on his public self, combined with a repression of his private feelings, which resulted in his finding any public shame or exposure intolerable” (see “Acknowledgments” and note 17 to the
Prologue on p. 969). Longerich’s other sober assessment is in the
“Conclusion” (p. 950).
One can only hope that this carefully crafted (and welltranslated) study will encourage all those who live freely in democracies to now allow aspiring authoritarians to succeed.
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Peter W. Petschauer, PhD, Dr hc, Professor Emeritus of
European History, Appalachian State University. He is also an author and a poet. Two of his most recent works include An Immigrant in the 1960s: Finding Hope and Success in New York City
(2020) and Hopes and Fears: Past and Present (2019). The author
may be reached at petschauerpw@appstate.edu or peterpetschauer.com.
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Putting Pop Culture on the Couch
Jack Schwartz—Psychoanalyst
Review of Ken Fuchsman’s Movies, Rock & Roll, Freud:
Essays on Film and Music (Ori Academic Press, 2021), ISBN 9781942431169, 210 pages, paperback, $29.99.
One could marvel at the breadth and scope of Ken
Fuchsman’s psychoanalytically and sociologically tinged explorations into cultural signifiers of film, music, and people in his new
book Movies, Rock & Roll, Freud: Essays on Film and Music
(2021). The essays may at first appear unrelated, creating a sense of
wonder at how one places Sigmund Freud and 1960s counterculture pop music into one volume. But, Fuchsman’s distinctive
sensibility and knowledge of the various subjects take the reader on
a journey of discovery and insight that enables the essays to feel
more uniform and connected.
Fuchsman begins his new book with numerous essays dedicated to the depiction of Freud’s life through the lens of various
filmmakers, most notably John Huston and his film Freud: The Secret Passion (1962), then backtracking into Jean-Paul Sartre’s ra-
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ther obscure biographical screenplay about Freud that was to be
directed by Huston, which Huston later abandoned in favor of a
more commercial screenplay. Fuchsman felt that the Sartre screenplay was an overlooked treasure and deserved a re-analysis. One
can only imagine what a better film could have been made if Huston and Sartre were able to come together on this project (both were
notoriously difficult to work with).

Using various biographical films, Fuchsman discusses
Freud’s rather complicated life and correspondingly his theoretical
shift from the Seduction Theory to the Oedipus Complex (around
1895), suggesting that Freud was unable to cope with his ambivalence toward his own father. Fuchsman asserts that this theoretical
shift ends up exonerating Freud’s father as well as most others as
sexual abusers. Fuchsman sees this shift in Freud’s theory as
“paradoxical” and an unreconcilable error in Freud’s judgment given the historical record, hence the chapter title “Greatness and Paradox.”
Pursuing film as the medium of biography, we see in David
Cronenberg’s provocative A Dangerous Method (2011), created
from John Kerr’s biographical book A Most Dangerous Method
(1993), the battle for the future of psychoanalysis. The film depicts
the fateful intersection of Freud and his disciple turned traitor Carl
Jung as they hash out what it means to be a psychoanalyst.
Fuchsman’s unique take on the film emphasizes the sexual power
dynamics, Jung’s narcissism in his attempt to dethrone Freud, and
Jung’s abusive affair with his patient Sabina Spielrein.

Fuchsman then offers both psychological and sociological
analysis ranging from Polanski’s Chinatown (1974), a modern noir
classic encapsulating the corruption of the Nixon Vietnam era, to
Steven Spielberg’s quest to define what it means to be a “moral
man” in films such as Jaws (1975) and Schindler’s List (1995), then
more specifically to Spielberg’s often overlooked film The Post
(2017), which covers the malignant corruption of the Nixon era and
compares it to the Trump presidency. Thematically, Fuchsman
finds his way to Arthur Miller’s The Crucible (1953). Although The
Crucible is not a film per se, Fuchsman’s piece links to the general
theme of the play’s first half: “authority becomes abusive when a
mentality of hysteria overtakes a political community and destroys
innocent lives” (2021, p. 91).
The second half of the book takes us on a magical mystery
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tour of the 60s counterculture rock and roll in Fuchsman’s standout
essay “Forever Young.” This chapter is especially a delight where
he searches through and synthesizes the lyrics of dozens of songs,
from Dylan to the Beatles, Pink Floyd, The Who, and beyond, finding the heartbeat of the origins and cultivation of the American collective experience of what was to become the counterculture movement. From the broad perspective of “Forever Young,” Fuchsman
moves to the singular artistic voice of Paul Simon, breaking down
his lyrics exposing how Simon was able to crystallize and chronicle
the rise and fall of the American dream. Fuchsman then looks back
to the 1950s and the key voices of the rock and roll era, including
everyone from Little Richard to Elvis Presley to Chuck Berry,
pointing to the notion that rock and toll was a bridge that allowed
the youth and people of color the freedom to pursue pleasure and
romance. Simply said, rock and roll was “about having fun in a
world alternating between conformity and restriction and liberty
and opportunity” (Fuchsman, 2021, p. 160).
Fuchsman offers a carefully crafted tribute to the political
activist and “eminent folksinger” Pete Seeger, who was at the vanguard of the 1950s Old Left becoming one of the key voices,
demonstrating how music can facilitate a political movement. The
book ends with another penetrating, comprehensive analysis of
mostly post-WWII jazz music called “Jazz, Race and Politics.”
Moving from Billie Holiday’s impassioned “Strange Fruit” to John
Coltrane’s mournful “Alabama” to Gil Scott Heron’s satirical “The
Revolution Will Not Be Televised” and so many others, Fuchsman
surveys the musicians and songs that in many ways embodied the
voice and energy of the American Civil Rights movement.
Ken Fuchsman offers us a unique collection of essays in his
new volume Movies, Rock and Roll, & Freud. His view is penetrative and encompassing, using psychoanalysis as a cultural investigative device through which he gracefully dissects, deconstructs,
and reveals the hidden meanings behind familiar cultural icons, as
well as exposes the thematic underpinning of significant musical
trends. Written in a style that is both intentional and compelling,
Fuchsman holds the reader’s interest long after the book has been
returned to the shelf. A psychologically oriented academic,
Fuchsman has found a patient to analyze, and that patient happens
to be pop culture. Fuchsman has the audacity and unique skill to put
pop culture on the couch. Along with his many other insights, you
will never listen to pop and jazz songs from the 50s and 60s the
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same way again.
Dr. Jack Schwartz, PsyD, NCPsyA, is a nationally certified
psychoanalyst as well as a faculty member, lecturer, and control
analyst for The Object Relations Institute and the NJ Institute for
Training while maintaining a full private practice in Northern New
Jersey. He is a contributor and writer for a variety of clinical journals and is the author of a psychoanalytic novel called Our Time Is
Up (2007). Dr. Schwartz has been a regular presenter for ORI, NJI,
and NAAP. He can be contacted at psyjack@msn.com. 
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CONFERENCES: Some for thcoming meetings include Juhani
Ihanus, David Beisel, and Paul Elovitz’ May 14, 2022 vir tual
presentation on “Putin, Zelensky, and Ukraine,” and Jim Anderson’s much-postponed September 17, 2022 presentation on “Heinz
Kohut’s Vulnerable Self, His Reaction to the Holocaust, and His
Break with the Psychoanalytic Establishment” (which will only be
presented in-person as well as virtual). The past 2022 Psychohistory Forum Work-In-Progress Seminars wer e vir tually held on
January 29th when Theresa Aiello’s (NYU) pr esented on the psychogeography of place in New York City; April 2 nd when ClaudeHélène Mayer (Univer sity of J ohannesbur g) pr esented on
“Angela Merkel and Graça Machel: The Comparative Heroine’s
Journeys of Two Women Leaders”; and April 30th when Inna Rozentsvit (ORI) pr esented “Transgenerational Transmission of
Trauma and Resilience: What It Has to Do with Psychohistory.”
Inna Rozentsvit handled the technical aspects of the meetings. Additional meetings will be scheduled when proposal papers are received and a committee has reviewed them. The German Psychohistory and Political Psychology Conference (GPPP) was held
virtually on March 25-27, 2022, which focused on “Education for
Fear: Transgenerational Transmission.” The topic of next year’s
conference will be “Identity in Modern Times: The World of Images in Movies and of Collective Self Images.” The International Psychohistorical Association’s (IPA) 45th Annual conference will be
held in-person and virtually on May 19-21, 2022. The International
Society for Political Psychology’s (ISPP) meeting will be in Athens, Greece, on July 14-17, 2022, at the Grand Hyatt Athens, and
the Interdisciplinary Conference of the Forum for Psychoanalytic
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Education (IFPE) will be held in November 2022.
THANKS: To Brigette Demeure who has assumed the role
of International Psychohistory Forum Membership Coordinator. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS: Jun Lu and Lorin
Schwarz, who r eceived one-year long award memberships.
THANKS: To Benefactor s Fr ed C. Alfor d, Her ber t Bar r y, Peter Barglow, David Beisel, Eva Fogelman, Peter Loewenberg, Candace Orcutt, Peter W. Petschauer, Arnold Richards, and Mary
Peace Sullivan; Patrons David James Fisher, Ken Fuchsman, Alice
Lombardo Maher, Denis O’Keefe, Joyce Rosenberg, Inna Rozentsvit, Krystyna Sanderson, and Jacques Szaluta; Sustaining
Members James R. Booth, Brian D’Agostino, Hannah Hahn, Susan
Kavaler-Adler, Danielle Knafo, Ruth Lijtmaer, Judith Logue, and
Talia Shafir; and Supporting Members James W. Anderson, Susan
Hein, Marcia Anne Newton, and Hanna Turken. Our special thanks
for thought-provoking materials to Seth Allcor n, Claude Babr e,
David R. Beisel, Michael Britton, Donna Crawley, Michael A. Diamond, Paul H. Elovitz, Avner Falk, Anna Geifman, Wolfgang M.
George, Nathan Gerard, Judith Harris, Susan Hein, Juhani Ihanus,
James L. Kelley, Ted Kooser, Jamshid A. Marvasti, Claude-Hélène
Mayer, Mohammad Memarian, Peter W. Petschauer, Harrison Bae
Wein, Karsten Weber. To Nicole D’Andria for editing, proofing,
and Publisher 2016 software application and Professor Paul Salstrom for proofing. Our special thanks to our authors, editors, and
numerous overworked referees who must remain anonymous. ❑

We Wish to Thank Our
Talented Authors, Diligent, Hard
-working, and Prompt Editors,
and Our Loyal Referees Who
Must Remain Anonymous.
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Clio’s Psyche Call for Papers on

The Intergenerational Transmission of
Trauma and Resilience
Fall 2022 Issue

(Papers due 06/15/2022)
Some possible psychological/psychoanalytic approaches include:


Personal experiences with inter- and transgenerational trauma



Your understanding of the ways trauma is transmitted through
generations



Your understanding of how transgenerational trauma can be
worked through



Case studies of how inter- and transgenerational trauma affected individuals and groups



Psychobiographical studies that illustrate transgenerational
transmission of trauma



Psychobiographical studies that illustrate transgenerational
transmission of resilience



Any other subtopics to expand on our understanding of interand transgenerational transmission of trauma, as well as resilience and post-traumatic growth



How Holocaust studies is the model for transgenerational
transmission of trauma



Reviews of books and media relevant to this subject

Commentaries of up to 1,500 words are welcome for Dr. Inna Rozentsvit’s symposium article “Transgenerational Transmission of
Trauma and Resilience: What It Has to Do with Psychohistory.”

We seek articles from 1,000-2,500 words—including a 25-word
abstract, 7-10 keywords, and your brief biography ending in your
e-mail address—by 03/15/2022. Case studies are encouraged.
Send articles as attached Microsoft Word documents (*.docx) files
to cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.

Clio’s Psyche
627 Dakota Trail
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

